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Machine translation has advanced considerably in recent years, primarily due to the
availability of larger datasets. However, one cannot rely on the availability of copious,
high-quality bilingual training data. In this work, we improve upon the state-of-the-art
in machine translation with an instance-based model that scores each instance of trans-
lation in the corpus. A translation instance reects a source and target correspondence
at one specic location in the corpus. The signicance of this approach is that our model
is able to capture that some instances of translation are more relevant than others.
We have implemented this approach in Cunei, a new platform for machine translation
that permits the scoring of instance-specic features. Leveraging per-instance alignment
features, we demonstrate that Cunei can outperform Moses, a widely-used machine
translation system. We then expand on this baseline system in three principal directions,
each of which shows further gains. First, we score the source context of a translation
instance in order to favor those that are most similar to the input sentence. Second, we
apply similar techniques to score the target context of a translation instance and favor
those that are most similar to the target hypothesis. Third, we provide a mechanism
to mark-up the corpus with annotations (e.g. statistical word clustering, part-of-speech
labels, and parse trees) and then exploit this information to create additional per-
instance similarity features. Each of these techniques explicitly takes advantage of
the fact that our approach scores each instance of translation on demand after the
input sentence is provided and while the target hypothesis is being generated; similar
extensions would be impossible or quite dicult in existing machine translation systems.
Ultimately, this approach provides a more exible framework for integration of novel
features that adapts better to new data. In our experiments with German-English and
Czech-English translation, the addition of instance-specic features consistently shows
improvement.Acknowledgments
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9Chapter 1
Introduction
Machine translation has advanced considerably in recent years, but this has been primarily due
to the availability of larger datasets. When provided ample, in-domain bilingual training data,
state-of-the-art machine translation can be quite good. However, data collection is still costly
and time-consuming. For many language pairs, we have at most moderate amounts of training
data. Much of the available data is collected from peculiar genres, such as legislation, that is
easier to obtain but often at a disconnect from the type of documents one wants to translate.
Furthermore, within these collections of text, the quality of translation is not consistent and can
vary substantially. These issues pose challenges to the standard methods for data-driven machine
translation. We improve upon the state-of-the-art in machine translation with an instance-based
approach that selects relevant, high-quality translations.
1.1 An Instance-Based Approach to Machine Translation
General purpose, fully-automated, high-quality machine translation necessitates modeling the trans-
lation task as a decomposable process. Our approach employs the same framework as current
state-of-the art machine translation systems that score smaller fragments of translation known as
translation units which are then combined together to generate a target hypothesis. Within this
framework, we propose scoring each translation unit based on its similarity to relevant instances
of a translation in the training data. Each instance of translation{the occurrence of a translation
at one specic location in the corpus{occurs within a unique linguistic context. A reasonably large
corpus will contain many such instances of translation, but they are not all equally suitable for
the translation task at hand. For example, each translation instance{even if it predicts the same
target hypothesis{may be associated with a dierent parse tree or morpho-syntactic information.
What makes our approach unique is that it is able to score this information (by comparing it to
the input sentence or target hypothesis) individually for each instance of translation. We exploit
this per-instance information to distinguish when some translation instances are more relevant than
others. The goal is to generate a target hypothesis from a combination of translation units that is
maximally similar to instances of translation present in a training corpus.
Our method for scoring each translation unit from instances of translation is a form of instance-
based learning. To construct a new translation unit, the system searches the training data for one
or more relevant training instances. The `nearest neighbors' are identied with a distance function
that scores the relative importance of each translation instance. Possible translation units are then
scored by summing over the score the model assigns to translation instances (i.e. `neighbors').
Instance-based learning will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, but an advantage, in general,
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Translation Instance x
Input Sentence
Target Hypothesis
la lettre est sur mon bureau avec les autres documents
P
x2X
je suis assis  a mon bureau en lisant un livre
i am sitting at my desk reading a book
the letter is on my desk with the other documents
Source Phrase s
Target Phrase t
fS(s;x)
fX(x)
fT(x;t)
Figure 1.1: Scoring an Instance of Translation
of instance-based learning is that it inherently allows for generalization. If a highly-specialized
instance of translation exists in the corpus that exactly matches the context of the text being
translated, it will be leveraged by the model. Likewise, if little information exists in the training
data and the most similar instance of translation is only a paraphrase, that too will be scored and
leveraged by the model.
The formalism and implementation of our model will be presented in Chapter 3. Our implemen-
tation uses phrase pairs as the translation units. Each phrase pair represents a source phrase and
a target phrase that are presumed to be translations of each other. Our instance-based approach
could be applied to other types of translation units, but phrase pairs are simple and intuitive.
We have illustrated the process for scoring one instance of translation in Figure 1.1. Here the
instance of translation is used to score the correspondence between a source phrase s and a target
phrase t within the broader context of the input sentence and the target hypothesis. In this case,
the instance of translation x has the same source and target as the phrase pair hs;ti, but this is
not required. The instance of translation is scored with a parametric distance function dened
with multiple feature functions. In the illustration, we present this distance function conceptually
as three functions: fS(s;x), fX(x), and fT(x;t). The similarity functions fS(s;x) and fT(x;t)
measure the distance between what one desires to model and what information is available in the
corpus. fS(s;x) calculates the distance between the input sentence and the source of the translation
instance while fT(x;t) measures the distance between the target of the instance and the target hy-
pothesis. Finally, this breakdown provides us the ability to score the translation with fN(x) based
on its location, and thereby surrounding context, in the corpus. For example, one is permitted to
generate features that use the document in which the instance is located or that analyze the align-
ment probability of an instance with respect to the eect of the phrase alignment on the remainder
of the sentence. These functions assign preference to high-quality instances of translation that are
minimally divergent from the input sentence and the target hypothesis. But, when data is scarce,
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Figure 1.2: Scoring Translation Units with Instances of Translation
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Figure 1.3: The Standard Statistical Translation Model
this framework allows the model to capture a broader perspective of information from the corpus.
The score for a phrase pair is the summation over all instances of translation as shown in
Figure 1.2.1 In this illustration, the occurrences of a source phrase s0 in one sentence can correspond
to multiple target phrases t0 due to uncertainty in the alignment. Our model considers each pair
hs0;t0i at one location in the corpus as a unique instance of translation x. All instances of translation
are used by the model, albeit some instances of translation contribute more to the overall score for
a phrase pair. The greater the score for a translation instance, the more condent the model is that
it represents a valid translation. We acknowledge that instance-based modeling is more complex;
while at one point this approach may not have been practical, today it is, thanks to Moore's law.
Ultimately, this approach provides a more exible framework for integration of novel features
that adapts better to new data. To substantiate this claim, we propose injecting novel sources of
information that exploit instance-specic features. Therefore, our thesis is that
Thesis Statement: Scoring each instance of a translation in the corpus will improve
machine translation quality and facilitate the integration of non-local context and sim-
ilarity features.
1.2 Statistical Machine Translation
Statistical machine translation (SMT) models translation units as discrete, countable events. De-
pending on the architecture, these translation units take on dierent forms: phrase pairs, grammar
rules, or factors. The accepted generative story in statistical machine translation describes a bilin-
gual corpus as being formed by a combination of those translation units. There exists a `true'
distribution for each translation unit; the training corpus provides observations that one uses to
estimate this distribution. Each occurrence of a translation unit in the training corpus{what we call
an instance of translation{is a countable event. The standard SMT model scores each translation
unit with a combination of several feature functions. The model is constructed by processing the
training corpus and estimating the value for these feature functions based on the occurrences of
translation units. Generally all events (occurrences of a translation unit) in the training corpus are
considered to be of equal utility. The most common features are relative frequencies of conditional
events, such as the likelihood of a source phrase given a target phrase. As our implementation
1 It is conceptually simpler to describe the collection of phrase pairs as distinct from the instances of translation.
However, the model cannot create a target hypothesis that does not occur in the corpus. Therefore, the set of possible
phrase pairs is determined by the translation instances found in the corpus.
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uses phrase pairs, when we refer to the \SMT model" throughout this dissertation we are, in fact,
referring to phrase-based SMT.
SMT has some nice properties: it is easy to extend the model with more features, and the
feature calculations are usually simple and scalable to large amounts of data. Given enough data,
one can even leverage very ne-grained, specialized phrase pairs. Indeed, as available bilingual
datasets have grown, so too has performance of these systems.
In comparison to Figure 1.2, a traditional SMT model scores the correspondence between a
source phrase and target phrase in abstract as shown in Figure 1.3. The model, consisting of the
features  for each phrase pair, is estimated by processing the training data once. Once the phrase
pairs are identied and their corresponding features are calculated, the training corpus can be
discarded. The phrase pairs for the model can be highly specialized, but they represent abstract
units in that no specic instances of translation are retained. Only the information encoded initially
within a phrase pair is available during translation. Likewise, the features may be extensive, but
they are calculated without knowledge of what dimensions of the data are most relevant for the
input document and target hypothesis are not yet known.
1.3 Thesis Contributions
The fundamental advantage of our model is that it provides a simple and exible mechanism for
integrating new sources of information into machine translation with instance-based features. In
the traditional SMT model, a translation unit is an abstraction over many translation instances.
However, a wealth of information{such as domain, alignment, context, or parse trees{is all speci-
ed on each occurrence of a translation unit. This information is not constant and varies between
instances of translation in the corpus{even those that predict the same target hypothesis. In Chap-
ter 2 we will walk through several dierent ways that traditional SMT models have been extended to
incorporate individual aspects of this information, but there is no simple, straightforward method
for integrating per-instance information. The system designer has to make explicit decisions of
how to model the additional information and what features to use. An illustrative example is the
paper by (Shen et al., 2009) which states clearly that their unique contribution is that \feature
functions dened in this way are robust and ideal for practical translation tasks." The types of
linguistic and contextual information their features capture is not new, but as they demonstrate,
other approaches have been imperfect and have struggled to incorporate it. In a complex system
like machine translation, we do not always know a priori what information is useful and how it
should be expressed; we would prefer if the model took care of this automatically.
Our model identies the most relevant instances of translation with a simple distance function
consisting of multiple features. As a result, the model is capable of discriminating between indi-
vidual instances of translation. The traditional SMT model can also be highly-discriminative by
incorporating numerous, specialized features. In the SMT model, these features must individually
identify each complex event or phenomena the system builder believes to be useful. This can quickly
expand to a very, very large number of features; generally, only a select number of complex events
are modeled. In addition, these specialized features, by denition, identify complex conditioning
events that occur rarely in the training data. In the traditional SMT model, this necessitates
the use of complex smoothing techniques to properly estimate the discriminative features. In our
instance-based approach, each dimension of the data can be represented as a single feature in the
distance function. Furthermore, instance-based learning inherently provides a smooth estimate by
automatically adapting to the available data. With our approach, new sources of information can
easily be added to discriminate between instances of translation, and the system engineer does not
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have to determine which complex conditioning events to model.
Our instance-based approach also inherently provides generalization capabilities. The SMT
model is parametric; there is a xed distribution specied by the parameters that the data must
t. In our approach, the complexity of the model will grow with the amount of training data. The
more training data, the more often our model will be able to leverage highly-specialized instances of
translation. The SMT model can also leverage highly-specialized phrase pairs, but the granularity
of these must be decided on a priori. Selecting appropriate phrase pairs is a delicate balancing act.
With too little data, broader, more generic phrase pairs must be used or the model will overt.
Selecting the `right' phrase pairs is somewhat of a black art and is often dependent both on the
amount of data and the language pair. In our approach, the distance function provides an ordering
over all translation instances from most general to most specic. This allows us to leverage the
most specic instances of translation where available and automatically use more generic instances
of translation as needed.
A common theme here is that there are many modeling decision our model postpones and does
not set a priori. This is because, like all instance-based methods, our model is not constructed
until the input is provided. Traditional SMT systems perform a massive, upfront estimation of
their model by processing the training data. Our approach avoids this and scores each phrase pair
on demand. This trade-o does come at the cost of more computation during translation.
Finally, we nd instance-based learning to be an attractive paradigm because it also provides
explanative capabilities. When the system produces a target hypothesis, it is the combination
of several phrase pairs. For each of these phrase pairs, the system can identify the most relevant
translation instances. Our approach still selects the target hypothesis with the best score according
to the statistical model, but the calculation for this score is tied to specic instances of translation
in the corpus that can be analyzed by a human.
1.4 Roadmap
The early chapters provide background and describe our approach in detail. We also present an
implementation of our model that we show to improve upon state-of-the-art SMT.
Chapter 2: Prior and Related Work
We present a more detailed description of instance-based learning and approaches to machine
translation. We then survey prior extensions to the traditional SMT model and discuss how
they relate to our approach.
Chapter 3: Overview of the Cunei Machine Translation Platform
We formally describe our model and its implementation.
Chapter 4: Learning Model Weights
We describe a method for learning the weights of our model such that hypotheses generated
by the model for a development set maximize an objective function.
Chapter 5: Baseline Evaluation
We describe a Czech-English and a German-English dataset that we use to compare our
implementation to Moses, a widely-used SMT implementation. We demonstrate that the
Cunei baseline conguration, which includes per-instance alignment features, outperforms
Moses trained on the same data.
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The latter chapters extend our model in three principal directions incorporating new sources of
information:
Chapter 6: Incorporating Source Similarity
We introduce non-local features that identify the relevant source context of a translation
instance in order to favor those that are most similar to the input sentence.
Chapter 7: Incorporating Target Similarity
We apply some of the same techniques from the previous chapter to score the target context
of a translation instance and favor those that are most similar to the target hypothesis.
Chapter 8: Incorporating Corpus Annotations
We provide a mechanism to mark-up the corpus with annotations from multiple external
sources (statistical word clustering, part-of-speech labels, and parse trees) and then score the
similarity of translation instances with respect to these annotations.
Each of these techniques explicitly takes advantage of the fact that our approach scores each instance
of translation on demand after the input sentence is provided and while the target hypothesis is
being generated; similar extensions would be impossible or quite dicult with a traditional SMT
model. We conclude with Chapter 9, which presents a summary of our ndings and discusses
possible future directions.
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Prior and Related Work
Machine translation is an enormously complex task that has spawned an entire eld of research
with its own approaches, algorithms, and techniques. We will focus our survey of prior and related
work on core research that directly applies to machine translation. Within this discussion we will
address the broader eld of natural language processing and related areas such as language modeling
and machine learning where appropriate. Central to this dissertation is the concept of instance-
based modeling, but nearly all research in machine translation relies on parametric models. As a
result, before diving into the eld of machine translation, we will begin the discussion by exploring
instance-based learning.
2.1 Instance-Based Learning
Instance-based learning is a non-parametric method for machine learning that performs classi-
cation, regression, or density estimation by comparing an input query to known, labeled data.
This method is also referenced in the literature as similarity-based, example-based, memory-based,
exemplar-based, case-based, analogical, nearest neighbor, and lazy learning (Daelemans et al.,
1996). It is referred to as instance-based because this technique constructs hypotheses directly
from the training instances themselves and the complexity of the hypothesis grows with the train-
ing data (Russell and Norvig, 2003). By denition, it is a lazy approach in that the training data
is not processed until there is an input query. When an input query is presented to the system, the
training data is searched for one or more relevant training instances which are used to construct a
hypothesis.
2.1.1 The Distance Function
A core ingredient of instance-based learning is the distance function which is used to identify
relevant training instances. The distance function d(q;x) scores how `far away' the query q is
from each instance in the training data x. The data is usually represented as containing multiple
dimensions (or features) and we measure the distance along each of these. Suppose there are n
such dimensions and let the function ai(x) represent the value of instance x in dimension i. The
Euclidean distance is both simple and frequently used:
d(q;x) =
v u u
t
n X
i=0
(ai(q)   ai(x))2
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Common alternatives are the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936), which integrates covari-
ance and the Hamming distance (Hamming, 1950), which can be applied to symbolic representa-
tions.
A more exible option is to use a parameterized distance function with feature weights:
d(q;x) =
n X
i=0
igi(q;x)
When we present the formalism for our model in Chapter 3, we will show that our approach employs
a parametric distance function. Parametric distance functions abstract the distance calculation in
each dimension i to a function gi(x;q). We can score each gi(q;x) with the Hamming distance, Eu-
clidean distance, or something entirely dierent. In fact, we write gi(q;x) instead of gi(ai(q);ai(x))
as the function could compute a score that simultaneously assesses multiple dimensions of the data.
This allows the distance function to score many dierent representations of the data and weight
each of these functions with a parameter i. Daelemans and van den Bosch (1992) describe using
the above parametric distance function where  is set by calculating information gain. In the eld
of machine translation, there has been much eort in learning the weights of parametric models to
maximize an objective function that measures the end-to-end quality of translation. These existing
methods for learning  for a SMT model will be discussed in Section 2.4, and later in Chapter 4
we will apply similar techniques to learn  for our distance function.
2.1.2 Nearest Neighbors and Kernel Density Estimation
Perhaps the simplest and most well-known form of instance-based learning is the nearest neighbor
algorithm rst introduced in a technical report by Fix (1951). In this algorithm, an input query
is classied by selecting the label from the instance in the training data with the shortest distance
(i.e. most similar) to the input. Similarly, this approach can be generalized to k-nearest neighbors
in which a majority vote of the k most-relevant training instances x1;x2;x3:::xk is used to select
the label:
^ f(q) = argmax
v2V
k X
i=1
(v;f(xi))
The function f(xi) returns the label associated with the training instance xi. The delta function
returns one when the labels v and f(xi) are equal and zero otherwise. Alternatively, if the data is
real-valued, regression can be computed with:
^ f(q) =
1
k
k X
i=1
f(xi)
The distance function is used to select the k-nearest neighbors, but the value of the distance
function is not used in the above equations. Each of the k-nearest neighbors is considered equally
relevant. As a result, the hypotheses may vary substantially based on the size of k. This behavior
is especially evident at the extremes. If k=1, we may be tting an outlier. If k encompasses the
entire training data, the hypothesis will be the same for all queries. Shepard's method improves on
the standard k-nearest neighbors algorithm by weighting each instance in the training data by the
inverse of its distance to the input query (Shepard, 1968):
^ f(q) =
Pk
i=1
1
d(q;xi)f(xi)
Pk
j=1
1
d(q;xj)
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In this algorithm, training instances far away from the query have little impact on the hypothesis.
The value of k can be conveniently increased to the size of the entire dataset, in which case regression
yields a continuous function.
Similarly, one can use training instances to perform density estimation. Modeling the probability
density with weighted training instances can be generalized as a kernel model. This technique views
each training instance as generating a density function of its own that is dened by the kernel
function K(q;xi) (Russell and Norvig, 2003):
P(q) =
1
k
k X
i=1
K(q;xi)
K(q;xi) is a probability density function that is evaluated at distance d(q;xi). The kernel function is
usually dened as a Gaussian, but one may select other probability density functions. For example,
Shepard's method can be obtained by dening the kernel as:
K(q;xi) =
1
d(q;xi)
Pk
j=1
1
d(q;xj)
2.1.3 Non-parametric vs Parametric Learning
Most learning methods use parametric models that attempt to t all the training data to a global
set of parameters. Instance-based learning is non-parametric; it uses relevant training instances (or
`neighbors') to build a local model for each query. A key advantage of non-parametric learning is
that there is no xed type of distribution that the data must t. In fact, the complexity of the
model grows with the data. In general, parametric learning can produce better estimates if the
parametric assumptions concerning the distribution of the data are correct. On the other hand,
non-parametric learning is usually superior when the distribution of the data is unknown or varied.
In non-parametric learning, the entire set of training instances must always be available. A na ve
implementation of non-parametric learning requires both space and time complexity of O(NF)
where N is the number of training instances and F is the number of features associated with each
training instance. However, instance-based learning can commence as soon as training instances
are available, and the set of training instances can be modied at any time. This is in contrast to
parametric learning which must rst process the training data to learn a set of parameters. Initially
learning the parameters in a parametric model can be quite expensive (the actual cost varies based
on the learning algorithm). However, parametric models are usually quite ecient once the model
has been built. For example, a linear model will have space and time complexity of just O(F).
Zavrel and Daelemans (1997) explore the relationship between instance-based learning and
back-o smoothing with parametric models. A common problem when learning parametric models
is that many possible conditioning events are not present in the training data. Smoothing methods
address this issue by redistributing some of the probability mass in a distribution to unseen events.
Back-o smoothing is one such technique that linearly interpolates the probabilities from multiple
conditioning events. For example, consider a 3-gram language model that estimates the probability
of word wi given the history wi 3wi 2wi 1 as:
^ P(wijwi 3;wi 2;wi 1) = 1P(wijwi 3;wi 2;wi 1) + 2P(wijwi 2;wi 1) + 3P(wijwi 1)
The weights  dene the back-o sequence and the relative importance of each conditioning event.
The similarity to instance-based learning is that both techniques use estimates from more general
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patterns when specic patterns are absent in the training data. In instance-based learning, a
distant training instance will be used if no nearby training instance is available. The distance
function denes the back-o sequence; it provides an ordering over all training instances from
most general to most specic. An advantage of instance-based learning is that it requires only one
parameter in the distance function per dimension of the data whereas a back-o model may require
an exponential number of parameters to capture combinations of conditioning events.
In the words of Daelemans et al. (1996), instance-based learning \is a statistical approach,
but it uses a dierent kind of statistics than Markov model-based approaches." Instance-based
learning constructs a hypothesis by selecting training instances that are most similar or relevant to
a query. It is distribution free and inherently provides generalization capabilities when the query
does not match instances in the training data. Furthermore, instance-based learning also provides
explanation capabilities in that it can identify the training instances that were most informative in
generating the hypothesis.
2.2 Paradigms of Machine Translation
In the next chapter we will detail the implementation of Cunei, our instance-based system for
machine translation. Before plunging into the technical details, it is important to understand the
broader context of machine translation that has shaped this research. Machine translation has
grown into a diverse eld and we do not attempt to cover all varieties of it (such as rule-based or
knowledge-based methods). Our focus here will be limited to data-driven methods, as these are
currently the dominant paradigm and they directly relate to our approach.
2.2.1 Statistical Machine Translation
The advent of Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) dened a probabilistic approach to machine
translation that was not quickly adopted by researchers, but it has since become the dominant
paradigm. In both early word-based incarnations and more modern phrase-based systems, SMT
has sought to formulate well-dened models that use a limited quantity of information to represent
the translation process. These simple models are a key asset as they can be easily trained to
maximize an objective function.
Warren Weaver in a 1949 memorandum rst suggested that a computer might be capable of
performing translation between two natural languages (Locke and Booth, 1955). He even postulated
that it could be fruitful to apply cryptographic methods based on Claude Shannon's developing
work in information theory. While Weaver is credited with inspiring research in the eld of machine
translation, it took forty years for his ideas to be fully realized. Based on Shannon's noisy channel
model (Shannon, 1948), researchers at IBM's T. J. Watson Research Center introduced the rst
statistical machine translation system in 1990 (Brown et al., 1990). They described translation
as the process of attempting to recover the input sentence s which was transmitted through a
noisy channel from which one observed the altered output t. More simply, this work modeled the
likelihood that the original source sentence was s when a translator produced the target sentence
t. Applying Bayes' rule, this likelihood P(sjt) can be decomposed into:
P(sjt) =
P(s)P(tjs)
P(t)
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For translation we are only concerned with selecting the most likely value of s. The decision rule
can, thus, ignore the denominator P(t) because it is independent of s:
argmax
s
P(tjs)P(s)
In this initial work, Brown et al. (1990) modeled the likelihood of recovering the source sentence
given a target sentence, but the same principle can be applied in reverse. It is now more common
to refer to translation as selecting the most likely target sentence given a source sentence:
argmax
t
P(sjt)P(t)
In this equation, P(sjt) represents the translation model and P(t) represents the language model.
Thus, the goal is to select a sentence t that is both uent and corresponds to the source sentence s.
The preferred model for statistical machine translation is now the log-linear model as introduced
to SMT by Berger et al. (1996) and popularized by Och and Ney (2002). This approach throws
away the a priori structural dependencies of the generative model and models P(tjs) with a set of
n features  and weights :
P(tjs) =
e
Pn
i=0 ii(s;t)
P
t0 e
Pn
i=0 ii(s;t0) (2.1)
Once again, we are only interested in selecting the most likely translation t for which it is unnec-
essary to compute the denominator:
~ t = argmax
t
e
Pn
i=0 ii(s;t)
= argmax
t
n X
i=0
i  i(s;t) (2.2)
It should be noted that this decision rule becomes a simple linear model. However, the SMT
community still refers to it as a log-linear model (due to its origins) and we will as well.
Log-linear models incorporate all the information of their generative counterparts. We can
represent the original generative model as a log-linear model with the following two features:
0 = P(sjt)
1 = P(t)
The clear advantage of a log-linear model is that it can be easily extended with more features.
Crucially, the system builder does not need to understand how all the features interact. Training
the model on held-out data automatically determines the relative importance of each feature.
Furthermore, learning these optimal weights is straightforward with the log-linear model (and will
be discussed in Section 2.4).
The feature functions for each translation unit are calculated over occurrences in the training
corpus. Generally, they are relative frequencies that count each instance of translation equivalently.
Once the model is constructed, the training corpus can be \thrown away" as it provides no further
information.
A popular implementation of SMT is the open-source software package Moses (Koehn et al.,
2007). Moses creates a log-linear model for translation that was originally described with just eight
features. While this represents more information than the original generative model, the number of
features needed to represent the translation process is still quite small. In Moses, translation units
are represented as phrase pairs consisting of a source phrase s and a corresponding target phrase
t. Each phrase pair is assigned the following ve features:
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 lex(sjt) and lex(tjs)1 that estimate the phrase probability using the word alignment
 p(sjt) and p(tjs) that estimate the phrase probability with relative frequencies using the phrase
alignment
 A constant phrase penalty to prefer the use of longer phrases
The following three features are applied when phrase pairs are combined together during decoding:
 A language model score
 A word penalty to balance the language model's bias toward short sentences
 A distortion penalty to limit reordering
A more detailed description of these features is present in Koehn et al. (2003). Moses has been
extended over the years, and to be clear, this is not an exhaustive list of possible features. The
incorporation of new features is a common research direction. For example, in their submission
to the 2005 IWSLT workshop, Koehn et al. (2005) describe additional lexical reordering features
that are now also included in the default conguration of Moses. However, nearly all extant SMT
systems have the eight features listed above at their core because their log-linear combination has
been found to perform quite well. The point is that by understanding these features, the reader
should be able to grasp the foundation of most SMT systems.
SMT's simplicity, scalability, and training procedures have enabled it to best the competition in
competitive evaluations that use automated metrics. This, in turn, has led to its current position
of dominance within the research community.
Our model is best described as an extension of the SMT model that integrates ideas from
instance-based learning. As the log-linear model expanded on the generative model, our model
expands on the log-linear model for SMT. The new source of information that our model facilitates
is that features can individually score instances of translation and not just translation units. It is
as an extension of the traditional SMT model in that it is also capable of exactly representing the
SMT model.
2.2.2 Example-Based Machine Translation
Before the rise in popularity of SMT, the focus in data-driven machine translation was on Example-
Based Machine Translation (EBMT). IBM's introduction of the rst statistical machine translation
system in 1990 (Brown et al., 1990) disrupted the eld of machine translation. Statistical models
were capable of producing good results, but their methods were not well understood. Unlike rule-
based systems, when a translation error occurred, it was dicult to pinpoint the cause or correct
the translation. One way to view EBMT is that it represented a middle-ground between data-driven
and mainstream linguistic approaches to translation. EBMT is a corpus-based approach, but one
in which there is a desire to make the translation process intuitive to the end-user. While statistics
1 Given a word alignment a and lexical weights w:
lex(sjt) = max
a
jsj Y
i=1
1
j(i;j) 2 aj
X
8(i;j)2a
w(sijtj)
lex(tjs) = max
a
jtj Y
i=1
1
j(i;j) 2 aj
X
8(i;j)2a
w(tijsj)
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may play a role in constructing the translation, EBMT systems are often also guided by human
behavior or linguistic principles. Somers (1999) provides a detailed survey of EBMT's history.
EBMT systems share the belief that the translation process is best described using previous
examples of translation. They store a set of example translations and propose new translations
that can be constructed from some combination of the examples. A core requirement is that the
system is capable of retrieving example translations that have a high degree of similarity to the
input. Thus, the simplest representation or model of the translation process is most often the
training corpus itself. Whether a system can reproduce the training corpus has been suggested as
a possible litmus test for EBMT.
EBMT was initially proposed by Makato Nagao (Nagao, 1984) as a method for translation by
analogy. He credits the way humans process language as the inspiration for this approach. He argues
that by comparing similar training examples, the system should be able to learn correspondences
between the structure of sentences and the words therein. On receiving a new sentence to translate,
the rst step of an EBMT system is to decompose the sentence into smaller phrases (he suggests
case frame units). The system will then translate each of these smaller phrases by analogy. For each
phrase, the system selects a similar training example to use as a template. Within this training
example, the system will replace words that dier from the input sentence. The substitution may
be performed by using other training examples or an external lexicon.
Gaijin (Veale and Way, 1997) represents one implementation of this approach. Gaijin is designed
to leverage the Marker Hypothesis (Green, 1979) which posits that a closed set of words in every
language can be used to identify the syntactic structure of a sentence. These markers are typically
conjunctions, prepositions, determiners, and quantiers. Each marker indicates the start of a
constituent phrase. Gaijin selects one example from the training corpus that exhibits the same
ordering of markers as the input sentence to serve as a master template for translation. The input
sentence and master template will, thus, have the same number and type of constituent phrases. The
master template is then adapted to the the input through the high-level grafting and keyhole surgery
operations. High-level grafting replaces an entire constituent phrase in the master template with a
more similar phrasal constituent from the training corpus. Keyhole surgery substitutes individual
words within a phrase constituent to match the input sentence. These operations preserve the
structure of the master template by only permitting the substitution of phrase constituents that
have the same head-of-phrase marker and the substitution of words that have the same part-of-
speech label. The particular sequence of constituent phrases in the master template, rather than a
language model, dictates the phrasal selection and reordering.
Alternatively, Panlite (Brown, 1996) is a shallow EBMT implementation that it is guided simply
by lexical matches to the input sentence. Instead of matching a deeper linguistic structure, any
combination of examples that covers the input sentence is allowed. Each example that matches
a subsequence of the input sentence is scored according to its surrounding context, alignment
probability, genre, and location in the corpus. Panlite then searches for a combination of examples
that is maximally similar to the input sentence. Brown (2000) extended this system to permit
generalized examples. In this later work, the examples were allowed to contain equivalence classes
such as a person's name or date. The generalization of examples enabled broader coverage and the
use of longer examples.
Gaijin and Panlite illustrate two very dierent implementations of EBMT. Other implementa-
tions exist as well, some of which employ even deeper structures, such as the syntax or semantics
of a phrase (Nakazawa et al., 2006; Way, 2003). The point is that EBMT systems dier widely in
their methods of matching examples, allowed generalization, and combination of examples. Scoring
is performed on an example-by-example basis and often includes several heuristics. Unlike SMT,
there is no well-dened model common to all EBMT systems. EBMT denes an approach, but
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not a particular model or method. The research community has now generally moved away from
EBMT as SMT systems have performed better in competitive evaluations.
To be clear, EBMT is an early application of instance-based modeling to machine translation.
Like EBMT, the modeling approach we propose constructs a hypothesis based on instances of
translation. However, our contribution is novel in that it embeds the modeling of each translation
instance within a larger statistical framework. Furthermore, our approach signicantly outperforms
existing EBMT systems (Phillips, 2011).
2.2.3 Lazy Machine Translation
Lazy machine translation systems are characterized by their implementation and not their model.
EBMT systems necessitate the extraction of examples during translation and are, thus, commonly
implemented with on-demand phrase alignment and scoring algorithms. SMT systems have no
such restriction, and the advantage of a parametric model is that it can be learned once and stored
on disk. However, SMT models have become very large. In order to reduce the memory-footprint
of large phrase tables, lazy SMT systems have also been developed that extract phrase pairs or
grammar rules on demand.
Vogel (2005) and Callison-Burch et al. (2005) describe remarkably similar, but independently
developed, SMT systems that model phrase pairs on the y only for the phrases contained in the
input. When building a SMT model oine, one normally faces a trade-o between the quality and
the size of the model. Callison-Burch et al. (2005) estimated that storing a phrase table containing
the word alignments and features for all phrase pairs up to length 10 in the NIST Arabic-English
dataset would consume approximately 38GB. Thus, even though longer phrase pairs can improve
translation quality, it is common practice to only model short phrase pairs. The work of Vogel (2005)
and Callison-Burch et al. (2005) addresses this problem by using a sux array of the training data
as a compact and ecient alternative to the standard phrase table. Both approaches describe how
to retrieve any phrase pair present in the corpus{regardless of length{and calculate the standard
SMT features for it.2 This is made possible by the fact that the features used in a standard SMT
model are very simple and that the nature of sux arrays makes counting the occurrences of a
particular word or phrase in the corpus quite inexpensive.
As the years have progressed, the data problem has only grown worse. Lopez (2008) is a more
recent treatment of the same problem with state-of-the-art results. The author uses a sux array
to index a very large dataset and perform Hiero-style (Chiang, 2005) statistical decoding with rules
generated on the y. This avoids the bottleneck of modeling all possible rules by extracting only the
rules needed to decode the input. This work does attempt to take advantage of the lazy calculation
by introducing a new `dynamic' feature. That feature, coherence, is the number of times that a
phrase was successfully aligned (to any target) over the number of times the source phrase was
sampled. However, aside from this addition, the feature set is limited to the same Moses-style
features (albeit calculated in a lazy manner) that have been used for several years. Indeed, the
author notes that using discriminative, contextual, feature-rich models would be preferred, but
states it is an open problem.
Cunei's implementation is also lazy. We build upon the work outlined above and use many
of the same techniques (such as sux arrays). While lazy machine translation systems are not
the norm, the fact that our implementation is lazy is not in and of itself that signicant. The
importance of the lazy implementation in Cunei is that it enables on-demand retrieval of related
instances of translation that can be scored individually with contextual, feature-rich models.
2 The phrase probability can only be calculated in one direction, but this does not seem to greatly aect the
overall performance.
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2.3 Extending and Adapting Machine Translation
Each section below surveys a dierent way in which researchers have extended the traditional SMT
model. While none of the work below leverages instance-based learning, the information they use
and the problem they address is similar. Most often these improvements are captured by adding
new features to the model or building multiple, independent models. We will expand on these
ideas and sometimes even generate similar features, but we will apply them within our modeling
approach that scores the relevance of each translation instance. In Chapters 6, 7, and 8, we will
present how our approach leverages instance-based learning to capture source and target context,
perform adaptation, and measure similarity. In doing so, our approach unies these threads of
research together within a single instance-based model.
2.3.1 Source-Side Context
The MT community generally agrees that source context should improve translation quality, but
how to model it and how to eciently integrate it within the translation model are open questions.
In addition, some local context is already captured by modeling phrases that consist of multiple
words. The earliest research in machine translation with richer context models focused on resolving
the ambiguity of known problematic words. Recognizing that this is essentially the same problem
as Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD), Carpuat and Wu (2005) tried to pair a WSD system with
a SMT system. However, their attempts at using the WSD system to lter possible translations or
selectively replace words in the machine translation output failed.
The rst clearly successful results were reported by Chan et al. (2007) using the Hiero system
(Chiang, 2005). After applying each grammar rule during decoding, their system updated context
features for the current span. These context features scored the sequence of terminal symbols and
were derived from an external WSD system. Furthermore, the context features acted like every
other feature in the translation model allowing weights to be learned for these context features
that maximized end-to-end translation performance. Their baseline Hiero system trained on the
Chinese-English FBIS corpus scored 29.73 BLEU when evaluated on NIST MT03. The same system
extended with additional context features increased to 30.30 BLEU.
Following up on their initial negative results, Carpuat and Wu (2007) similarly demonstrated
a successful and tight integration of context within machine translation. Like Chan et al. (2007),
they now modeled context with features in the log-linear model. Unlike previous work, they did not
actually build or use an external WSD system. Instead, they took the features that are commonly
used in a WSD system and plugged them directly into the SMT model. The individual features they
report using are bag-of-words context, local collocations, position-sensitive local part-of-speech, and
basic dependency features. These context features were integrated in a phrase-based SMT system
and appended to entries in the phrase table. This process signicantly enlarged the phrase table
because each entry in the phrase table identied a unique context.
Gimpel and Smith (2008) continue this direction of research but discard the notion that WSD
denes the most appropriate context features for machine translation. Instead, they use a smor-
gasbord of features that operate over the entire input sentence. Some of these features, such as
using colocations of lexical or part-of-speech sequences, are similar to prior work. However, they
add to this mixture several new syntactic and positional features. For example, they set features
based on whether the phrase is (exactly) a constituent, the nonterminal label of the lowest node
in the parse tree that covers the phrase, whether it occurs at the beginning of the sentence, or the
fraction of the words in the input sentence that are covered by the phrase. The result was minor
gains on in-domain experiments in Chinese-English and German-English, but large improvement
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(36.15 to 37.72 BLEU) on an out-of-domain Chinese-English experiment that included additional
United Nations data.
We present how our model incorporates source context in Chapter 6. In fact, the types of
information we will use, such as local collocations, are quite similar. The dierence is that we
are not merely adding new features to a parametric model, but we are using a dierent type of
model that scores phrase pairs with instance-based learning. The additional contextual information
is used to identify relevant instances of translation instead of fragmenting phrase pairs into more
specialized units.
2.3.2 Target-Side Context
In the methods above, translation matching on the source-side was extended using knowledge from
similar phrases. Context-Based Machine Translation (CBMT) (Carbonell et al., 2006) focuses on
the other side of a translation{calculating distributional proles and similarity among the target
phrases. A high-precision lexicon is used to translate content words and get a rough idea of what
target words should be present. Long n-grams are retrieved that match this collection of target
words as closely as possible. Preferably, each target n-gram will not introduce any novel content
words, but if it does, the word must occur in the monolingual corpus in the same context as the
word in which it is replacing{i.e. it is believed to be a paraphrase. Decoding a translation is thus
the selection of a sequence of overlapping n-grams that diverge minimally from the target words
predicted by the lexicon.
In Chapter 7 we will present our technique for leveraging target context within our model.
Essentially, we use the same methods we explored for modeling context on the source and apply
them to the target. Our approach scores instances of translation as being more relevant if they
share context with the target hypothesis. This technique will prefer translations that are embedded
in longer target n-grams which captures a similar eect to CBMT's decoding with overlapping n-
grams. However, CBMT is a more aggressive approach that alters the decoding paradigm to
enable target hypotheses that have not been seen in a bilingual corpus. Our approach models
target context, but it does so within the standard SMT framework for decoding.
2.3.3 Source-Side Paraphrases
Building upon research in paraphrasing, researchers have augmented the standard SMT model with
phrase pairs from related phrases. Paraphrases can be identied using the pivot method introduced
by Bannard and Callison-Burch (2005), which reasons over the phrase alignments in a bilingual
corpus. Given a source phrase, the algorithm `pivots' through the possible target translations and
then adds to the set of paraphrases the alternative source translations found for each of the aligned
targets. The probability of source phrases s1 and s2 being a paraphrase is calculated by marginal-
izing over all possible target phrases t with which they both align: p(s2js1) =
P
t p(s2jt)p(tjs1).
Callison-Burch et al. (2006) apply this concept to machine translation by augmenting a phrase table
with source-side paraphrases. The probability of the paraphrase, p(s2js1) for paraphrases or 1 for
original entries, was also added as a new feature to the phrase table. The primary nding of this
work was that paraphrases could be used to signicantly improve translation coverage. In exper-
iments using up to 320,000 sentence pairs from the Spanish-English and French-English Europarl
corpora, they also report an improvement in BLEU.
Marton et al. (2009) describe another approach that uses paraphrases to propose phrase pairs
for unknown words in SMT. However, in this case the paraphrases are collected from a large
monolingual corpus using `distributional proles'{essentially monolingual clustering based on the
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context of each phrase. Given an input document to translate, the authors augment the phrase
table with new phrase pairs from paraphrases only for unknown words in the input. Every phrase
pair includes a feature that scores the similarity between the input sentence and the source of the
original phrase pair. The purpose of this feature is to discount the score of phrase pairs generated
via paraphrasing. For phrase pairs original to the model (not generated via paraphrasing), the
value of this feature is zero and the score for these phrase pairs remains unchanged. The authors
articially limit their approach to unknown words and unfortunately do not report any results
when their approach is applied to all entries in the phrase table. However, they do show marginal
improvement with this limitation on a small Spanish-English dataset. Using monolingually-derived
similarity metrics is likely not as accurate as using pivot-based methods, but the authors suggest
that this dierence is oset in practice by the availability of much more monolingual data.
We mention this work because it is a natural t with our model, but it is not an area we
specically pursue in this work. Normally, Cunei selects instances of translation that lexically
match the desired source phrase. However, since we score each instance of translation with a
distance function, it is straightforward to extend the distance function with similarity features and
allow instances of translation that are paraphrases. The closest we come to this is in Chapter 8
where we allow instances of translation that match a sequence of annotations, but may lexically
diverge from the input sentence.
2.3.4 Continuous Space Modeling
One of the beautiful, but troubling, characteristics of natural language is that there are often many
dierent ways to express the same concept. Modeling the similarity of translations, such as the
use of paraphrases, allows for generalization and results in a smoother distribution. An alternative
approach is to move from representing the translation model in a discrete space to a continuous
space.
Schwenk et al. (2006) take the rst step toward continuous space modeling in machine trans-
lation by adding a continuous space language model. In particular, the language model was built
using a neural network that maps histories into a continuous space. The source and target words
are still discrete, but the set of histories that a target word follows are modeled in continuous space.
Rather than backing o to shorter contexts when an n-gram probability is unknown, the neural
network posterior probabilities are interpolated across all contexts of the same length. In experi-
mentation, the authors showed this led to a 0.8 BLEU improvement in translation over a 4-gram
Kneser-Ney back-o language model. For comparison, this result is approximately the same mag-
nitude of improvement they report when using a 4-gram instead of a 3-gram Kneser-Ney back-o
language model.
More recently, Sarikaya et al. (2008) applied continuous modeling to the translation process with
a parametric model employing Gaussian mixtures to represent phrase pairs. Their approach is very
similar to acoustic modeling, and they actually retrot a speech recognizer to perform translation.
First, they use Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) to generate a mapping of related words. Each
word is then mapped into a continuous space vector representing its relation to all other words in
the vocabulary. Source language word vectors are concatenated with target language word vectors
to form word pair vectors. These word pair vectors are modeled using a mixture of Gaussians. In
order to reduce the number of parameters, all word pairs share the same set of Gaussian densities
but have dierent mixture weights (which are learned during training).
Sarikaya et al. (2008) criticize current statistical translation models, as they are known to suer
from 1) overtraining 2) lack of generalization 3) lack of adaptation and 4) lack of discrimination.
Not surprisingly, these are largely the same problems that this dissertation intends to address. In
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order to reason in a continuous space, one has to perform a mapping from the discrete words or
phrases into a vector of elements. Performing this transformation with LSA results in a mapping
that is not updatable or learned as part of the model, but instead committed to a priori. These
issues with LSA may be addressed in the future by constructing a continuous model with a dierent
method, but there is currently very little work in this area for machine translation.
Our model is not continuous, but it does exhibit some continuous characteristics when scoring
a phrase pair from multiple instances of translation. In particular, our distance function allows
us to glean information from similar instances of translation that do not exactly match the source
or target. By scoring the relevance of each translation instance, we do not have to discretely bin
those with the same source and target phrase; rather, each instance of translation can contribute
to multiple hypotheses.
2.3.5 Weighting and Filtering Corpora
Data-driven statistical models are merely a reection of the text they are trained on. Instead of
adding new features to the model, one can also change the hypotheses a machine translation system
generates by altering the data from which the model is built. Filtering or re-weighting the training
data is eective at globally skewing the translation model by altering the model's parameters. This
technique is frequently used for domain adaptation to guide the translation toward a particular
target.
When dealing with corpora in multiple domains, perhaps the most natural approach is to
build multiple SMT models. Foster and Kuhn (2007) and Lu et al. (2007) describe mixture-
model approaches in which the corpus is partitioned and traditional SMT models are built on each
component. Lu et al. (2007) weight each component based on its TF-IDF similarity to the test
set. Foster and Kuhn (2007) explore multiple distance metrics and nd that an EM approach
maximizing the likelihood of the test set provides the best mixture weights.
Hildebrand et al. (2005) is an early approach that applies information retrieval techniques
to lter a training corpus such that it is maximally similar to the text to be translated. For
every input sentence to be translated, the n-most-similar sentences are extracted from the corpus.
These n-most-similar sentences for all input sentences are combined together (potentially including
duplicates) to form a new training corpus. A standard translation model can then be built from
this ltered training corpus. In order to calculate sentence similarity, the authors measure the
cosine distance between TF-IDF term vectors{a common algorithm for document similarity. They
evaluated this approach on Chinese-English tourism dialogue while the training data was dominated
by newswire and speeches. The performance of the system was sensitive to the size of n in the
selection of the n-most-similar sentences, but generally they were able to demonstrate improvement
in NIST scores. While Hildebrand et al. (2005) lter the training corpus so that it is maximally
similar to the test set, Lu et al. (2007) extend this idea to re-weight the training corpus based on
each sentence's TF-IDF similarity with the input document.
Similar techniques that lter a large dataset for relevant, in-domain sentences have also been
applied to language modeling. For example, Moore and Lewis (2010) use cross-entropy to lter a
large collection of text in order to build a high-quality, in-domain language model. They build one
language model on a small set of known in-domain text and one general-purpose language model
from a random sample of text. A score is assigned to each sentence by computing the dierence
of the cross-entropy of the text according to these two language models. A larger domain-specic
language model is then created from all sentences with a score greater than a threshold value which
is determined on a held-out set of in-domain data. Moore and Lewis (2010) compare this technique
to earlier work and show that they achieve lower language model perplexity on a held-out test
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set. However, they do not show the eect of using their adapted language model on end-to-end
performance during translation.
More recent work in translation modeling has focused on learning weights for components of the
corpus instead of using a pre-dened similarity metric. Matsoukas et al. (2009) assigned weights
to sentence pairs in the training corpus so that the resulting SMT model maximized an objective
function. The weight for each sentence was calculated with a perceptron model that used several
simple feature functions. The perceptron was trained by minimizing the expected Translation Error
Rate (Snover et al., 2006) over an n-best list of target hypotheses generated by the SMT model
on a development set. As the sentence weights were updated, the phrase and lexical translation
probabilities in the SMT model also needed to be re-estimated. To account for this divergence, the
n-best list was regenerated every 30 iterations. The researchers found that when the development
set was similar to the test set, their approach led to signicant gains across multiple evaluation
metrics. Furthermore, the baseline Arabic-to-English system that they improved upon is one of the
best in the world.
The idea of weighting components in the corpus captures the essence of what we are trying
to achieve with instance-based learning. Our work is most similar to Matsoukas et al. (2009)
in that we use multiple features in our distance function and learn weights for them based on a
development set. Nonetheless, our method is quite dierent from all of these eorts. First, all
of the methods described above weight documents or sentences within the training data, whereas
we go one step more specic. Our features score instances of translation instead of sentences or
documents. Translation instances are embedded within a particular sentence, but they represent
smaller units. Second, in all of the related work, either implicitly or explicitly there two separate
models: the corpus model and the SMT model. The SMT model is built on top of the corpus
model in that the score for a sentence according to the corpus model is used in the feature function
calculations of the SMT model. The weights applied to the corpus are separate from the weights
applied to the feature functions of the SMT model. Our approach uses instance-based learning to
construct a single unied model with one set of weights.
2.4 Learning Model Weights
A lure of the log-linear model is that it allows for numerous, arbitrary features. The exibility of
adding numerous features to a log-linear model comes at the cost of learning appropriate weights for
each feature in the parametric model. While theoretically any feature can be used, in practice not
all features are equally useful and careful feature engineering can signicantly improve a system's
performance.
One relatively simple technique that was favored in early systems was to maximize entropy of
the translation probability distribution subject to empirical constraints (Berger et al., 1996). This
objective function is convex with a global optimum that ts the expectation of the data. However,
translations that are selected by this learning process are not necessarily the same translations that
will result in the optimal score according to a particular evaluation metric.
As a result, Och (2003) introduced minimum error rate training (MERT) which minimizes error
on a particular dataset according to a specic evaluation measure. While translation systems can
produce an n-best list of scored translation hypotheses, evaluation metrics only evaluate the 1-best
translation hypothesis. MERT uses an ecient linear programming solution to select weights that
favor the optimal translation hypothesis; it is not concerned with the rank or score of any other
hypothesis. Unfortunately, there is no longer the guarantee of nding a global optimum as most
evaluation metrics are not convex.
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It is desirable to be able to employ many features and allow the learning algorithm to sort the
good features from the bad features with appropriate model weights. However, MERT only works
well when the number of parameters is relatively small. Liang et al. (2006a) rst exploit large feature
sets in machine translation by applying a perceptron-based learning algorithm. Perceptron learning
uses a very simple update rule to learn weights by computing the dierence between the feature
values assigned by the model to the hypothesis translation and to the reference translation. A
problem with applying perceptron learning to machine translation is that the reference translation is
not always reachable by the translation model, and even when the reference translation is reachable
it may not be the result of a valid alignment. The simple solution is to score the reference if it is
reachable and otherwise skip that sentence during training. However, Liang et al. (2006a) report
better results by selecting the hypothesis translation with the highest BLEU score in the n-best
list to act as the reference translation when performing the update.
Liang et al. (2006a) applied this discriminative approach to a phrase-based SMT system with
limited reordering capabilities. In addition to the translation probability and language model
probability, they included alignment constellation features, part-of-speech features, and lexical
features. The lexical features were particularly numerous and allowed ne-grained control of the
translation process. Each lexical feature denoted the presence of either a specic translation or
a specic output phrase (independent of the source). In total, the researchers augmented the
translation model with over one million features and achieved an improvement of 1.3 BLEU on a
French-English test set.
Watanabe et al. (2007) address the issue of scaling MERT to a larger number of features by
adapting the Margin Infused Relaxed Algorithm (MIRA) (Crammer et al., 2006) for use in machine
translation. Like MERT, this approach uses a loss measure which is typically the inverse log of
BLEU. However, instead of minimizing loss, this approach tries to nd a set of weights such that the
dierence in the score (i.e. margin) between a correct and incorrect translation is at least as large as
the loss of the incorrect translation. Furthermore, instead of using the 1-best translation, Watanabe
et al. (2007) perform the calculation on a handful of the top translations. (The algorithm could
use the entire n-best list, but the author reports that this would be signicantly more expensive to
compute.) The margin creates an upper bound for the score of each of the selected `best translations'
and forces them to loosely t the objective function. The key advantage to this approach is that it
is conservative and tends to be more robust when using a large number of features.
Chiang et al. (2009) use MIRA to augment a Hiero-based MT system with over 10,000 features
and a syntax-based MT system with more than 250 features. Most of the features were linguistically
informed to catch specic situations where grammar rules failed. In addition, the authors added
features to identify source-side context and to apply discount weights to low-frequency translations.
In sum, their approach to translation remained the same, but they added a vast amount of new
discriminative knowledge to the system. They report success in learning appropriate weights from
MIRA with a 1.1 BLEU gain with the syntax-based system and a 1.5 BLEU gain with the Heiro-
based system on a Chinese-English test set.
Smith and Eisner (2006) propose as an alternative to MERT an approach that minimizes the
expected loss of a translation. The expected loss is calculated by taking the evaluation metric's
error rate for a translation and multiplying it by the model's probability of the translation given
the input sentence. Unlike MERT, it is no longer sucient to only identify the translation with
maximum score. To compute the probability, one must divide the score of a translation by the
summation of all translation scores (we must compute the denominator in Equation 2.1). It is not
possible to generate all possible translations, but the space can be approximated by the translations
present in the n-best list. This approach is conceptually very similar to MERT with the distinction
that this algorithm operates over the entire n-best list. In order to avoid local optima, Smith and
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Eisner (2006) apply an annealing process to sharpen the expected scores of the n-best list over
time. In the early stages all translations are considered equal, but by the end of the optimization
process nearly all the weight for the expected score is concentrated in the top translation.
Chiang (2012) recently compared the dierence between MIRA and minimum risk as the ob-
jective function for learning. MIRA came out slightly ahead (44.9 vs 44.8 BLEU) on a small
Arabic-English translation system with 13 features. However, in this scenario MERT actually
achieved the best score of 45.2 BLEU on the held out test set. The real advantage of both Watan-
abe et al. (2007) and Smith and Eisner (2006) are that they are capable of scaling to many more
features than Och (2003). Adding a large number of simple, discriminative features to a model can
achieve larger gains than selecting a specic learning algorithm (Chiang, 2012; Chiang et al., 2009;
Liang et al., 2006a).
The idea of using a large feature space is itself orthogonal to the modeling approach. The focus
of our work will be on the type of features and not specically the quantity of them. For example,
the majority of features present in Chiang et al. (2009) are contextual features that trigger when a
particular source word is present before or after a particular word alignment. However, the fact that
we score translation instances with a distance function allows us to incorporate similarity features
that are not so rigidly lexicalized and can be used in multiple situations. We expect such similarity
features (which are only possible due to our instance-based scoring) to be of greater utility than
a large number of very specic lexical features. That being said, all of the features described in
Liang et al. (2006a) and Chiang et al. (2009) could be added to our model as well; it is simply not
an area we explore in this dissertation.
As far as the learning algorithm, we will present in Chapter 4 that our implementation uses
the minimum risk approach of Smith and Eisner (2006). This decision was simply a matter of
practicality and based on what methods were known at the time and were straightforward to
implement with our model. Overall, the thesis is neutral toward the objective function and the
algorithm used to learn the model weights.
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Overview of the Cunei Machine
Translation Platform
The research we propose necessitates a new platform for machine translation. In particular, the
approach diers signicantly enough from the traditional SMT model that we could not simply
modify an existing system. Much of the preparatory work for this dissertation went into building
Cunei, a new platform for machine translation, that is state-of-the-art and supports instance-
based modeling. We have released Cunei as open-source software that is available for download at
http://www.cunei.org. Much of this chapter was rst published in (Phillips, 2011).
3.1 Approach
Due to ever-increasing bilingual corpora, data-driven machine translation is able to locate many
potential translation instances that are similar to the input sentence in whole or in part. Yet these
translation instances are not all equally suitable for the translation task at hand. Each translation
instance in the corpus occurs within a unique linguistic context. As mentioned in the introduction,
each translation instance{even if it predicts the same target hypothesis{may be associated with a
dierent parse tree or morpho-syntactic information. What makes Cunei unique is that it is able
to score this information (by comparing it to the input sentence or target hypothesis) individually
for each instance of translation. We exploit this per-instance information to distinguish when some
translation instances are more relevant than others.
Generally we do not expect to nd a translation in the corpus that is identical to the input
sentence. Instead, data-driven machine translation identies possible translations for subsections
of the input sentence which are then combined together to generate a complete target hypothesis.
Each of these smaller units of translation represents the correspondence between a particular source
and target. In phrase-based implementations such as ours, these units are referred to as phrase
pairs. A typical SMT system will score these phrase pairs with a series of feature functions. As
described in Section 2.2.3 of the last chapter, these feature functions can be computed on demand,
but more often they are computed once over the entire training data and the system stores a
large correspondence table between possible phrase pairs and feature values. The feature functions
calculate the count or relative frequency of various conditioning events in the training data. In the
traditional SMT model, each instance of translation represents an event and generally all events in
the training data are counted equally.
In Cunei, a distance function measures the relevance of each translation instance. The distance
function scores each instance of translation with respect to the input sentence, the target hypothesis,
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and the phrase pair being scored. This process was illustrated in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 of the
introduction. The score for each instance of translation is calculated with a series of feature
functions similar to how the traditional SMT model scores a phrase pair. The dierence is that
these feature functions are computed for each instance of translation. The score assigned to a
phrase pair then is the summation of the score for all instances of translation. The eect of
this calculation is similar to selecting the best instance of translation except that the presence
of multiple high scoring translation instances will result in an even greater score. The intent is
that the distance features can be maximally discriminative and score each instance individually.
However, any traditional SMT feature can also be incorporated in our distance function.
Conceptually, this approach bears similarity to weighted k-nearest neighbors as described in
Section 2.1 of the previous chapter. We score a phrase pair by identifying instances of translation
that are `nearest' to the input sentence and target hypothesis. In this sense, our model is instance-
based. However, this instance-based score for each phrase pair is still situated within the broader
SMT framework for decoding. As presented next in Section 3.1.1, Cunei's combination of the scores
for the phrase pairs used to generate a complete target hypothesis is the same as in a traditional
SMT system.
The translation process begins by identifying all possible contiguous phrases in the input sen-
tence. For each of these phrases in the input sentence, Cunei locates relevant source phrases in
the training corpus and performs alignment to identify the corresponding target phrases. Each
occurrence of an aligned source and target phrase is extracted as a unique translation instance.
These instances of translation are scored individually with a series of feature functions. Cunei then
generates a phrase pair by summing the score of translation instances that predict the same target
hypothesis. The target hypothesis is generated by nding the combination of phrase pairs with
highest score.
3.1.1 Formalism
The SMT formalism as typically presented (and as described in the last chapter in Section 2.2.1)
presupposes we are capable of generating the entire target hypothesis. This makes the model easier
to understand, but it is also not very practical. In fact, the scoring function for the SMT model
is generally decomposable. This is accomplished by identifying an alignment, a, that segments the
input sentence and target hypothesis into smaller units of translation. In the formalism below, these
units of translation are phrase pairs, an abstract representation of one or more source words that
align to zero or more target words. The model scores a collection of phrase pairs by summing over
the score of each phrase pair that is identied in the alignment. The SMT system then searches all
possible alignments, A, and selects the hypothesis with the highest score according to the model.
Given a function m to score each phrase pair, we can abstractly describe the decision rule for
selecting the target sentence ~ t given the source sequence s1;s2:::sn as:
~ t = argmax
t1;t2:::tn
X
hsi;tii2a
m(si;ti;) 8a 2 A (3.1)
This decision rule selects the highest scoring target hypothesis for any one alignment. However, it
is possible for the same target hypothesis to be reached through multiple alignments. While less
often used in SMT systems, one can alternatively specify a decision rule that selects the highest
scoring target hypothesis over all alignments:
~ t = argmax
t1;t2:::tn
X
a2A
X
hsn;tni2a
m(si;ti;) (3.2)
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In fact, Cunei implements this latter decision rule, but both Equations 3.1 and 3.2 are representative
of the broader SMT framework for decoding. In either of the above decision rules, the function
m scores each phrase pair which consists of a target phrase ti and a corresponding source span
si.1 The target hypothesis ~ t represents the sequence of target phrases ti;t2;:::tn from the selected
collection of phrase pairs.
Within this framework, a typical log-linear SMT model with features  and weights  is repre-
sented as:
m(si;ti;) = lne
P
k kk(si;ti)
=
X
k
k  k(si;ti) (3.3)
The linear combination of feature functions and weights in Equation 3.3 is used by the model to
assign a score to each phrase pair with source si and target ti. Note that this score does not form
a valid probability distribution. Substituting Equation 3.3 into Equation 3.1 results in the SMT
model presented previously as Equation 2.2 on page 21. Equation 2.2 scores an entire sentence,
whereas Equations 3.1 and 3.3 illustrate the decomposition of the sentence into phrase pairs.
Evidence for a phrase pair is present at multiple locations within the training data. We refer
to each occurrence of a phrase pair in the training data as an instance of translation. The feature
functions in the SMT model, , operate over this set of translation instances. However, the instances
of translation are simply viewed as countable events where each event generally contributes the same
weight. A common feature, for example, is the number of times si and ti are aligned divided by the
total occurrences of si. Once these features are estimated, the traditional SMT model no longer
requires the training data.
Cunei's model for translation is fundamentally dierent in that we score a phrase pair by directly
comparing it to relevant instances of translation in the training data. We calculate the distance
from an instance of translation x in the training data to the phrase pair hsi;tii as:
d(si;ti;x) = e 
P
k kk(si;ti;x)
The distance function, d(si;ti;x), evaluates not only whether hsi;tii is a good translation in general,
but also specically if it should be used for a particular span of the input sentence and if it should
be used to extend the current target hypothesis. We will demonstrate in the following chapters
how to discriminate between translation instances by scoring their alignment, source context, target
context, and annotations. Similar to Equation 3.3, this function is feature-based, which allows the
system engineer to easily integrate new sources of knowledge. In both the distance function and
Equation 3.3, the feature functions  and  are calculated with the training data and the weights 
are learned. The dierence is that  evaluates one specic instance of translation instead of scoring
the entire set of translation instances.
The distance function assesses how `far away' each translation instance is from the ideal can-
didate. We use the distance function to relate our approach to instance-based learning, but the
score assigned to a translation instance is the inverse: 1
d(si;ti;x). Our model scores a phrase pair by
1 For simplicity we only include the source span si, but both the SMT model and Cunei's model can be extended
to include the entire input sentence as a component of the model.
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summing over the set X of translation instances:
m(si;ti;) = ln
 
1
jXj
X
x2X
1
d(si;ti;x)
!
= ln
 
1
jXj
X
x2X
e
P
k kk(si;ti;x)
!
(3.4)
Here x represents an instance of translation which identies a unique location within the training
data where a source phrase s0 translates as a target phrase t0. The rst two arguments of the
distance function, si and ti, refer to the candidate source and target phrase that we are trying to
construct and not necessarily to the source phrase s0 or target phrase t0 at this position in the corpus.
The summation is conceptually over all possible instances of translation, but in practice we sample
a set of the most relevant translation instances (this will be discussed further in Section 3.2.2).
The feature function  informs the model how relevant the translation instance x is for modeling
the phrase pair hsi;tii. The feature function  may include information such as the alignment
probability between s0 and t0, the similarity between si and s0, the location of x in the corpus, or
other contextual knowledge.
For illustration, consider that the translation instances for a given phrase pair occur in a variety
of sentences within the training data. Some instances may include an inconsistent word alignment
from within the selected phrase pair to a word in the remainder of the sentence. Cunei's model
allows us to learn from these translation instances, but discount them by including a feature in
 which scores the phrasal alignment given the words outside the phrase pair. This diers from
the standard SMT approach where phrase alignment is a binary decision. The same principle
also applies if we want to include additional non-local information such as genre or context within
the model. A traditional SMT model requires specialized phrase pairs conditioned on the extra
information, whereas Cunei models the non-local information as features of  and calculates a score
over all instances of translation. As discussed in Section 2.1 of the last chapter, instance-based
methods provide smooth estimates and inherent generalization.
The scoring function presented in Equation 3.4 is similar to k-nearest neighbors with inverse-
distance weighting (Shepard's method) and density estimation with a kernel model. Recall, a more
detailed description of these instance-based methods was presented in Section 2.1 of the previous
chapter. The dierence is that Cunei does not compute a valid probability distribution. In this
respect, Cunei is no dierent from a standard SMT system. Note that both Equations 3.3 and 3.4
assign unnormalized scores to each phrase pair.
While our approach is instance-based, it is also a feature-based model situated in the broader
SMT framework. The result is that the standard log-linear model used in SMT is a special case
of Cunei's model. When the features for all instances of a translation are constant such that
k(s;t;x) = k(s;t) 8x 8k, then Equation 3.4 is equivalent to Equation 3.3. In fact, we will show
in Section 3.2.4 that Cunei's model can incorporate any standard SMT feature. Thus, Cunei can
represent the traditional SMT model and expand beyond it with per-instance features. Like other
SMT systems, Cunei is also able to learn model weights that minimize error on a development set
(this will be the focus of Chapter 4).
Cunei's approach diers from SMT only in how each phrase pair is modeled. This is illustrated
above in the dierent denitions for m (Equations 3.3 and 3.4). Both approaches apply the same
framework (with either Equation 3.1 or 3.2 as the decision rule) to combine phrase pairs together
and select the target hypothesis.
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3.2 Runtime Execution
Sucient statistics for the features of each translation instance could be computed oine, but
the space requirements would be quite large. Furthermore, most of the model is unnecessary for a
particular input. As a result, Cunei delays as much computation as possible until an input sentence
is available for translation. Translations are not retrieved from a pre-built phrase table, but rather
generated on demand. Scoring translations in a lazy manner has two key advantages:
1. On-demand feature extraction makes it easy to score non-local features dependent on the
particular input or surrounding context. This is a key strength of Cunei that we will leverage
in later chapters.
2. Retrieving translation instances on demand allows Cunei to explore a larger search space.
We are not required to generate all possible generalizations or compute similarity features
for all possible inputs a priori, which would be expensive and necessitate signicant pruning.
Instead, Cunei can limit the search space to translation instances that are relevant to the
input sentence.
The remainder of this section will describe in detail how translations are constructed on demand.
3.2.1 Locating Matches
To support locating translations on demand, Cunei constructs a sux array for each side of the
parallel corpus. Sux arrays provide a compact and ecient data structure for locating arbitrary
sequences of tokens within a large corpus (Yamamoto and Church, 2001). The search algorithm
has a worst-case time complexity of O(mlog2 n) where n is the number of tokens in the index and
m is the number of tokens in the phrase being looked up.2 As evidenced by the work of Brown
(2004), Zhang and Vogel (2005), Callison-Burch et al. (2005), and Lopez (2008), sux arrays are
also increasingly popular in machine translation.
Finite state machines are often used to represent sequences of tokens, but they are insucient
for this task. A nite state machine could encode what phrases are present in the corpus, but unlike
a sux array, the corpus cannot actually be reconstructed from the nite state machine. Several of
the features we calculate, such as those related to context, require reconstructing a portion of the
corpus. In order to continue supporting these features, we would have to store both the corpus and
a nite state machine that points to specic positions within the corpus. The sux array allows
us to store a single data structure that is both compact and ecient.
We minimally alter the standard sux array data structure to store the position of each token
in the corpus. A sux array is a sorted list of suxes, and while it is very ecient for searching, we
lose the information regarding where each sux is located in the corpus. Indeed, without iterating
from the very beginning, it is impossible to reconstruct the prex for a known sux. Adding
position information allows us to query both where specic tokens occur and what tokens occur
at a specic position. A sux array augmented with an additional position array as implemented
in Cunei is shown in Figure 3.1. The standard sux array includes only the array on the left.
In addition, the pointers in a standard sux array would point directly to the next sux in the
corpus. Our modication simply pivots the pointers through the position array on the right. This
provides a mapping from both suxes to positions and positions to suxes. Note that the keys
2 By storing an additional data structure for the longest common prex between neighboring rows in the sux
array, it is possible to reduce the search time to O(m + log2 n) (Manber and Myers, 1990), but this is not currently
implemented in Cunei.
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Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall ,
Humpty Dumpty had a great fall .
All the King's horses and all the King's men
Couldn't put Humpty together again !
1 0: Humpty
8 1: Humpty
26 2: Humpty
2 3: Dumpty
9 4: Dumpty
3 5: sat
4 6: on
5 7: a
11 8: a
6 9: wall
6 10: ,
10 11: had
12 12: great
13 13: fall
13 14: .
20 15: all
15 16: All
16 17: the
21 18: the
17 19: King's
22 20: King's
18 21: horses
19 22: and
22 23: men
24 24: Couldn't
25 25: put
27 26: together
28 27: again
28 28: !
0 0:
3 1:
5 2:
6 3:
7 4:
9 5:
10 6:
1 7:
4 8:
11 9:
8 10:
12 11:
13 12:
14 13:
16 14:
17 15:
19 16:
21 17:
22 18:
15 19:
18 20:
20 21:
23 22:
24 23:
25 24:
2 25:
26 26:
27 27:
28 28:
The array on the left is sorted by sux and contains the position in the corpus of the next token.
The array on the right maps a position in the corpus to an index in the left array of sorted suxes.
Figure 3.1: A Sux Array with Position Information.
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Algorithm 1: Lookup Corpus Matches
for p = 0 to jinputj   1 do
for q = p + 1 to jinputj do
matches   SearchCorpus(input[p:::q])
if list matches is empty then break
matches   SampleMatches(matches)
Append list matches to matchLattice at span hp;qi
end
end
are not sorted according to their natural order but rather based on when the type rst appeared in
the input. This is reective of how the sux array is actually constructed by Cunei as the entire
vocabulary is not known beforehand.
We have attempted to carefully engineer this code to minimize the size of the index and permit
ecient access. One such optimization is that Cunei is able to represent the index as a bit array.
The bit array is dynamically adjusted to use the minimum number of bits per entry that are
capable of representing the total number of types and tokens present in the corpus. This allows
for a much smaller data structure than just representing everything with an integer, and has no
upper bound.3 However, accessing memory that is not integer aligned can signicantly decrease
performance. It has been our experience that this drop in performance is most sensitive to writes
and, in particular, the sorting required to construct the sux array. The default settings, therefore,
maintain an integer-aligned array during construction, but then convert the data structure to a bit
array prior to writing it to disk. This reduces the disk space required to store the model and also
reduces the size of the data structure that Cunei must load the next time it runs. Furthermore,
we memory-map the bit array, which dynamically loads only those regions of the data structure
that are actively used. The memory-mapping actually permits Cunei to use data structures that
are larger than resident memory by relying on the operating system to swap in the required pages.
When provided a new sentence to translate, Cunei searches the source-side of the corpus for
phrases that match any subsequence of the input sentence. A match may contain as few as one of
the tokens from the input sentence or represent the entire input sentence. We start searching the
sux array for the smallest possible match{one token{and incrementally add one more token to the
sequence every time a match is found. Once we are no longer able to locate a particular sequence
of tokens in the corpus, we can also stop searching for any sequences that subsume it. When the
sux array does locate the sequence of tokens, we are provided a list of positions in the corpus
where they occur. This collection of corpus matches is sampled (discussed next in Section 3.2.2)
and stored in a lattice where each entry is indexed by the span of the input sentence it covers. The
procedure for constructing the lattice of corpus matches is dened in Algorithm 1.
Generally, we only retrieve instances of translation that are exact lexical matches with some
subsequence of the input sentence. The sux array does not permit an ecient mechanism for
locating matches that contain insertions or deletions. However, we store all of Cunei's partial
matches in a lattice. Therefore, we could iterate over all the matches in the lattice and determine
if any two matches come from the same sentence. If we nd two matches that occur in the same
sentence with only a few extra tokens between them, then we could identify a discontiguous match.
Due to sampling, the lattice may not contain all corpus matches and this technique will not be
3 We have indexed corpora that must address more than 2
31   1 bits, the largest value of an Integer in Java,
but have not yet encountered a situation that exceeds 2
63   1 bits, the maximum value of a Long.
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able to nd all discontiguous matches. That being said, the discontiguous matches that this na ve
method will not locate are those where the individual components of the discontiguous phrase occur
frequently (so as to saturate the sampling). As they occur frequently, the individual components
of the discontiguous phrase may also translate well independently. A more robust (and also more
complicated) alternative is described by Lopez (2007). We have implemented the na ve method,
but it is not enabled by default. We mention this to note some of the restrictions of working with
sux arrays. We will, however, leverage multiple sux arrays in Chapter 8 to locate divergent,
albeit not discontiguous, matches.
3.2.2 Sampling Matches
As mentioned previously, the score for a phrase pair is formally dened as the summation over all
instances of translation. However, it is not practical to actually calculate the score for every single
instance of translation in the corpus. Many instances of translation, such as those that represent
a dierent source phrase, would receive a score that is innitesimally small. Instead, we calculate
the score for a phrase pair by summing over a small sample of relevant translation instances.
The set of translation instances Cunei scores is initially restricted by the matches we nd in the
sux array. Since our sux array only locates exact matches, this means that the source phrase
for all translation instances will be equivalent to the source phrase of the candidate phrase pair
(si = s0 in Equation 3.4). In Chapter 8, we will will explore loosening this restriction by introducing
multiple sux arrays.
The sux array enables Cunei to eciently identify all matching positions in the corpus, but
what we do with each match{notably, perform alignment and generate a translation instance{is too
expensive to perform on this entire set. Some high frequency words, such as stop words, can occur
tens of thousands of times in the corpus. However, this behavior is rare and content words usually
occur less than a few hundred times in the training data. This distribution in natural language is
known as Zipf's law (Zipf, 1932). The number of matches we process is the single largest factor
in determining the overall speed of translation because it limits how many instances of translation
are scored. While there is a trade-o between speed and accuracy, a reasonable balance can be
obtained with a small sample of translation instances. We have found in practice that after a certain
threshold, scoring additional translation instances has minimal impact on the score for a phrase
pair. In order to select an appropriate set, we perform two levels of sampling on the collection of
corpus matches identied by the sux array.
The rst level of sampling as shown in Algorithm 2 simply reduces the number of matches to a
manageable size for further analysis. From the sux array, we obtain the entire range of matches in
the corpus, but this may include several thousand positions. These matches are sampled uniformly
over the entire range with the exception that complete matches (i.e. those whose prex is the
start-of-sentence marker and whose sux is the end-of-sentence marker) are selected rst.4 The
default settings will initially sample up to 750 matches. These matches are then scored with the
feature functions that can be calculated when only the source phrase is available.
The second sample as shown in Algorithm 3 selects an even smaller subset of matches to pass
on for alignment and complete scoring. The default settings only extract 150 matches as this
latter stage is more expensive. This second sample is also uniform in the baseline conguration,
as described and evaluated in Chapter 5. With the baseline conguration, the only information
we have about a match is its position the corpus. While more recent matches may be preferable
4 The matches are sampled uniformly over their location in the sux array. This will select matches that are
followed by dierent suxes, but it does not necessarily guarantee a uniform distribution over their position in the
corpus.
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Algorithm 2: Sampling Algorithm #1
m   value from parameter Matcher.Lookup.Sample
if jmatchesj  m then return matches
p   0
while p < jmatchesj and p < m do
if match matches[p] is not complete then break
Append matches[p] to list result
p   p + 1
end
while jresultj < m do
Append matches[p] to list result
p   p + max(1;
jmatchesj p
m jresultj )
end
return result
Algorithm 3: Sampling Algorithm #2
m   value from parameter Matcher.Lookup.Entries
if jmatchesj  m then return matches
if parameter Matcher.Sampling is uniform then
p   0
while jresultj < m do
Append matches[p] to list result
p   p + max(1;
jmatchesj p
m jresultj )
end
end
else if parameter Matcher.Sampling is best score then
for p = 0 to jmatchesj do
scores[p]   ScoreMatch(matches[p])
end
order   positions in scores array from highest to lowest value
for p = 0 to m do
Append matches[order[p]] to list result
end
end
return result
(those occurring near the end of the corpus) we do not expect the position alone to be strongly
correlated with the complete score for translation instance. However, we maintain two sampling
stages, because in later chapters we will explore re-sampling the matches based on their partial
scores. In Chapters 6 and 8 we will sample matches using new context and annotation features.
With these source-side features, we will calculate a partial score and select the highest scoring
matches. In either case, when there are fewer matches in the corpus than the desired sample size,
Cunei will select all of them. Due to this minimum threshold, only high-frequency words and
phrases are actually sampled.
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An interesting eect of sampling based on the partial model score is that when the model
weights are modied, the sample will generally change as well. This is the case when we explore
new model weights in Chapter 4 to maximize an objective function. Theoretically, it is a desirable
trait{our sample is selecting the most relevant matches according to the model. However, in practice
modifying the sample introduces some instability to the scores of phrase pairs. This instability can
complicate learning the model weights, and so a uniform sample is preferable under most conditions.
3.2.3 Phrase Alignment
After a match is found on the source-side of the corpus, Cunei must determine the target phrase
to which it aligns. While the training corpus is sentence-aligned, the internal alignment of words
and phrases within the sentence pair is unknown. Cunei uses per-instance features to score possible
phrase alignments.
The IBM models (Brown et al., 1993) are capable of inducing a statistical word alignment from
bilingual text. Even many years after their introduction, they continue to perform well and are
widely used. However, moving from word alignments to phrase alignments has proven to be a
complex endeavor. The number of possible phrases contained within a sentence is exponential with
respect to the length of the sentence and, even in large corpora, the majority of phrases occur
rarely. While the calculations are not exactly the same, Cunei's approach is conceptually modeled
after the work of Vogel (2005). A word alignment is computed once and then stored as part of the
indexed corpus. Possible phrase alignments are evaluated with a series of features that operate over
all word alignments in a sentence pair. These phrase alignment features are calculated on demand
and incorporated as part of the score for each translation instance.
For each source-side match in the corpus, we load the alignment matrix for the complete sentence
in which the match resides. The alignment matrix, as visually depicted in Figure 3.2, contains scores
for all possible correspondences between source word si and target word tj in the sentence pair.
Each word alignment link maintains two scores: S and T. When using GIZA++ (Och and Ney,
2003) to generate the initial word alignments, P(sijtj) will be stored as S(i;j) and P(tjjsi) as
T(i;j). Cunei also supports initializing the alignment matrix using the Berkeley aligner (Liang
et al., 2006b) which symmetrizes the probability model. In this case, S(i;j) and T(i;j) will both
be set to P(si;tj). While both GIZA++ and Berkeley model probability distributions, the S and
T scores need not be normalized.
Cunei uses this matrix of words alignments to compute phrase alignment scores. When a source
phrase is aligned to a target phrase, it not only implies that words within the source phrase are
aligned to words within the target phrase, but also that the remainder of the source sentence not
specied by the source phrase is aligned to the remainder of the target sentence not specied by
the target phrase. Scoring the alignment links outside the phrase boundaries helps ensure that
the algorithm has not greedily selected an alignment that forces the remainder of the sentence to
align poorly. As detailed in Table 3.1, we dene separate features to model the probability that the
alignment links for words within the phrase are concentrated within the phrase boundaries and that
the alignment links for words outside the phrase are concentrated outside the phrase boundaries.
In addition, words within the phrase that are not aligned or have weak alignments demonstrate
uncertainty in modeling. To capture this eect, we incorporate two more features that measure the
number of uncertain alignment links included within the phrase alignment boundaries.
For each match in the corpus, Cunei uses these alignment features to extract a scored n-best list
of phrase alignments. Theoretically, every possible target phrase within a sentence is a candidate
for alignment. In order to reduce the search space, Cunei calculates the expected location of the
phrase alignment in the target sentence. Each location in the target sentence is weighted by the
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Figure 3.2: Word Alignment Visualization
Alignment in a single direction is represented by a triangle; when an entire cell is
shaded, then both directions of the GIZA++ alignments agree.
value of the word alignments that link it to the source match. The expected location for the phrase
alignment is determined by taking the weighted average of the possible target locations. Cunei then
explores a region within the target sentence that is centered on the expected location of the phrase
alignment. The size of this region is guided by a hyperparameter, and it is roughly proportional to
the length of the source match. Each target phrase within this region is scored as a candidate for
alignment and the results are added to an n-best list. The size of the n-best list is controlled by two
pruning parameters: a maximum number of elements and a maximum ratio between the best and
worst score. In practice, 3 to 6 phrase alignments are typically selected per source match. Each
of these phrase alignments represent an instance of translation. They identify a correspondence
between a source phrase and a target phrase at one particular location in the corpus. From the
lattice of source matches, Cunei generates a lattice of translation instances with Algorithm 4.
By contrast, Moses uses a heuristic to identify valid phrase alignments (Koehn et al., 2003). Like
Cunei, Moses identies phrase alignments based on the word alignments, but it does not maintain a
score for each word alignment link. The default heuristic grow-diag-final symmetrizes the P(sjt)
and P(tjs) word alignment models computed by GIZA++. Word alignments that are predicted by
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Let S(i;j) and T(i;j) be the alignment score between the source word at position i and
target word at position j (from the external word aligner).
Outside Probability
Let the set of positions in the source phrase and target phrase that are outside the phrase
alignment be, respectively, sout and tout.
Alignment.Weights.Outside.Source.Probability
P
i2sout log
+
P
j2tout T(i;j)
+
P
j T(i;j)
Alignment.Weights.Outside.Target.Probability
P
j2tout log
+
P
i2sout S(i;j)
+
P
i S(i;j)
Inside Probability
Let the set of positions in the source phrase and target phrase that are inside the phrase
alignment be, respectively, sin and tin.
Alignment.Weights.Inside.Source.Probability
P
i2sin log
+
P
j2tin T(i;j)
+
P
j T(i;j)
Alignment.Weights.Inside.Target.Probability
P
j2tin log
+
P
i2sin S(i;j)
+
P
i S(i;j)
Inside Unknown
The congurable threshold  identies the value below which an alignment score is consid-
ered uncertain.
Alignment.Weights.Inside.Source.Unknown
P
i2sin max(0;
 (+
P
j T(i;j))
 )
Alignment.Weights.Inside.Target.Unknown
P
j2tin max(0;
 (+
P
i S(i;j))
 )
Table 3.1: Description of Phrase Alignment Features
both models are always selected. This intersection results in high-precision word alignments, but it
often does not cover all regions of the sentence pair. Word alignments identied by only one model
are added when they do not conict with an existing alignment link and they grow the existing
phrase alignments in a predictable manner.
Moses then extracts all phrase pairs that are consistent with the symmetrized word alignment.
This process will extract units of various sizes; the units may overlap in the sense that smaller
units may combine together to form the larger units. However, the words in a phrase pair must
only align to other words within the phrase pair. A phrase pair is not extracted if any word of
the phrase pair aligns to a word elsewhere in the sentence. A sentence with a fully-specied word
alignment will have one deterministic set of phrases and alignments.
Moses selects phrase alignments with this heuristic algorithm instead of scoring each phrase
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Algorithm 4: Build Translation Lattice
foreach span hp;qi in matchLattice do
s   input[p:::q]
matches   list in matchLattice at span hp;qi
foreach match m in list matches do
instances   PhraseAlignment(m)
foreach instance i in instances do
t   target phrase of instance i
v   ScoreInstance(i;s;t)
Add score v to phrase pair hs;ti in translationLattice at span hp;qi
end
end
end
alignment. The algorithm makes a binary decision as to whether or not a source and target phrase
should be aligned. This is in contrast to Cunei's approach where an alignment cannot strictly fail,
but only result in a very low score. This is helpful for rare phrases where one prefers to predict
something even if it has a high degree of uncertainty. In addition, Moses's binary heuristic cannot
dierentiate between the quality of phrase alignments. When Moses computes the features for its
translation model, all of the extracted phrase pairs are considered equally likely.
3.2.4 Scoring Translation Units
Translation units are generated by pairing the candidate source phrase from the input sentence with
each unique target phrase identied by the set of translation instances. The score for a phrase pair
is conceptually the sum over all instances of translation, but to reduce the necessary computation,
Cunei limits this set. As already described in Section 3.2.2, Cunei samples the corpus matches, and
they are typically restricted to those which are equivalent to the candidate source phrase. When
scoring phrase pairs, we also restrict the sum to translation instances with the same candidate
target phrase. We will show in Section 7.5 of Chapter 7 that we tried loosening this restriction,
but saw no improvement. Formally, this means that s = s0 and t = t0 when scoring a phrase pair
with Equation 3.4 on page 35. However, this is a restriction imposed by the implementation and
not the model.
Per-Instance Features
Per-instance features are the features in the distances function that score each instance of trans-
lation. As described previously, Cunei scores phrase pairs by summing over these instances of
translation. The scoring framework is intentionally exible such that features are not hard-coded
and any number of features can be added to the model and computed on demand. In the most
basic conguration of a per-instance model (evaluated in Chapter 5), we only require the phrase
alignment features described in the previous section. More per-instance features will be introduced
and evaluated in Chapters 6, 7, and 8.
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Static Features
In addition to per-instance features, we can also apply more general, static, SMT-like features to
a phrase pair. We integrate these features in our model by applying them to every instance of
translation. This is possible because Cunei's score for each translation instance takes the same
form as the score for a phrase pair in the standard SMT log-linear model. We simply perform the
standard SMT feature calculation once over the set of retrieved translation instances and then apply
the same feature to all instances. This type of feature is `static' in that the value of the feature
is independent of where in the training corpus the instance of translation is located. Formally,
we extend Equation 3.4 to include the the SMT feature function  in the score for a translation
instance:
m(si;ti;) = ln
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Note that including these independent features within the summation of translation instances is
not necessary. As shown on the second line of Equation 3.5, the calculation of per-instance features
 can be separated from the calculation of static features . Recall, we mentioned in Section 3.1.1
that if we only include features that are independent of a translation instance, then Equation 3.4
is equivalent to Equation 3.3. This equality is apparent in Equation 3.5 because the log of the
summation over translation instances will equal zero if there are no per-instance features .
Cunei constructs a phrase pair by summing over all instances of translation, but the separation
described above permits static features to be applied to phrase pairs at any time. Cunei currently
includes the SMT-like features described in Table 3.2 which model a translation's overall frequency
in the corpus, lexical probability, and coverage. We calculate these features to ensure that Cunei's
model has no less discriminative power than a standard SMT system. While the emphasis is placed
on Cunei's ability to use per-instance features, in this manner, Cunei can also take advantage of
features computed over sets of instances or loaded from external models.
3.2.5 Combining Translation Units
Thus far we have constructed phrase pairs that correspond to some part of the input sentence, but
in order to generate a complete target hypothesis, Cunei must explore possible combinations and
reorderings of these phrase pairs. The decision rule presented in Equation 3.2 dictates which target
hypothesis Cunei ultimately selects. To identify this hypothesis, Cunei must explore many possible
alignments and score many possible orderings of phrase pairs.
We calculate the score for each phrase pair on demand, but re-scoring the phrase pair for
each possible alignment is both expensive and inecient. Instead, Cunei constructs a lattice of
translation units, illustrated in Figure 3.3, as an intermediary data structure. In this lattice Cunei
stores lists of phrase pairs and the span of the input sentence to which they correspond. Unlike a
phrase table, the lattice structure permits the phrase pairs to correspond to a specic span of the
input sentence. The phrase pairs that Cunei stores in the lattice are scored with respect to the
input sentence and conditioned on their surrounding source context.
When phrase pairs are selected from the lattice during decoding, Cunei then augments their
score with additional features. For example, language model and reordering features cannot be
included in the score of a phrase pair in the lattice. This additional information is available only
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Phrase Frequency
The number of occurrences of the source phrase and the target phrase in the corpus are,
respectively, cs and ct.
Translation.Weights.Frequency.Correlation
(cs ct)2
(cs+ct+1)2
Translation.Weights.Frequency.Source  log(cs)
Translation.Weights.Frequency.Target  log(ct)
Translation.Weights.Frequency.Count  log(cs;t)
Translation.Weights.Frequency.Counts.1

1 if cs;t = 1
0 otherwise
Translation.Weights.Frequency.Counts.2

1 if cs;t = 2
0 otherwise
Translation.Weights.Frequency.Counts.3

1 if cs;t = 3
0 otherwise
Lexical Probability
The conditional probabilities of the source words s and target words t are relative frequencies
using the word alignments over the entire corpus.
Lexicon.Weights.Source
P
i2s maxj2t logP(sijtj)
Lexicon.Weights.Target
P
i2t maxj2s logP(tijsj)
Length Ratios
The mean, , and variance, 2, of the lengths are calculated over the entire corpus.
Translation.Weights.Ratio.Word  
(jsjwordword jtjword)2
2(jsjwordword+jtj)
Translation.Weights.Ratio.Character  
(jsjcharchar jtjchar)2
2(jsjcharchar+jtj)
Coverage
Let jtj be the source length of the phrase pair and jSj be the length of the input sentence.
Translation.Weights.Spans 1
Translation.Weights.Coverage ln
jtj
jSj
Table 3.2: Description of Static SMT-like Features
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Figure 3.3: Translation Lattice Visualization
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during decoding when Cunei evaluates a specic ordering of phrase pairs from the lattice. The
features calculated during decoding are generally similar to the static, SMT-like features presented
in Section 3.2.4 in that they are independent of a particular instance of translation. As shown
previously in Equation 3.5, the summation over translation instances can be computed separately
from such independent features. The construction of the phrase pairs allows Cunei to compute
the summation with per-instance features once. After the phrase pairs have been constructed,
the instances of translation can be discarded. During decoding, Cunei then applies additional,
independent features with a simple linear function.
This separation between the lattice of phrase pairs with per-instance features and decoding
with additional independent features was a pragmatic decision, and it represents a limitation of
our current implementation. It is not, fundamentally, a restriction of the model we present. In
Chapter 7 we will explore the use of per-instance target context features in which this separation
is no longer possible and the resulting decoding times are, unfortunately, much longer.
The additional features which the decoder calculates when combining phrase pairs are detailed
in Table 3.3. In order to compensate for divergences between the source and target language, Cunei
may need to reorder the translations. The reordering is modeled by counting the total number of
reorderings and by keeping track of the total distance that words have been moved. Additionally,
the probability of the complete target sequence can be estimated with a statistical language model.5
Any number of language models can be used simultaneously, and each will generate its own set
of features. In order to oset the tendency of the language model(s) to prefer short output, we
balance the overall score by including a feature that simply counts the number of words present in
the target. The complete sentence length is also scored based on the ratio of source words to target
words.
Cunei searches over possible alignments that dene an ordering of phrase pairs with a statistical
decoder. The features described in the previous paragraph score each these permutations of phrase
pairs. The decoder uses the standard chart decoding and beam decoding algorithms to construct
target hypotheses. This framework is similar to that employed by most phrase-based SMT systems.
Chart decoding generates a lattice of target hypotheses with an algorithm similar to CYK
parsing (Chappelier and Rajman, 1998). The bottom-up algorithm incrementally combines target
hypotheses and stores the results in a CYK chart. This chart is initialized with entries from the
lattice of translation units; each is indexed according to its source position and coverage. Before
a translation unit is inserted into the chart, Cunei applies any new decoding features. Cunei then
attempts to combine adjacent hypotheses by exploring spans in order from smallest to largest
coverage. This method is more commonly used for syntax-based SMT, but there are no grammar
rules in Cunei. Instead, two hypotheses are combined by simply swapping positions or occurring
in-order. The resulting combination is scored with any new decoding features and placed back in
the chart where it may be used anew by the algorithm.
Beam decoding constructs a target hypothesis from left to right (Koehn, 2004a). The algorithm
extends an existing target hypothesis by selecting another target hypothesis which represents a
region of the input sentence that is not yet translated. For eciency, the algorithm is restricted
to selecting another target hypothesis that occurs within a reordering window (typically 5 words).
Target hypotheses are added to a beam based on the number of words covered in the input sentence,
but independent of which words are covered. The algorithm is initialized by adding all target
hypotheses that cover the beginning of sentence marker to the appropriate beam. The beams are
processed in order from smallest to largest coverage. For each hypothesis in a beam, the decoder
5 Cunei supports using a language model during decoding but currently relies on external software to build the
language model. Typically, we build a 5-gram language model with modied Kneser-Ney smoothing using the SRILM
toolkit (Stolcke, 2002).
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Reordering
Let the rst position of the source span for the current partial translation be i and the last
position of the source span for the previous partial translation be j.
Hypothesis.Weights.Reorder.Count

1 if i   j 6= 1
0 otherwise
Hypothesis.Weights.Reorder.Distance ji   j   1j
Language Model
Multiple language models can be used; these refer to the model identied as Default. Let
the order of the language model be denoted by n and the target sequence be represented
as w0w1w2:::wn.
LanguageModel.Default.Weights.Probability
Pn
i=0 logP(wijwi iwi 2:::wi n+1)
LanguageModel.Default.Weights.Unknown
Pn
i=0

1 if wi is unknown
0 otherwise
Sentence Length
Let the phrase x contain jxjword words and jxjchar characters. The mean, , and variance,
2, of both word and character lengths are calculated over the corpus.
Sentence.Weights.Length.Words jtjword
Sentence.Weights.Ratio.Word  
(jsjwordword jtjword)2
2(jsjwordword+jtj)
Sentence.Weights.Ratio.Character  
(jsjcharchar jtjchar)2
2(jsjcharchar+jtj)
Table 3.3: Description of Decoder Features
attempts to combine it with another hypothesis. The resulting combination is scored with any new
decoding features and placed in a larger beam where it may be used anew by the algorithm.
Cunei employs both chart and beam decoding as they exhibit slightly dierent properties.
Within both algorithms Cunei is using the same model to score the target hypotheses, but the two
algorithms search dierent possible reordering patterns. Chart decoding limits reordering to swaps
whereas beam decoding limits reordering to a xed window. In addition, both algorithms require
pruning and do not explore their entire hypothesis space. Cunei begins with chart decoding because
we expect this algorithm to model local reordering well. After generating a target hypothesis of a
typical phrase length, Cunei passes these long phrases to the faster beam decoding. Beam decoding
allows for more complicated reordering patterns, albeit with greater pruning.
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Alignment.Epsilon 0.01
Alignment.Pruning.Maximum 5
Alignment.Pruning.Minimum 2
Alignment.Pruning.Ratio 5.0
Alignment.Pruning.Weight 0.35
Alignment.Pruning.Window 2.0
Alignment.Unknown 0.15
Decoder.Chart.Minimum 4
Decoder.Chart.Maximum 100
Decoder.Pruning.Maximum 200
Decoder.Pruning.Minimum 100
Decoder.Pruning.Ratio 2.0
Decoder.Reordering.Window 6
Decoder.Search.Maximum 2000
Decoder.Search.Minimum 500
Decoder.Search.Ratio 2.0
Matcher.Lookup.Entries 150
Matcher.Lookup.Sample 750
Matcher.Sampling UNIFORM
Table 3.4: Hyperparameters in Cunei and their Default Values
3.3 Summary
In recent years SMT has dominated the eld of machine translation research. In Cunei, we extend
the SMT model in a novel direction. We integrate instance-based learning in a way that still
allows the use of traditional SMT features. The advantage of Cunei is that it also permits features
that score the relevance of each translation instance. Ultimately, Cunei should be able to use any
available information, be it lexical, syntactic, semantic, grammatical, pragmatic, contextual, etc.,
to make a case-by-case selection of the best translation instances present in the training corpus.
The development of Cunei has laid the groundwork for this thesis and provides a comprehensive
framework for further research and experimentation.
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Learning Model Weights
Given  we can easily compute the score Cunei's model assigns a phrase pair (see Equation 3.4
on page 35) by iterating over the instances of translation and calculating the requisite features in
the distance function. However, learning the optimal parameters for our distance function is not
so straightforward. The summation over translation instances is non-parametric, but it employs a
parametric distance function. We will refer to the parameters of the distance function as model
weights, but these model weights are quite dierent than those present in the SMT log-linear
model. Cunei follows the approach that Smith and Eisner (2006) applied to the traditional SMT
model, which uses simulated annealing to minimize expected loss on a development set. However,
the added complexity of Cunei's model involves special care which we detail in this chapter. A
signicant portion of this work was rst published in (Phillips and Brown, 2011).
4.1 The Objective Function
In the default conguration, Cunei will learn weights that maximize BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
on a held-out development set. We use the following objective function that in log-space sums the
expected value of BLEU's brevity penalty and precision score:
(1 + e(h) (r))(
(jrj)
(h)
e
(h)
2(h)2  
(r)
2(r)2   1) +
P4
n=1 log((tn))  
(tn)
2(tn)2   log((cn)) +
(cn)
2(cn)2
4
The variables in the objective function are dened as follows:
pi =
emi
P
k emk (x) =
X
i
pixi (x) =
X
i
pi(xi   (x))2
mi Log-score of translation hypothesis i in the n-best list
 Gamma (used for annealing)
h Length of the translation hypothesis
r Length of the selected (shortest or closest) reference
cn \Modied count" of matching n-grams according to BLEU
tn Total number of n-grams present in the translation hypothesis
Note that the variable mi, representing the log-score assigned by the model, is the score evaluated
by the decision rule in Equation 3.1. It is an unnormalized score, but pi computes a probability
distribution by summing over all translation hypotheses in the n-best list. With the exception of ,
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which will be discussed next, the remaining variables relate to the calculation of BLEU. Negating
this objective function corresponds to expected loss; in the text below we will refer interchangeably
to maximizing the objective function and minimizing the expected loss.
4.2 Minimum Risk Annealing
Cunei follows the approach of Smith and Eisner (2006) and slowly anneals the distribution of the
n-best list in order to avoid local minima while minimizing risk (expected loss). The  parameter
is used to modify the probability distribution of the n-best list. The log-score of each translation
hypothesis is multiplied by the  parameter, which has the eect of exponentially increasing or
decreasing its likelihood. The idea is to start with a mostly at distribution and mildly sharpen
the distribution each time the objective function converges. Eventually this process reaches a dis-
tribution where, for each sentence, nearly all of the probability mass resides on one translation
hypothesis. Within this framework, Cunei maximizes the objective function using conjugate gra-
dient descent to nd the optimal set of model weights. A key component of Smith and Eisner
(2006) was maximizing entropy prior to minimizing expected loss. The value of  was allowed to
uctuate, but in order to maximize entropy  remained small. We did implement this as well but
found that it resulted in much longer run times with no signicant benet; it is disabled by default.
Instead, Cunei simply initializes  = 0:25 and doubles  upon convergence. The algorithm halts
when  = 4:0. In the early stages, sharpening the distribution is often the quickest way to minimize
the expected loss. While  is xed until convergence, the same eect can be achieved by uniformly
increasing the magnitude of all the other weights. To address this weight creep, Cunei augments
the objective function with an L2 regularization term. One improvement we made, not discussed
by Smith and Eisner (2006), was initializing the n-best list with translations most similar to the
references. This is accomplished with a special mechanism in Cunei for oracle decoding (when the
references are known to the system). The oracle translations initially have very low scores, but
they guide the learning process toward high-scoring, obtainable translations.
The most common technique for learning the model weights in machine translation historically
has been minimum error rate training (MERT) (Och, 2003). MERT relies on the fact that one only
needs to explore the values of  that cause the 1-best translation hypothesis to change rank. These
specic weights can be easily computed because the standard SMT model is a linear function (see
Equation 3.3 on page 34), so modifying  has a linear eect on the score of a translation hypothesis.
Unfortunately, changing  in Cunei's model will not necessary have a linear eect on its score due
to the summation of translation instances (see Equation 3.4 on page 35). The result is that MERT
is not stable with our model. Conceptually, Smith and Eisner (2006) is similar to MERT except
it uses an objective function that minimizes the expected loss over the distribution of translations
present in the entire n-best list. We believe it represents a better learning algorithm than MERT,
but more importantly, it does not assume the model takes on a specic form like MERT.
4.3 Taylor Series Approximation
The procedure to maximize the objective function requires us to compute the gradient and re-score
the model frequently under a new . Storing the features  for every translation instance consumes
too much memory, and re-translating under every new  consumes too much time.
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To address this problem, we approximate the score for each phrase pair hsi;tii during training
with the second-order Taylor series:
m(si;ti;0)  m(si;ti;) +
X
q
(0
q   q)
@
@q
m(si;ti;)
+
X
q
(0
q   q)
X
r
(0
r   r)
@
@qr
m(si;ti;)
Here we know the score at  and we are approximating the score at 0; q and r are, respectively,
indices for the weights in  and 0. Substituting in the denition of m(si;ti;) from Equation 3.4
on page 35 yields:
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(4.1)
Both expectations can be computed eciently with an online update that analyzes each translation
instance once. Formally, the expectation is:
EX[Y ] =
X
x2X
Y  P(x j si;ti;)
P(x j si;ti;) =
e
P
k kk(si;ti;x)
P
x0 e
P
k kk(si;ti;x0)
If  = 0 then this approximation has no modeling error. We use an approximation during
training in order to evaluate the summation over all translation instances at a new 0 without
scoring all translation instances. This approximation allows Cunei to explore a local region without
needing to re-translate the entire development set. Once the algorithm has converged on a new
set of weights, then we do re-translate the development set. If the approximation had signicant
error, then the convergence criterion no longer holds and the algorithm proceeds to search again
for a new set of weights that maximize the objective function.
In Phillips (2010) we used a rst-order Taylor series as it was easier to implement and we
assumed its approximation was `close enough'. However, as shown in Table 4.1, the second-order
Taylor approximation signicantly decreases modeling error. We measured modeling error as the
absolute dierence in log-score between the approximation and the actual score of each translation
hypothesis. The most compelling nding here was that we reduced the variance in error to slightly
less than half of that present with the rst-order Taylor approximation.
The statistics for Table 4.1 were collected while training a Czech-English system. Initially, when
translating the development set, all of the translation hypotheses were scored with . During this
scoring process, we compute the expectations needed for the Taylor series approximation in Equa-
tion 4.1. Each training iteration predicted a new 0. We recorded for each translation hypothesis
the predicted log-score at 0 according the rst-order and second-order Taylor approximations that
were constructed with expectations computed at . Then we compared these approximations to
their actual scores by re-translating the development set at 0. Re-translating the development
set involves re-scoring each translation instance under the new 0 and combining these scores as
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Average Variance
First Order Error 0.1751 0.2893
Second Order Error 0.1202 0.1391
Relative Improvement 31.36% 51.94%
Table 4.1: Modeling Error and Variance of Taylor Series Approximations
presented in the previous chapter in Equation 3.4. This process was repeated over several training
iterations and we collected approximately 20,000 such comparisons between the actual score and
the Taylor approximations.
4.4 Combining Multiple Approximations
This training procedure, like most SMT training procedures, involves re-translating a small number
of development sentences many times in order to locate the optimal . Each time we translate a
sentence, we generate an n-best list of possible translations according to the model for the current .
However, the n-best list contains at most a few hundred entries and it is a very limited perspective
of the search space. Thus, it is common practice to merge n-best lists over all iterations. This
technique is necessary for stability, but it creates a new problem. Because we approximate the
score for translation hypotheses with a second-order Taylor series, we risk learning a 0 that is
optimal for the approximation from  and not for translation hypotheses scored directly at 0.
To address this issue, we score multiple approximations and interpolate their values. Our
second-order Taylor series approximation predicts the score at 0 based on expectations previously
calculated at  (see Equation 4.1). When Cunei re-translates the development set, we can then
calculate the expectations for the Taylor series approximation at the new 0. At this point we can
compute a Taylor series approximation with expectations calculated from either  or 0. When we
need to predict the score for a translation hypothesis at a new 00, we can then interpolate between
these approximations from 0 and . The most recently constructed Taylor series approximation
is not necessarily the closest approximation for the new 00. In addition, interpolating between
multiple approximations provides added stability to training. The default settings keep track of
the four most recent Taylor series approximations.
Figure 4.1 shows how the average modeling error increases as 0, where we evaluate the Taylor
series approximation, moves away from , where the Taylor series expectations are calculated. We
calculate the modeling error as described previously in Section 4.3. The individual data points
are numerous and noisy, so we opted to bin the data. The x-axis displays a distance calculation
between 0 and ; the y-axis represents the average modeling error. Each bin is labeled with the
range of error it represents, and the bins further from the origin span larger increments due to fewer
data points in those regions. Over 70% of the data has a distance less than 10; the last bin from
50-100 represents less than 1% of the data. We spread out the larger bins, but the x-axis could not
be represented fully to scale.
The obvious conclusion from Figure 4.1 is that we would prefer to select a Taylor series approx-
imation for which expectations were calculated nearby the 0 currently being scored. As a result,
Cunei performs a weighted interpolation of the values from each Taylor series approximation. We
weight the values in inverse proportion to the distance between the  at which the expectations for
the Taylor series were calculated and the 0 we want to evaluate. The closer  is to 0, the more
the Taylor series approximation from  will contributes to the the interpolated score.
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Figure 4.1: Average Modeling Error of Taylor Series Approximation Increases with Distance
(x-Axis Not to Scale)
4.5 Summary
Training is a notoriously dicult task in machine translation and it is an even more complex chal-
lenge with Cunei's model. The use of BLEU as the objective function results in a very bumpy error
surface with many local minima. In addition, Cunei particularly exacerbates the problem of nding
the optimal  as it is not guaranteed to respond linearly to changes in . The techniques described
in this chapter{using a second-order Taylor series and storing multiple approximations{have made
it feasible to learn the parameters of our distance function. While we have referred to these as
model weights, they are not the same type of model weights employed within the SMT log-linear
model. Nonetheless, we have described how to learn weights that maximize an objective function
evaluating end-to-end translation performance. This will enable Cunei to eectively discriminate
between translation instances and be competitive with state-of-the-art SMT systems.
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Baseline Evaluation
In this chapter we evaluate translation performance with both Cunei and the popular SMT system,
Moses. We initially demonstrate that Cunei has comparable results with Moses when it is restricted
to using the same model. We then create a baseline Cunei conguration with instance-based
alignment features and show superior results. Recall from the discussion on phrase alignment in
Section 3.2.3 of Chapter 3 that Cunei is capable of scoring phrase alignments whereas Moses uses
a binary heuristic. Our instance-based approach allows us to add features to the model that score
the alignment for each translation instance. These alignment features evaluate the word alignment
context of the entire sentence in which a translation instance is situated. They cannot be added to
the traditional SMT model because they cannot be computed independent of a specic location in
the training data.
5.1 Experiments
We evaluated a total of four systems: two congurations of Moses and two congurations of Cunei.
The Moses Baseline conguration corresponds to the default settings for Moses1 which include
fourteen features. Of these features, six score lexical reordering and require special handling during
decoding that is not (currently) implemented in Cunei.2 For comparison, we also build a cong-
uration for Moses without Lexical Reordering that only includes eight features. Cunei with Moses
Phrase Table is roughly equivalent to this latter Moses conguration; both of these congurations
use the same phrase table as constructed by Moses, and the dierence lies only in decoding. Fi-
nally, the Cunei Baseline conguration scores the phrase alignment of each translation instance on
demand instead of loading an external phrase table. The Cunei Baseline conguration uses the
features that were outlined in Tables 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 from Chapter 3.
We carried out the experiments on the German-English and Czech-English parallel data released
for the 2011 Workshop on Statistical Machine Translation (WMT'11).3 The corpora for both
language pairs included version 6 of the Europarl (Koehn, 2005) and the 2011 edition of parallel
news commentary. In addition, the Czech-English parallel corpus included CzEng v0.9 (Bojar and
 Zabokrtsk y, 2009). For simplicity, we created a common set of monolingual English text that was
shared by the two systems. This monolingual training data totaled 512 million words and consisted
of all English text from the parallel corpora (including CzEng v0.9) and web-crawled news text
1 SVN revision 3880 from February 14, 2011
2 This is a limitation of our implementation and not Cunei's model. Until recently these features were not enabled
by default in Moses and supporting them in Cunei has simply not been a priority.
3 http://www.statmt.org/wmt11/
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from 2010-2011 released by WMT'11.
Cunei applied light pre-processing, ltering, and tokenization suitable for Western languages
to all corpora. From the parallel corpora, we trained IBM Model-4 word alignments in both
directions using GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003). From the monolingual data, we trained a 5-
gram language model with Kneser-Ney smoothing using SRILM (Stolcke, 2002). All systems were
provided an identical tokenized, word-aligned parallel corpus and language model. The Moses
training scripts built a standard phrase table and lexicalized reordering table that were used by
some of the congurations, as previously described. The Moses systems were trained with MERT
and the Cunei systems were trained with the procedure described in Chapter 4.
While WMT'11 and similar competitions have released \standardized" test sets, they usually
consist of only newswire text and contain minimal contextual or structural information. We will
be using the same training and evaluation sets across all of the experiments in this dissertation. In
order to better evaluate the role of Cunei's model under varying conditions, we opted to withhold
a subset of each parallel corpus and create multi-genre, annotation-rich development and test sets.
The evaluation sets were segmented into development and test sets. The development set is
used by each system to learn model weights whereas the test set is held-out for a nal evaluation.
It is common practice in the machine translation community to report scores on the development
set as there is usually a strong correlation between scores on the development set and the test set.
However, the development set is not blind and the scores we report on it represent near-optimal
system performance. The scores on the test set should be given more consideration as this data is
in fact blind.
We evaluated each set of translations using BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), NIST (Doddington,
2002), Meteor (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005; Denkowski and Lavie, 2010), and TER (Snover et al.,
2006) metrics. All metrics compared the tokenized machine translation output to a single, tokenized
reference translation. BLEU and NIST were both computed using the ocial mteval-v13a.pl
script released by NIST,4 except we modied it slightly to perform tokenization only on whitespace.5
In addition, we used v1.2 of Meteor6 and v7.25 of TER.7 For Meteor we specied that the language
was English, which enabled stem, synonym, and paraphrase matching. In all other respects, these
metrics were run in their default conguration. Specically, Meteor and TER require additional
ags to normalize the translations which were not enabled. While we would like to see improvement
across all metrics, it should be noted that the objective function used during training only computed
BLEU.
Due to randomization, multiple training runs often result in dierent weights. The scores in
the results table represent a peak to peak comparison in which we selected the conguration with
maximum BLEU score on the development set. To improve robustness, we repeated the training
procedure twice for each experiment. Scores identied in bold are statistically signicant compared
to the baseline over all runs at p = 0:05 while the scores in italics are only statistically signicant
at p = 0:1. Our test for statistical signicance was an unpaired, two-tailed t-test with unequal
variances. We applied this test to every metric score in every experiment, which means that even a
value of p = 0:05 will likely identify some of the results as statistically signicant when they are not.
4 http://www.itl.nist.gov/iad/mig/tools/
5 This change was necessary as the script (even with the --international-tokenization ag enabled) im-
properly split words containing non-latin characters, such as Czech words passed through untranslated, into multiple
tokens. Furthermore, the period in abbreviations and the apostrophe in contractions were also split o as separate
tokens. These tokenization issues caused certain categories of words to have greater importance because they were
counted as bigrams or trigrams instead of unigrams.
6 http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜alavie/METEOR/
7 http://www.cs.umd.edu/˜snover/tercom/
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Czech English
Vocab 434,196 236,757
Tokens 18,629,039 21,163,940
Sentences 1,658,675
Table 5.1: Czech-English Parallel
Training Resources
German English
Vocab 130,141 119,757
Tokens 51,131,683 48,831,583
Sentences 1,782,749
Table 5.2: German-English Parallel
Training Resources
Furthermore, the metric scores from two training runs likely represent too small of a population for
the t-test. We indicate statistical signicance over these training runs in order to provide a sense
of which congurations were more reliably better, with the above disclaimer.
We also assessed whether an improvement in metric scores was meaningful or merely reectively
of the particular dataset. For this task we used Koehn's bootstrap resampling method (Koehn,
2004b) which evaluates the statistical signicance of BLEU. The idea here is that we can determine
if the BLEU score consistently demonstrates improvement by computing it over multiple random
samples of translation. BLEU scores identied with y are statistically signicant compared to the
baseline over 5,000 random samples at p = 0:05 while BLEU scores with z are only statistically
signicant at p = 0:1. Note that we have adequate data for this statistical signicance test and it
is being applied far fewer times (only on the BLEU score).
5.1.1 Czech-English Dataset
As noted above, the Czech-English training data was augmented with the CzEng v0.9 corpus
collected by Charles University.8 This 141 million-word collection includes works of ction, websites,
subtitles, and technical documentation; it signicantly diversied the training data. From a held-
out portion of CzEng v0.9, we created a 763 sentence development set and 1,506 sentence test set
by uniformly sampling across each genre. The combined training data for Czech-English totaled
169 million words, which was much larger than necessary for our experiments. There were no
technical limitations that prevented us from using the entire training set, but generally a larger
corpus correlates with higher memory requirements and more CPU cycles during training. Since
we planned numerous experiments, it seemed prudent to reduce the size of the corpus by uniformly
sampling one quarter of all training resources. Statistics describing the Czech-English parallel
training data are shown in Table 5.1.
5.1.2 German-English Dataset
The German-English parallel training data is less diverse as it is dominated by Europarl proceedings
(the newswire commentary is only 7% of the corpus). When including the Europarl corpus in the
parallel training data, we followed the common practice of excluding the fourth quarter of 2000.
From this held-out portion of the Europarl, we then sampled a 579 sentence development set and
910 sentence test set. The training resources for the German-English system are described in
Table 5.2.
5.1.3 Analysis
The results of the evaluation are shown in Tables 5.3 and 5.4. Cunei with Moses Phrase Table
performs better than Moses without Lexical Reordering on the Czech-English test set by 0.28 BLEU,
8 http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/czeng/czeng09/
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Czech-English German-English
Moses Cunei Moses Cunei
Phrase Table Alignment Phrase-Table Alignment
1-gram 95.70% 97.82% 99.49% 99.88%
2-gram 64.28% 72.19% 89.14% 94.68%
3-gram 27.13% 36.75% 58.88% 72.79%
4-gram 10.81% 18.22% 29.24% 44.04%
5-gram 4.78% 11.03% 12.65% 22.19%
Table 5.5: Percent of n-grams in Test Set with at Least One Translation Unit
when Using Moses Phrase Table and Cunei Alignment
Czech-English German-English
Moses Cunei Moses Cunei
Phrase Table Alignment Phrase-Table Alignment
1-gram 101.04 191.46 134.31 224.71
2-gram 33.52 106.98 71.10 203.19
3-gram 14.80 53.57 29.59 126.44
4-gram 6.00 25.12 13.16 70.71
5-gram 3.09 11.79 8.01 44.77
Table 5.6: Average Number of Translation Units per n-gram in Test Set
when Using Moses Phrase Table and Cunei Alignment
but it is 0.22 BLEU worse on the German-English test set. Cunei is, however, obtaining higher
Meteor scores in both language pairs (and by a decent margin). Some variation is expected from
the dierent implementations so, overall, this conrms that when the model is held constant, Cunei
is at least on par with Moses. Interestingly, including the additional lexical reordering features in
Moses had very little eect on the test set scores.
By comparison, BLEU, NIST, Meteor, and TER all showed Cunei Baseline outperforming Cunei
with Moses Phrase Table on the test data. The 0.93 BLEU gain in German-English is only small in
comparison to the massive 3.22 BLEU gain in Czech-English. The relative gains according to the
four metrics are also fairly consistent within each language pair. We believe the word alignments
for the CzEng v0.9 corpus are less accurate due to the variety of genres. Unlike Moses's heuristic
that was used to construct the phrase table, Cunei's on-demand phrase alignment does not enforce
hard restrictions. The large gain on this corpus with an instance-based model is likely due to the
more exible phrase alignment. Recall, the on-demand phrase alignment will identify phrase pairs
with conicting alignments, albeit with a lower score.
With the exception of Cunei Baseline in Czech-English, all of the Cunei congurations have
lower BLEU scores on the development set than their respective Moses conguration. This is likely
a result of Moses overtting the development set, which is a common problem with MERT, the
training procedure used by Moses. In fact, as discussed in Chapter 4, Cunei's objective function
includes a regularization term which could have prevented it from exceeding this score.
In the next section we will highlight a few examples, but in Table 5.5 and 5.6 we provide
a broader sense of the dierence between using the Moses phrase table and Cunei's on-demand
phrase alignment. As shown in Table 5.5, Cunei and Moses both have very good coverage of
individual words. However, Moses's coverage of longer phrases drops o more quickly than in
Cunei. Cunei is nding translations for nearly twice as many ve-word phrases. Even for two-word
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phrases, Cunei aligns 7.91% more in Czech-English and 5.54% in German-English. In addition to
broader coverage, Table 5.6 shows that Cunei's on-demand phrase alignment also provides greater
diversity. Cunei provides on average two hundred translations for each individual word, which is
twice the number identied in the Moses phrase table. For longer phrases Cunei is providing four
to ve times as many translations as the Moses phrase table. While many of these have very low
scores, additional translations can nonetheless provide more exibility during decoding. We expect
some of this broader coverage and diversity to be noise, but the superior results with Cunei indicate
that we are also nding some high-quality translations.
5.1.4 Examples
Examples of actual translations from all of the experiments in this dissertation are collected in
Appendix A. To simplify the presentation, most of the examples we selected have undergone a
single modication. Important changes are marked in bold and any additional aberrations between
the sentences are italicized. When ellipses are used, they indicate that section of the output is
identical to the baseline system. We will use this notation for examples consistently throughout
this dissertation.
Overall, all of the translations are very similar, which is to be expected as they are trained on
the same data. The three congurations that use the Moses phrase table have even less variance in
their output. In general, the output with the Moses phrase table appears slightly more literal and
stilted in comparison to Cunei with on-demand phrase alignment. This behavior can be found in
Examples 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 10. This dierence corresponds to the fact that the instance-based model
scores the phrase alignment of each translation instance, which in turn allows for more alternative
phrase alignments. The traditional SMT model from the Moses phrase table, on the other hand,
would quickly deteriorate if more permissive alignments were allowed because all phrase alignments
are counted equally.
A related phenomenon is seen in Examples 1, 5, 9, and 10 where the congurations that use the
Moses phrase table either include spurious words or remove a key word. The word alignments are
learned statistically and known to have errors. Moses's phrase alignment heuristic will sometimes
only be able to identify a phrase pair that includes an incorrectly aligned word or a phrase pair that
does not extend far enough to include a valid but unaligned word. This can also occur in Cunei,
but it is less likely that word alignment errors will cause problems because Cunei scores multiple
possible phrase alignments. Cunei's on-demand alignment will identify and score phrase pairs that
include additional words as well as those with too few words. If there exists a spurious or missing
word, then the phrase pair's score will reect this in Cunei but not in Moses.
The translation lattices generated by Cunei with Moses Phrase Table and Cunei Baseline for
Example 1 in Appendix A are illustrated, respectively, in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. In the lattice
diagrams, translations within a span are ranked according to their score with translations closer to
the top of the lattice being more likely. In Table 5.7 we further highlight some of the phrase pairs
with their corresponding per-instance alignment features. Recall, the calculations for the alignment
features were previously presented in Table 3.1 on page 43.
The translation in Example 1 from Cunei Baseline more closely matches the reference by
translating the Czech phrase \bu d zticha" as \be quiet" instead of \shut up". By comparing the
feature values for these phrase pairs in Table 5.7, we nd that there is a large dierence between
scoring the phrase alignment with the word alignment score in the direction of the source, S, and
in the direction of the target, T (see Section 3.2.3 in Chapter 3 for the description of S and T).
This dierence is most prominent for the features that score unknown word alignment links, where
a greater value indicates a worse alignment. The translation \be quiet" has a high penalty for
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Figure 5.1: Translation Lattice for Example 1 with Moses Phrase Table
unknown word alignments in the target direction, but has very good scores for all other features.
The translation \shut up" has has a penalty for unknown word alignments in both directions;
in comparison to the feature values for \be quiet", the source direction is better and the target
direction is worse. By employing multiple, per-instance alignment features, Cunei can learn model
weights during training that prefer one direction of the word alignments over the other. In this
case, that resulted in changing the rank between \shut up" and \be quiet".
We also nd in Example 1 that Cunei with Moses Phrase Table identies and selects a translation
for \t reba tenhle". While phrase pairs do not have to represent linguistic constituents, this is
still an odd phrase to use, and all of the translations for this phrase pair lack the word \need"
(corresponding to \t reba"). Cunei Baseline does include translations for this phrase as well. In
fact, Figure 5.2 has more possible phrase pairs for \t reba tenhle" because the on-demand phrase
alignment is scoring phrase pairs that exclude some words in an attempt to nd one with a higher
score. However, none of these phrase pairs are good candidates for translation because the feature
values for unknown word alignments are consistently high. Instead, Cunei Baseline selects the
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Figure 5.2: Translation Lattice for Example 1 with Cunei Baseline
correct translation \need" from the single word \t reba", which the alignment features ranked three
positions higher, as shown in Table 5.7.
Let us now turn to Figures 5.3 and 5.4, which present limited selections of the translation
lattice for Example 4. The rst noticeable dierence is that Cunei Baseline nds phrase pairs
for \zah ajen  pravideln eho leteck eho" which are not present in the Moses phrase table. These are
high-quality translations that illustrate improved coverage with per-instance phrase alignment. In
the translation of Example 4, Cunei with Moses Phrase Table incorrectly selects \ight connection"
instead of \air service". Note that the longest phrase in the Moses phrase table is \pravideln eho
leteck eho spojen " and it is only translated as \regular ight connection". As shown in Figure 5.4
and Table 5.8, Cunei nds alternative translations for this phrase. However, the phrase pairs
that include the text \air service" still do not rank as high as \regular ight connection" due to
conicting outside word alignment links. Nonetheless, Cunei Baseline is able to select the correct
translation, \air service", but it uses the translation for the two-word phrase \leteck eho spojen ",
which now ranks higher than in the Moses phrase table. This phrase pair is not the highest
ranked translation; the alignment features are better in one direction than the other. However, the
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Figure 5.3: Translation Lattice for Example 4 with Moses Phrase Table
Figure 5.4: Translation Lattice for Example 4 with Cunei Baseline
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Original Inside Outside Unknown
Target Phrase Rank Source Target Source Target Source Target
Source Phrase: t reba
be 3 -1.0764 -1.2609 0.0000 -0.1011 0.0143 0.2872
need 5 -0.1230 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1179 0.1545
should be 2 0.0000 -2.3561 0.0000 -0.6049 0.0000 0.6552
necessary 11 -0.1862 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2499 0.2101
need to 6 0.0000 -0.0184 -0.0389 0.0000 0.0001 0.5600
must 12 -0.2890 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.1383 0.3654
Source Phrase: t reba tenhle
one N/A -0.8777 0.0000 0.0000 -0.2074 1.7776 1.3217
maybe this N/A -1.4421 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 3.2280 4.4716
maybe this one 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 3.2280 9.0114
one of these N/A 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.2074 1.7776 4.9508
Source Phrase: bu d zticha
be quiet 2 -0.0430 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 3.0317
shut up 1 -0.0198 -0.0180 0.0000 -0.0281 1.2602 1.9111
quiet N/A -2.0760 -1.0640 0.0000 -0.0101 1.6203 0.2119
keep quiet 3 0.0000 -1.2155 0.0000 0.0000 1.4225 1.7835
shut N/A -4.3599 -0.0185 0.0000 -1.3335 1.3214 0.6604
Table 5.7: Selected Alignment Features for Phrase Pairs in Example 1
phrase pairs in Table 5.8 for \pravideln eho leteck eho spojen " and \leteck eho spojen " all have high
unknown word alignment feature values, which diminishes the dierence between their scores. The
rank of the translation \air service" is now high enough that when combined with other features
during decoding, such as the language model score, it is selected.
Last, we analyze the translations in Example 7. The corresponding translation lattices in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 provide a sharp contrast with one another. The lattice from the Moses phrase
table is much more sparse; it does not have nearly the same coverage of two and three-word
phrases. The dierence in translation stems from the phrase pairs for \von toten" and \dutzende
von toten". Both systems (correctly) translate \von toten" as \of deaths", but the Moses phrase
table only provides \dozens of dead" as the (incorrect) translation for \dutzende von toten". The
problem is that decoding generally prefers longer phrases and \dozens of dead" is being selected
instead of the independent translations for \dutzende" as \dozens" and \von toten" as \of deaths".
Cunei Baseline oers a much larger selection of phrase pairs for \dutzende von toten" as shown
in Table 5.9. Many of these are highly unlikely and some even have inside word alignment scores
less than -50. However, the more exible per-instance alignment captures the correct translation
\dozens of deaths". The feature values indicate it is from a slightly worse alignment than \dozens
of dead", but it is the second-highest ranked candidate overall.
Adding many alternate translations comes at the cost of increased risk. Example 8 illustrates
more uent output from Cunei Baseline due to alternative phrasing. However, in this example
some of the information is lost as well. Cunei's output with on-demand phrase alignment is not
always better, but according to the metric scores it is better on average.
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Original Outside Unknown
Target Phrase Rank Source Target Source Target
Source Phrase: pravideln eho
regular 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3308
periodic 3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2262
the regular 7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0146
a regular 4 -1.3278 0.0000 0.0000 0.3952
Source Phrase: pravideln eho leteck eho spojen 
regular ight connection 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.4215 0.7478
its regular ight connection N/A -0.7891 0.0000 0.4215 1.1584
of scheduled air service N/A -1.8034 -3.0855 0.5877 1.5501
of scheduled air N/A -1.8034 -3.0855 0.5877 1.1394
launch of scheduled air service N/A -4.0053 -3.0855 0.5877 1.6573
Source Phrase: leteck eho
air 3 0.0000 -0.1088 0.0000 0.3783
Source Phrase: leteck eho spojen 
ight connection 1 0.0000 0.0000 0.4215 0.4498
air service 3 0.0000 -1.9479 0.4430 0.7450
the N/A 0.0000 -0.3090 1.7442 0.7450
scheduled air service N/A -1.8034 -1.9479 0.4430 1.1394
connection N/A 0.0000 -6.9315 0.4215 0.0936
the  csa N/A -24.3390 0.0000 1.7442 0.7450
regular ight connection N/A -38.9483 0.0000 0.4215 0.7478
ight connection between N/A -44.0595 0.0000 0.4215 0.4498
of air services 2 0.0000 -25.3211 0.2661 0.7152
the  csa service N/A -31.2705 0.0000 1.7442 1.5501
air services N/A 0.0000 -25.3211 0.2661 0.4478
Source Phrase: spojen 
conjunction 2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
connection 3 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2977
concentration 4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Table 5.8: Selected Alignment Features for Phrase Pairs in Example 4
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Figure 5.5: Translation Lattice for Example 7 with Moses Phrase Table
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Figure 5.6: Translation Lattice for Example 7 with Cunei Baseline
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Original Inside Unknown
Target Phrase Rank Source Target Source Target
Source Phrase: dutzende
dozens 0 -0.0302 -0.0230 0.0000 0.0000
Source Phrase: dutzende von toten
dozens of dead 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0643
dozens of deaths N/A -0.3457 -0.9151 0.1744 0.0959
dozens of fatalities N/A 0.0000 -0.9066 0.3416 0.0864
to dozens of fatalities N/A 0.0000 -0.9066 0.3416 0.5686
causing dozens of deaths N/A 0.0000 -7.8466 0.1744 0.3117
also dozens of dead N/A 0.0000 -42.5837 0.0000 0.0643
are also dozens of dead N/A 0.0000 -75.8012 0.0000 0.0643
dozens have died N/A 0.0000 0.0000 1.1711 0.9953
dozens N/A -9.0664 0.0000 1.1711 0.0000
and dozens have died N/A 0.0000 -45.2961 1.1711 0.9953
dozens have N/A -9.0664 0.0000 1.1711 0.5037
Source Phrase: von
of 0 -0.0081 0.0000 0.1287 0.0481
Source Phrase: von toten
of deaths 0 -0.0166 -0.1298 0.0761 0.1224
of dead 1 -0.0485 -0.0494 0.0174 0.0479
Source Phrase: toten
dead 0 -0.0843 -0.3507 0.0092 0.0000
deaths 1 -0.0934 -0.2884 0.0000 0.0946
the dead 22 0.0000 -16.1434 0.0291 0.1668
of deaths 6 -0.2061 -13.2154 0.0000 0.2815
fatalities 5 -0.2542 -4.2575 0.1792 0.0076
of dead 8 -0.5150 -11.3851 0.0000 0.2201
Table 5.9: Selected Alignment Features for Phrase Pairs in Example 7
5.1.5 Runtime
A runtime analysis of all four systems is presented in Table 5.10. The timings we report are
averages over multiple runs. They were executed on multiple machines in a cluster, but all of these
machines have dual quad-core 2.33GHz CPUs with 32GB of RAM. We translated the test set six
times (on one machine) and averaged the time from the last ve runs. We tossed the rst run as it
usually required additional time waiting on the operating system to swap in pages from disk (due
to memory-mapping). For this experiment both systems were explicitly instructed to run with one
thread, although both Moses and Cunei do support multiple threads.
Cunei is written in Java, which performs automatic memory management. Prior to execution,
the user species how much memory the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is permitted to allocate. If
the user species a very large amount of memory, then the JVM will rarely bother freeing unused
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Czech-English German-English
Runtime Words Runtime Words
in Minutes per Minute in Minutes per Minute
Moses Baseline 16.18 1,141 35.40 754
Moses without Lexical Reordering 11.00 1,678 26.34 1014
Cunei with Moses Phrase Table 20.36 906 55.45 482
Cunei Baseline 36.95 500 106.13 252
Table 5.10: Runtime on Test Sets of Moses and Cunei
objects and allows the memory usage to grow to the limit. If the user species too little memory,
then the JVM will spend all of its time trying to identify objects that can be freed and runtime
suers. As a result, it is dicult to determine how much memory Java programs require for `normal'
execution. We observed that Moses typically used a little less than 2.5GB to translate these test
sets. For the timings with Cunei, we specied that the JVM could allocate 5GB of memory.
Overall, the runtime speed of Cunei is lacking in comparison to Moses. When both Cunei and
Moses use the same model from an external phrase table, Cunei takes approximately twice as long
as Moses to translate a test set. Either Cunei is exploring a larger search space than necessary or
it is not implemented as eciently as Moses. The on-demand phrase alignment slows performance
down even further, but this is to be expected from instance-based learning. Overall, Cunei's speed
is still acceptable, but faster would be preferable.
5.2 Summary
In this chapter we showed that when the model is held constant and both Cunei and Moses use
the same phrase table, they perform similarly. We then found that when Cunei leveraged a simple
instance-based model, it outperformed the traditional SMT model. In particular, the only instance-
specic features we added to the model were those related to phrase alignment. This dierence
in model accounted for a 3.22 BLEU gain on the CzEng v0.9 corpus which contains multiple
genres. The less varied German-English dataset also showed a gain of 0.93 BLEU. In addition,
the examples we presented highlight how the on-demand phrase alignment improves translation
quality by permitting more alternative phrase alignments with per-instance features. Overall,
the translations produced by Cunei Baseline, while not dramatically dierent, are consistently an
improvement over those from either Moses Baseline or Cunei with Moses Phrase Table.
We will extend Cunei in the next chapters by adding more instance-specic features to the
model. The simple Cunei conguration with on-demand phrase alignment presented in this chap-
ter will form the baseline against which we compare all future work. In addition, all following
experiments will be trained and evaluated with the same Czech-English and German-English cor-
pora described in this chapter.
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As illustrated originally in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 from the introduction, the distance function that
scores each translation instance can be conceptually broken down into three stages: fS(s;x), fX(x),
and fT(x;t). The baseline system with per-instance phrase alignment described in Chapter 5 was
limited to features representing fX(x), which signify whether the phrase pair is a good correspon-
dence. In this chapter, we will expand on the sources of information available to the model by
incorporating features that represent fS(s;x), the source similarity. Specically, we will focus on
the role of context in comparing the phrase s in the input sentence to the translation instance x.
One of the reasons we have argued for separately modeling each instance of a translation is
that it allows for a more nuanced dierentiation between each possible translation present in the
corpus. Translations that occur within the same topic as the input, have the same genre as the
input, or are simply from a specic collection of documents may prove to be more relevant. In this
chapter, we will exploit non-local information that is embedded within the surrounding context of
each translation instance but not represented by a standard phrase pair. Cunei's approach extends
well to this situation as its model enables the score of a phrase pair to be inuenced more heavily
by select instances of translation.
Adding features that score contextual similarity is similar to the work of (Chan et al., 2007),
(Carpuat and Wu, 2007), and (Gimpel and Smith, 2008) as discussed in Section 2.3.1 of Chapter 2.
While the incorporation of sentence-level annotations is unique to our work, many of the features
that score the surrounding tokens are, in fact, inspired by this earlier work. The crucial dierence
is that that Cunei employs instance-based learning and compares the contextual similarity of each
translation instance to the input sentence, whereas the previous work uses a traditional SMT model
and creates more specialized phrase pairs from the additional source context.
To clarify this distinction, consider a simple SMT model with two feature functions: P(sjt) and
P(tjs). Borrowing the notation from Section 3.1.1 of Chapter 3, we specify the function for scoring
a phrase pair as:
m(s;t) = 1P(sjt) + 2P(tjs)
Typically, we estimate these probabilities with relative frequencies. The calculation is performed
by iterating over all translation instances and counting which ones share the same source phrase
and target phrase as the candidate phrase pair. The same function for scoring a phrase pair written
with instance-based notation that includes the relative frequency calculations is:
m(s;t) = 1
P
x2X (s = S(x) ^ t = T(x))
P
x2X (t = T(x))
+ 2
P
x2X (s = S(x) ^ t = T(x))
P
x2X (s = T(s))
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The delta function returns one when the condition within it is true and zero otherwise. Here the
functions S(x) and T(x) indicate, respectively, the source phrase and target phrase of the translation
instance x. Now consider that the input sentence is in genre g and has sentential context c. Let us
also dene the functions G(x) and C(x) to, respectively, identify the genre and sentence context of
the translation instance x. The traditional SMT model can be extended to score more specialized
phrase pairs that condition the score on g and c:
m(s;tjg;c) = 1P(sjt;g;c) + 2P(tjs;g;c)
= 1
P
x2X (s = S(x) ^ t = T(x) ^ g = G(x) ^ c = C(x))
P
x2X (s = S(x) ^ g = G(x) ^ c = C(x))
+ 2
P
x2X (s = S(x) ^ t = T(x) ^ g = G(x) ^ c = C(x))
P
x2X (t = T(x) ^ g = G(x) ^ c = C(x))
In the above equation, if the information that the phrase pair is conditioned on is very spe-
cic, then there will be very few occurrences of translation available for computing the relative
frequencies. Our instance-based approach, instead, uses similarity features to compare each in-
stance of translation with the input sentence. Given a similarity function for the genre, SG(g;x)
and sentential context SC(c;x), the score for the phrase pair with our instance-based model could
be represented as:
m(s;t) = ln
 
1
jXj
X
x2X
e1P(sjt)+2P(tjs)+3SG(g;x)+4SC(c;x)
!
= 1P(sjt) + 2P(tjs) + ln
 
1
jXj
X
x2X
e3SG(g;x)+4SC(c;x)
!
Note that all translation instances are used in this approach to compute the score for phrase pair,
not just those that have exactly the same genre and context. Instead of employing specialized,
discriminative features, our approach uses simple similarity features. We also include P(sjt) and
P(tjs) as features to highlight that any per-instance similarity features can be scored in addition
to traditional SMT features.
If the corpus is relatively homogenous and composed of high-quality, in-domain translations,
then this distinction may not be important. However, consider the situation in which we are
provided out-of-domain corpora or low-quality comparable corpora in addition to high-quality, in-
domain text. The best way to incorporate these additional corpora is not obvious. When dealing
with data of varying quality, estimating the SMT model with relative frequencies over all of the
data often degrades translation quality.
A common work-around is to perform some sort of heuristic sub-sampling that selects a small
quantity of novel phrase pairs from the large out-of-domain corpus such that they do not overwhelm
the number of phrase pairs extracted from the smaller in-domain corpus. We discussed approaches
like this in Section 2.3.5 of Chapter 2 and mentioned specically the work of (Hildebrand et al.,
2005), (Lu et al., 2007) and (Matsoukas et al., 2009). As described previously, these approaches
lter or weight sentences or documents in the training data. The eect of modifying the training
data is that it adjusts the counts for the relative frequencies, such as P(sjt) and P(tjs) in the
equations above. This prior work did not assess context internal to a sentence as weights were
applied to the whole sentence.
For the experiments presented in this chapter, we do not have clearly delineated in-domain and
out-of-domain corpora. Instead{as is often the case{we have a large amalgam of texts. Within this
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Corpus Sentence for Translation Instance #1
Corpus Sentence for Translation Instance #2
Input Sentence
i tipped the cab driver and he drove away
Genre : Fiction
Document : smith-173-08
Language : English
Year : 1999
she was talking to the cab driver .
Genre : Fiction
Document : brown-1274
Language : English
Year : 1999
if you have a disk that contains the updated driver , click ok .
Genre : Technical
Document : msdn-841
Language : English
Year : 2003
Figure 6.1: The Role of Sentence Annotations when Scoring Translation Instances
larger corpus, it is not obvious which, if any, texts should be preferred during translation. Cunei's
instance-based approach allows it to use all instances of translation, but score each based on its
similarity to the input sentence. Specically, we compare the context of the input sentence to each
instance of translation to identify which instances are the most relevant. Note that our model
scores each instance of translation, not simply the sentence in which it is situated. Our approach
also has the advantage of constructing a single model in which the model weights can be learned
on a development set, as previously presented in Chapter 4.
This chapter is an expansion of the work published in (Phillips and Brown, 2009). We begin
this chapter describing several new context-based features. We introduce the concept of a sentence
annotation in Section 6.1 and describe how this form of context can be used to identify similar
sentences. In Section 6.2 we score the tokens that surround each translation instance. In these
sections, we discuss the motivation behind modeling the particular categories of context and then
detail how each of the new features is calculated. Experimental results are then reported in Sec-
tion 6.3. Before concluding, we explore an alternative method for sampling in Section 6.4 that
exploits the new context features described in this chapter.
6.1 Context from Sentence Annotations
In preparing a large parallel corpus for machine translation, one usually combines text from multiple
sources. For example, the WMT translation tasks provide parallel text from newswire commen-
tary and European parliament proceedings. Similarly, the curated CzEng v0.9 corpus is a broad
collection of texts from diverse genres such as ction, movie subtitles, technical documentation,
and web pages. Each of these sources may present dierent translations of the same phrase. While
genre shifts may be the most obvious delineator, even a change in vocabulary or style of writing can
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aect translation choice. For example, news articles from The New York Times and The Associated
Press exhibit very dierent writing styles regardless of the subject being discussed. Thus, a corpus
may contain signicant variability, but often these variances are correlated with the genre, style,
or some other information about the text.
To represent this knowledge and make it available to the model, Cunei stores a set of annota-
tions with each sentence in the corpus. Any type of annotation can be provided to Cunei, but we
expect those that identify the genre and style of writing to be the most useful. Each sentence can
be associated with multiple annotations, allowing the user to provide all available information at
varying levels of detail. As an example, the Europarl distribution includes XML markup containing
additional information about the text. One of these sentences was recorded in the Europarl pro-
ceedings in November of the year 2003 and spoken originally in Spanish by De Palacio who is the
Vice-President of the Commission. Each italicized piece of information represents an annotation
that we associate with that sentence in the corpus. Figure 6.1 further highlights how sentence
annotations on the input sentence and the corpus sentence may be benecial in identifying the
most relevant translation instances.
We use the term annotation quite exibly. In this chapter the focus is on annotations that
are assigned to a sentence pair in the training data. Later, in Chapter 8 we will describe corpus
annotations that are assigned to a sequence of tokens on either the source or target of a sentence
in the training data. In both cases the additional information may represent metadata, human
annotations, or statistically generated labels. The term annotation denotes how the information is
applied to the corpus and not where it came from.
To limit the scope of this work, in this chapter we only explore the use of sentence annotations
made by humans. We believe human annotations will be more accurate and provide the best
opportunity for Cunei's model. Using an external classier to create additional annotations is
certainly worth exploring in the future, but we already present an alternative method for automated
similarity detection in Section 6.2. However, this decision means we are at the mercy of those who
collect the parallel text with regard to how much detail from the original source is preserved.
Almost all corpora identify their genre(s), but the presence of additional information varies.
For these experiments, we intentionally selected corpora that provide extra information that we
could embed as sentence-level annotations. In German-English translation, the Europarl corpus
provides Genre, Year, Month, Date, Language, Affiliation, and Speaker. In Czech-English
translation, the CzEng corpus provides only Genre and Chapter. The Genre is available for ev-
ery sentence, but many of the other annotations are sprinkled throughout the training corpus.
The annotations Year, Month, Date, and Chapter have numeric values. The Language anno-
tation is associated with a two-letter ISO 639-1 language code; there are 25 possible values in
the Europarl corpus. The values of Speaker and Affiliation are names of people, organiza-
tions, or roles. They are represented as textual strings and, unfortunately, not necessarily con-
sistent throughout the corpus. In German-English, the Genre annotation is either Europarl or
News-Commentary. In Czech-English, the Genre annotation is Europarl, Fiction, Wikipedia,
News, News-Commentary, Web, Subtitles, or Technical.
6.1.1 Static Mixture Model
We can dierentiate among sentences in the corpus based on the value(s) of their sentence annota-
tions. Multiple sentences that are marked with the same sentence annotation compose a collection
of related sentences. When a sentence contains multiple annotations, it simply belongs to more
than one of these collections. Thus, within the broader corpus, we can identify collections of re-
lated sentences. We model each of these collections with a feature; the weight for this feature will
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correspond to whether or not instances of translation originating from that collection should be
favored during translation.
When an instance of translation is retrieved from the corpus, we generate a set of binary
features, formally dened in Table 6.1, identifying which sentence annotations are associated with
it. The weights for these features are essentially mixture weights among all collections (as dened
by the sentence annotations) that exist in the corpus. These weights, along with all the other model
weights, are learned during training. Since training will select an appropriate mixture of collections
to translate the development set, it is possible that these features will not generalize to the test
set. We should be aware of this limitation, but it is often the case that the development and test
sets are very similar.
6.1.2 Dynamic Comparison to Input
The sentence annotations in the corpus can also be compared directly to the annotations for the
input sentence. This comparison, similar to Section 6.1.1, identies collections of related sentences,
but the collections are not dened statically and independent of the input sentence. Instead, we
dynamically identify collections of sentences that are related to the input sentence based on the
existence of similar annotations.
We score the similarity between the input sentence and an instance of translation using one
feature for each type of sentence annotation (genre, author, year, etc.). The score for the feature
depends on whether the values of that sentence annotation (news, Shakespeare, 1991, etc.) for
the translation instance and the input sentence are equivalent. A sentence may contain multiple
sentence annotations of the same type. We compute the score for each type of annotation as the
accuracy between the two sets of values. The calculation is shown in Table 6.1. In addition, the
accuracy is smoothed by adding one to the numerator and denominator, which enables a distinction
between 0
1 and 0
5.1 For example, a transcription we are translating from a TV newscaster may be
annotated with the genres spoken language and newswire, while a relevant sentence from the corpus
may only match the genre newswire. In this case, the accuracy for the genre annotation is 1
2 and
the smoothed feature value is 2
3. Note that the actual value(s) of the sentence annotation are
irrelevant{it only matters that the input sentence and translation instance have the same value(s).
The weights we learn during training suggest how important it is that we generate translations
from sentences in the corpus with the same sentence annotations. Because these sentence annotation
similarity features are conditioned on the input sentence, the system should be better at adapting
to changes in the input. However, these features will only be computed during training when a
particular sentence annotation is present in the development set. This does create an increased risk
that the training procedure will not have sucient evidence to determine their optimal weights.
6.2 Context from Surrounding Tokens
Instead of relying on human annotations, we can also use the vocabulary and structure of the text
to automatically determine similarity between the input and sentences in the corpus. Figure 6.2
is a visual representation of how the surrounding tokens should be taken into consideration when
scoring translation instances.
1 This method bears similarity to plus-one smoothing, but it is not equivalent. Adding one to both the numerator
and denominator does not yield a probability distribution. However, it is a good feature value in that we always
obtain a non-zero score that is less than or equal to one. In addition, this score can be calculated when observing
one instance without knowing the full distribution.
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Let A be the set of annotations from the corpus that correspond to the translation instance
and A0 be the set of annotations for the input sentence. We will use AX to represent the
subset of annotations in A of type X. The features below are limited to the annotation
types Genre and Year, but these features will be created for all annotations known to the
system.
Static Mixture Model
Corpus.Sentence.Group.Web.Weights.Match

1 9a 2 AGenre : a = Web
0 otherwise
Corpus.Sentence.Group.News.Weights.Match

1 9a 2 AGenre : a = News
0 otherwise
Corpus.Sentence.Group.1999.Weights.Match

1 9a 2 AYear : a = 1999
0 otherwise
Dynamic Comparison to Input
Match.Weights.Divergence.Genre ln
1 + jAGenre \ A0
Genrej
1 + jAGenre [ A0
Genrej
Match.Weights.Divergence.Year ln
1 + jAYear \ A0
Yearj
1 + jAYear [ A0
Yearj
Table 6.1: Description of Source Context Features Based on Sentence Annotations
6.2.1 Intra-Sentential Context
In order to capture local, intra-sentential context, we incorporate features that favor instances of
translation in which the words immediately to the left and/or right also match the input sentence.
For example, if we wish to translate the French phrase \Je bois", we would likely be able to locate an
instance of translation for the complete phrase that identies the English translation as \I drink".
The decoder will usually prefer to select the longest match, but if this is part of a longer sentence,
we could have a complete translation for everything except the word \bois". Within the original
context, the word \bois" should be translated as \drink", but when translated on its own, we will
nd many translation instances in the corpus that provide the translation of \wood".
Our solution is to exploit the fact that one or more translation instances for \drink" also
matched one additional word of the input (\Je") outside the phrase boundary while none of the
translation instances for \wood" shared any context with the input. We achieve this by identifying
longer matches before shorter matches and storing the longest possible match associated with each
location in the corpus. Then, to aect the scoring, we add features that prefer translation instances
that have long contextual matches with the input sentence. Specically, we calculate the six new
intra-sentential context features described in Table 6.2 using our knowledge of the longest match
at each location in the corpus.
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Translation Instance #1 with Corpus Context
Translation Instance #2 with Corpus Context
Input Sentences
i tipped the cab driver and he drove away
the taxi dropped me o at the turnaround
after retrieving a newspaper i agged down a ride across town
it was then that i remembered my briefcase was still in the car
she was talking to the cab driver .
he saw meredith 's car up ahead .
the taxi pulled into the turnaround of the hotel .
she looked back and saw him .
if you have a disk that contains the updated driver , click ok .
windows was unable to nd any drivers for this device .
retrieving a list of all devices
do you want to continue installing this driver ?
Figure 6.2: The Role of Surrounding Tokens when Scoring Translation Instances
These feature calculations were actually changed during the course of our research. Originally,
the computation was simpler and only looked at the external context. For example, the feature
Match.Weights.Context.Left.Length was computed as ln(ms ps+1). We noticed by looking
at the translation output that this strongly biased the system against selecting longer phrase pairs
when context was available with shorter phrase pairs. As the length of a match increases, by deni-
tion, the amount of external context decreases. This created an imbalance because the long match
had little or no context while the composition of many shorter matches had signicant context.
The issue was that we neglected to model the fact that long matches intrinsically contain context
embedded within the phrase. We note this issue to remind the reader that machine translation
systems are still sensitive to how features are formulated. In general, the features for each instance
of translation must be comparable to all instances of translation and not just comparable to those
that match the same source span.
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6.2.2 Document Context
On a broader scale, we can dynamically weight documents within the corpus based on their simi-
larity to the input document. We capture this eect by modeling each document as a bag of words
represented with a frequency vector of types. Extremely frequent words, such as `the' in English,
provide little information and may be discarded. Using vector-based distance metrics, we then
compare the vector for the input document to each document vector in the corpus. A wide range
of document-level distance metrics have been invented and explored within information retrieval.
Currently, we include as separate features cosine distance, Jensen-Shannon distance (Lin, 1991),
precision, and recall. Taking another cue from information retrieval, we also use TF-IDF scores
instead of raw frequency counts in the vector of types. Table 6.2 shows the calculation for each of
these features.
We use sentence annotations to identify which sentences within the corpus belong to a document.
Generally, this is accomplished by adding a specic annotation (e.g. the annotation Document). It
is usually most sensible to select an annotation which groups together small collections of sentences
that were written as a unit by one author, but the user is free to select any annotation for dening the
set of sentences which belong to a \document". The dierence from Section 6.1.1 and Section 6.1.2
is that instead of simply using the annotation labels, these document-based features look internally
at the contents of each collection.
Occasionally, sentence annotations may not be available to identify document boundaries. For
this situation, Cunei also provides the ability to represent documents with an arbitrarily-sized
window of sentences. The user species the number of sentences to include in each window and may
simultaneously enable multiple windows. Each window size creates a new set of pseudo-documents
that all contain the same number of sentences. Using multiple windows can help reduce problems
with the pseudo-documents straddling an actual document boundary. Due to parallelization and
other performance considerations, these windows can only be generated for the corpus and not the
input.
The system engineer can modify the scope of the document boundaries by selecting which
annotations or sentence windows to use. For example, if broader contextual clues are desired,
then the system engineer can select a more general sentence annotation or increase the size of the
window. Furthermore, multiple document boundaries can be used simultaneously and combined
with the sentence windows. This exibility enables the user to create context-based features for
documents at varying levels of granularity.
6.3 Experiments
We perform experiments using the Czech-English and German-English datasets described previ-
ously. We also use the same Cunei Baseline conguration with per-instance alignment that was
described with the datasets in the previous chapter. For each language pair, we evaluate ve ex-
perimental conditions corresponding to Sections 6.1.1, 6.1.2, 6.2.1, 6.2.2, and a combined system
that enables all new context features. Recall that of the two corpora, the German-English parallel
training data is less diverse as it is dominated by Europarl proceedings (the newswire commentary
is only 7% of the corpus). However, within this particular genre, there are many contextual clues
embedded as annotations that our features might leverage, such as the date, speaker, language,
and aliation of the original text.
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Intra-Sentential Context
Let the longest match be from position ps to position pe and the current translation instance
being scored cover the span starting at ms and ending at me.
Match.Weights.Context.Left.1-gram

me   ms if ms   ps  1
me   ms   1 otherwise
Match.Weights.Context.Left.2-gram
8
<
:
me   ms if ms   ps  2
me   ms   1 if ms   ps = 1
me   ms   2 otherwise
Match.Weights.Context.Left.Length
Pme ms
i=1 ln(i + ms   ps)
Match.Weights.Context.Right.1-gram

me   ms if pe   me  1
me   ms   1 otherwise
Match.Weights.Context.Right.2-gram
8
<
:
me   ms if pe   me  2
me   ms   1 if pe   me = 1
me   ms   2 otherwise
Match.Weights.Context.Right.Length
Pme ms
i=1 ln(i + pe   me)
Document Context
Let TF(t;d) be the count of type t in either the corpus document d or the input document
d0. Let DF be the total number of documents and DF(t) be the count of documents
(over both the corpus and input) that contain the type t. Multiple context groups can be
used{these refer to the group identied as Docs.
i = TF(ti;d)ln(
DF + 1
DF(ti)
) i = TF(ti;d0)ln(
DF + 1
DF(ti)
)
Context.Group.Docs.Weights.Cosine  ln
0
@1  
P
i ii
pP
i i
2
qP
i i
2
1
A
Context.Group.Docs.Weights.JensenShannon  ln
P
i
i log2
2i
i+i
2
P
j j
+
i log2
2i
i+i
2
P
j j
Context.Group.Docs.Weights.Precision  ln

1  
1 +
P
i min(i;i)
1 +
P
i i

Context.Group.Docs.Weights.Recall  ln

1  
1 +
P
i min(i;i)
1 +
P
i i

Table 6.2: Description of Source Context Features Based on Surrounding Tokens
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6.3.1 Analysis
All experiments with Czech-English and German-English show improvement over the baseline sys-
tem according to BLEU (and almost always according to NIST, Meteor, and TER despite the
objective function not including those metrics). Incorporating context within the Czech-English
system resulted in gains between 0.77-0.95 BLEU on the development set and 0.01-0.44 BLEU on
the test set. Similarly, the range of improvement from context in German-English was 0.33-0.96
BLEU on the development set and 0.41-1.10 BLEU on the test set. The full battery of metrics are
reported in Tables 6.3 and 6.4. As a reminder, the training procedure involves randomization, so
each conguration was run twice. The reported scores are from the conguration with the highest
BLEU score on the development set. The standard deviation over all BLEU scores was 0.21 in
Czech-English and 0.12 in German-English, but the variance is not evenly distributed. Due to
this variability over multiple runs, some of the larger gains reported in the tables are still not
statistically signicant.
The most apparent result from these evaluations is that adding new context features improves
the evaluation scores on the development set. This is not entirely surprising as new features should
only benet the system; training can always assign a weight of zero voiding the impact of a feature on
the system. That being said, the results are still encouraging because in practice adding additional
features sometimes hurts performance (the training procedure gets stuck in a local minimum).
Furthermore, in many cases the improvement on the development set was statistically signicant
over the baseline, suggesting that these new features provided novel information that the system
previously lacked.
Unfortunately, the rank correlation between the scores on the development and test sets is quite
low. All metrics generally show improvement with the use of context on both the development
and test set, but not with the same magnitude. For example, the best development score for
the Czech-English system was Static Annotations, but this conguration was nearly equivalent to
Cunei Baseline on the test set. However, the BLEU scores on the development set for each of
the context-based systems (within the same language pair) are quite close to one another, and we
should not attempt to extrapolate too much from their relative ranking.
The one conguration that consistently performed well across language pairs on both the de-
velopment and test sets is All Context Features,. This conguration produced the highest BLEU
score (and among the highest NIST, Meteor, and TER scores) on the test sets. For comparison, the
second-best conguration on the test set in both Czech-English and German-English was Sentence
Context. However, All Context Features still improved over Sentence Context on the test set by
0.3 BLEU in Czech-English and 0.23 BLEU in German-English. The gains from incorporating all
the context features are not as dramatic as the initial gain over the baseline from sentence context,
but we are encouraged that mixing in additional categories of context still benets the system. As
identied in Tables 6.3 and 6.4, several of the gains with the All Context Features conguration
are also statistically signicant.
The relative improvement over the baseline from the static annotation features was much larger
in German than in Czech. The Czech-English corpus included many genres, but no other types of
annotation. The dynamic annotations performed well in Czech-English as they enabled Cunei to
select translation instances from the same genre as the input sentence, which varied sentence to
sentence. There may have been less room for improvement by setting a static weight for genres in
the corpus because the test set included all genres in equal proportion. On the other hand, the
characteristics of the German-English development and test sets were quite dierent in that they
consisted of a single genre (Europarl), but contained numerous sentence-level annotations. With
only one genre in the test set, the static annotation features were likely adequate for identifying
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relevant translation instances. Using dynamic annotations was better than the baseline in German-
English, but worse than using static annotations. We suspect the cause of this to be that the
non-genre annotations were sparse and led to overtting on the development set.
A peculiar result is that all congurations in German-English have little eect on the Meteor
score. Unlike the other metrics, Meteor is more focused on recall and permits synonym matching,
but neither of these dierences is a likely explanation of the constant scores. We remind the
reader that the objective function used during training only incorporated BLEU. Often the training
procedure is able to improve the BLEU score at the expense of NIST, Meteor, or TER. The training
procedure does not know anything about these other metrics, but some characteristics that BLEU
desires in a sentence are opposite those in other metrics. For example, BLEU is dominated by
precision whereas Meteor is dominated by recall. While we prefer output that ranks highly among
multiple metrics, lack of gain in a metric that is not part of the objective function is not indicative
of a problem.
Each category of context we introduced to the Czech-English and German-English systems
demonstrated improvement over the baseline systems. Furthermore, All Context Features was
consistently better than any individual system according to BLEU, NIST, and TER. The gains
from the combined systems were not a linear summation of the gains from each context category,
but they were larger and more frequently statistically signicant over the baseline systems. This
suggests that we may safely include all context features without knowing beforehand which, if any,
are most applicable for a particular corpus and language pair.
6.3.2 Examples
We will be more capable of understanding the eects from each category of context when analyzing
the output of individual sentences if we compare systems that are minimally dierent from the
baseline. The context and non-context weights for all systems in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 are jointly
learned with the training procedure previously presented in Chapter 4. As a result, the common,
non-context features can and do receive dierent weights among the various congurations. In
addition, the training procedure will select optimal model weights for the entire development set,
but the quality of one sentence may be degraded in order to improve the quality of one or more
other sentences. There are, thus, many possible reasons unrelated to the presence of context that
the output of a single sentence could be dierent between two systems when all model weights
dier.
Therefore, to generate comparable output, we start with the Cunei Baseline conguration
(which has learned feature weights) and add each set of context features with default values. These
default values are generally in the same range as those from a conguration with learned weights, but
they are not optimal. Adding the context features in this manner may also introduce a systematic
bias (such as generating output that is too short) that had previously been balanced by modifying
the weight of some common features. Thus, the resulting systems shown in Tables 6.5 and 6.6
do not perform nearly as well as their jointly trained counterparts. However, these systems show
similar (albeit not as convincing) improvement from the context features, and we are guaranteed
that all deviations from the baseline are due to the presence or absence of context.
An important point to remember is that our approach is data-driven. While the context features
are designed to bias the output, Cunei is still reliant on the words present in the corpus. The lack of
actual semantic knowledge is evident in Example 11. All of the context categories correctly select an
adjective instead of a noun, but the hypothesis space is unfortunately split between \southeastern"
and \south-eastern". To the human reader this is at most an insignicant dierence in style, but to
a data-driven machine translation system these are two distinct tokens and each is scored separately.
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Original Left Right
Target Phrase Rank Technical Europarl Genre 1-gram 1-gram
Static Annotations Dyn Ann Sentence Context
Source Phrase: touto chybou
by this error 1 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
this error 2 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
ended by this error 7 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
this 3 0.0000 0.0000 -2.1972 1.0000 1.0000
by this 4 0.0000 0.0000 -2.1972 1.0000 1.0000
by this breech 5 0.0000 0.0000 -2.1972 1.0000 1.0000
Source Phrase: chybou :
error : 1 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.9766
following error : 2 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.9054
with error : 3 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 2.0000
error : % 4 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 2.0000
error = 5 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 2.0000
Source Phrase: chybou
error 3 0.9808 0.0034 -0.0211 0.0297 0.5559
mistake 1 0.0000 0.5574 -1.0986 0.0000 0.0000
a mistake 2 0.0000 0.4330 -1.0986 0.0000 0.0000
following error 19 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
an error 9 0.9627 0.0065 -0.0410 0.0000 0.0000
reassign 18 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Table 6.7: Selected Source Context Features for Phrase Pairs in Example 13
The baseline system performs well, and there are many sentences for which including the context
features yields no or trivial modications. When changes do occur, they are often subtle and result
in the use of dierent words to refer to the same underlying concept, such as in Examples 12, 13
and 14. For illustration, the phrases \the status quo", \the current state", and \state of play" used
in Example 12 are all semantically equivalent given the right context. However, when the output is
a diagnostic message for a computer driver, the only appropriate selection is \the current state".
The (heavily pruned) translation lattice used by Cunei Baseline to translate Example 13 is
visualized in Figure 6.3. In this example, the baseline system actually has the translations \this
error" for \touto chybou" and \error :" for \chybou :" as shown in Table 6.7. The problem
is that these longer phrases are not being used, and instead Cunei Baseline selects its highest-
ranking translation for \chybou" which is \mistake". Notice that the feature scores in Table 6.7
for phrase pairs with the word \error" indicate that they originate disproportionally from technical
documents. The near-zero value for the dynamic genre feature also indicates that the translation
\error" was constructed mostly from instances of translation with the same genre as the input
sentence. Likewise, the feature values show that many of the instances of translation for \error"
matched at least one additional word to the right in the input sentence. When these additional
contextual features are employed by Cunei, then the translation \error" outranks \mistake" as
shown in Figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.5: Translation Lattice for Example 14 with Cunei Baseline
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Figure 6.6: Translation Lattice for Example 14 with Document Context
A similar reranking occurs in Example 14 illustrated with Figures 6.5 and 6.6. The two-
word phrase \tajn e ." ranks the translation \secret ." above the translation \classied ." in
Cunei Baseline. The addition of context features as shown in Table 6.8 reverses this ranking.
Interestingly, the feature value for the genre gives preference to the translation \secret .". However,
the recall feature function that scores document context strongly prefers the translation \classied
." Translating the single word \tajn e" as \classied" also shows a mismatch according to genre,
but a strong preference based on document context. In addition, \classied" has stronger right
sentential context than \secret". Although \secret" is still ranked higher than \classied", these
context features increased the rank of \classied" from 14 in the baseline system to 6.
Example 20 has multiple changes that occur based on which context features are enabled. We
do not show the translation lattices for this sentence as the changes occur over too large of a span
to t on a page, but the features are presented in Table 6.9. The most prominent change is that
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Original Right
Target Phrase Rank Subtitles Fiction Genre 1-gram Recall
Static Annotations Dyn Ann Sent Cont Doc Cont
Source Phrase: tajn e
secret 1 0.3281 0.4974 -0.5522 0.1581 0.0318
a secret 2 0.4165 0.5814 -0.4599 0.0513 0.0178
the secret 3 0.1856 0.6611 -0.3723 0.0808 0.0230
his secret 11 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0631
kept secret 13 0.1918 0.8082 -0.2107 1.0000 0.1210
classied 14 1.0000 0.0000 -1.0986 0.6967 7.4356
top secret 4 0.9001 0.0000 -1.0986 0.3571 0.0540
top-secret 6 1.0000 0.0000 -1.0986 0.0000 0.0180
be secret 7 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0986 0.0000 0.0172
condential 8 0.3397 0.0000 -1.0986 0.0106 0.0269
collusion 17 0.0000 0.9979 -0.0024 0.0000 0.0234
Source Phrase: tajn e .
classied . 2 2.0000 0.0000 -2.1972 1.0000 19.8575
secret . 1 0.6749 1.1448 -0.9395 1.0000 0.1310
kept secret . 3 0.1344 1.8656 -0.1477 1.0000 0.1147
top secret . 4 2.0000 0.0000 -2.1972 1.0000 0.2011
the secret . 5 2.0000 0.0000 -2.1972 1.0000 0.0798
classication . 9 0.0000 2.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0092
Table 6.8: Selected Source Context Features for Phrase Pairs in Example 14
the baseline system incorrectly produces the translation \clinical review" whereas the reference has
\clinical trials". This is a bit surprising as the highest-ranked translation of \klinische pr ufung" in
all congurations is in fact \clinical trials" and \clinical review" is not even a candidate translation
for this two-word phrase. Cunei Baseline is selecting \review" based on it being the highest-ranked
translation for the word \pr ufung". The translation of \pr ufung" as \trials" is ranked 93 in Cunei
Baseline. The addition of all context features moves this candidate up to rank 9, which allows
the decoder to more readily select the correct translation. Sentence Context context corrects the
translation \clinical review" to \clinical trials" as both the right and left context feature values
prefer \trials". The translation \trials" is also supported by the feature that assesses similarity
of the language annotation, but the Dynamic Annotations conguration still does not correct the
translation. In fact, Dynamic Annotations degrades another section of the translation by replacing
\this objective" with \this aim". While none of the phrase pairs that include the word \aim"
change rank, the language and aliation annotation feature give a slight preference to the use of
\aim" instead of \objective" when translating either \dieses ziel" or \ziel".
We presented four dierent types of context in this chapter because we believed they would
leverage unique (and complementary) characteristics during the translation process. We do nd
evidence in the examples for each type of context yielding improvement over the baseline system.
Examples 12, 13, and 18 show the eects of static annotations; Examples 12, 18, 19, and 21 show
dynamic annotations; Examples 15, 17, and 19 show sentence context; and Examples 13, 14, and 21
illustrate modications resulting from the use of document context. Interestingly, a large number of
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Original Left Right
Target Phrase Rank Language Aliation 1-gram 1-gram
Dynamic Annotations Sentence Context
Source Phrase: klinische pr ufung
clinical trials 1 -0.4363 0.0000 1.0000 1.8015
Source Phrase: pr ufung
review 1 -0.6655 -0.1937 0.0000 0.2821
verication 7 -0.6931 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
test 8 -0.7064 -0.0472 0.0000 0.9164
examination 2 -0.6931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
audit 3 -0.8348 -0.1895 0.0000 0.2276
scrutiny 4 -0.7695 -0.1782 0.0000 0.6226
examining 5 -0.9891 0.0000 0.0000 0.2765
assessment 6 -0.7674 -0.2639 0.0000 0.1786
trials 93 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000
examination of 9 -0.6931 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Source Phrase: dieses ziel
this goal 1 -0.9060 -0.2090 1.0000 1.0000
this aim 2 -1.5470 -0.2026 1.0000 1.0000
this 3 -1.5355 -0.4813 1.0000 1.0000
that objective 6 -0.5940 -0.1682 1.5367 1.0000
this target 4 -1.6843 -0.6842 1.0000 1.3675
this objective 7 -1.7718 -0.3315 1.0000 1.0686
Source Phrase: ziel
objective 1 -0.7770 -0.1801 0.7285 0.0210
aim 2 -0.7718 -0.0653 0.5599 0.1727
goal 3 -0.8158 -0.1527 0.7040 0.0000
target 4 -0.6931 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000
objectives 5 -0.7727 -0.0826 0.0000 0.0000
Table 6.9: Selected Source Context Features for Phrase Pairs in Example 20
these examples demonstrate multiple forms of context agreeing on the best output. This suggests
that in many situations, evidence for a contextual change is prevalent throughout the corpus.
When all the context features are combined together, more often than not, the appropriate
modication is selected (see Examples 12, 13, 15, 17, and 21). Sometimes the best output is not
even selected unless all the features are combined, as is the case in Examples 16 and 20. The
latter is an especially nice example where each context category alters part of the sentence, but
only when combined together are all three terms \trials", \believe", and \objective" present in the
output. Examples 14 and 18 are counter-examples to this trend where combining all the features
produces instead additional, unwanted modications to the output. We believe this behavior is
partially explained by the fact that we are using default weights, but there may also be conicting
information provided by the various sources of context. Overall, these results are consistent with
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Czech-English German-English
Runtime Words Runtime Words
in Minutes per Minute in Minutes per Minute
Cunei Baseline 36.95 500 106.13 252
+ Static Annotations 36.36 508 112.80 237
+ Dynamic Annotations 35.58 519 106.38 251
+ Sentence Context 36.42 507 103.69 258
+ Document Context 82.28 224 111.10 240
All Context Features 86.16 214 109.91 243
Table 6.10: Runtime on Test Sets of Incorporating Source Context
our ndings in Tables 6.3 and 6.4, in which \All Context Features" outperformed any one category
of context features.
6.3.3 Runtime
We perform the same timing experiments as in Section 5.1.5 of Chapter 3 with these new congura-
tions to determine if the additional instance-based context features signicantly alter performance.
In fact, as shown in Table 6.10 translation time is approximately the same with the exception of
computing document context in Czech-English. The document context features do have to load
all the sentences that occur in the same document as the translation instance and then score each
one for similarity to the input document (as discussed in Section 6.2.2). The document context
feature functions are more costly, but the dierence between this added cost in Czech-English and
German-English is peculiar. Some of the information pertaining to each document is cached and it
is possible that in translation of the German-English test set, which is all from the Europarl, the
same documents in the training corpus were frequently used over and over.
6.4 Sampling Matches with Source Context
As described in Section 3.2.2 of Chapter 3, Cunei samples matches prior to phrase alignment and
does not actually score all possible instances of translation. The default conguration with per-
instance alignment performs a uniform sample, as none of the features could be scored with only
the source phrase and its location in the corpus. However, similarity between the input sentence
and the location in the corpus can be scored without the aligned target phrase. We experimented
using the context features described in this chapter (Tables 6.2 and 6.1) to calculate a partial score
for each match. The score is partial in that it lacks many of the features we normally apply to an
instance of translation after phrase alignment. For example, features presented in Tables 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.3 from Chapter 3 are not computed until after sampling. The partial score was then used to
select the best matches according to Algorithm 3 previously presented on page 40.
The results of these experiments are presented in Tables 6.11 and 6.12. Sampling matches with
the context features consistently showed improvement on the development set. On the test set,
the only notable improvement was the Meteor score in German-English. Some of the other metrics
registered statistically signicant improvements, but the magnitude of these gains is incredibly
small. The scores suggest that this approach is merely enabling more aggressive overtting of the
development set.
Overall, these dierences are small. As was mentioned earlier, we observed that selecting a
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Development Set Test Set
BLEU NIST Meteor TER BLEU NIST Meteor TER
Uniform 32.53 6.907 53.63 52.28 31.20 7.271 52.90 53.21
Best Partial Score 33.02y 6.944 53.75 51.80 31.34 7.289 52.89 53.17
Table 6.11: Evaluation of Sampling on CzEng v0.9 with All Source Context Features
Development Set Test Set
BLEU NIST Meteor TER BLEU NIST Meteor TER
Uniform 28.46 6.747 51.87 58.15 26.86 6.767 52.14 58.62
Best Partial Score 28.71 6.818 52.24 57.54 26.84 6.810 52.57 58.36
Table 6.12: Evaluation of Sampling on German Europarl v6 with All Source Context Features
larger sample had minimal impact on the score for a phrase pair. We, therefore, should not expect
a change in the sampling algorithm to have a large impact either. This is due in part to the fact
that sampling only aects phrase pairs whose source phrase occurs in the corpus more than the
sampling threshold. In addition, all matches are already restricted to exactly matching the source
phrase and, therefore, all matches should represent reasonable candidates.
One possible concern with this approach is that the context features are only a subset of the
complete model. These features alone may not be an adequate heuristic for sampling. During
training, the context features tend to receive less weight than other features like the translation
frequency and the language model, which means that they will generally contribute less to the
nal model score. While these context features are an important source of information when
distinguishing between between two competing translations, it is not clear that they will correlate
strongly with the nal model score.
6.5 Summary
In this chapter we presented four types of context: static annotations, dynamic annotations, intra-
sentential context, and document context. For each type of context, we explained its role in the
translation process and dened a set of features to include in the translation model. Combining all
of these new context features resulted in a gain over the baseline system on the held-out test set
of 0.44 BLEU in Czech-English and 1.1 BLEU in German-English. NIST, Meteor, and TER also
generally showed gains, and several of these metric scores were statistically signicant in comparison
to the baseline. In addition, we looked at output of specic sentences which corroborated these
ndings and suggested that the context features enabled better lexical selection. While we know of
no existing work that combines these particular features together, the features themselves are not
the key contribution. Instead, the importance of this work is the simplicity with which they can
be integrated into Cunei and leveraged to score the relevance of each translation instance.
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Incorporating Target Similarity
In this chapter we turn our attention to scoring fT(x;t), which represents the relevance of each
translation instance with respect to the target hypothesis. Conceptually, this work is very similar
to the last chapter where we scored fS(s;x). The key dierence is that instead of comparing to the
input sentence, we compare each translation instance with the target hypothesis. This relationship
is visually illustrated in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 from the introduction with fT(x;t) as the counterpart
to fS(s;x).
7.1 Complexity of the Task
The target sentence, unlike the input sentence, is not provided to us. In fact, constructing the
correct target sentence is the goal of machine translation. In Section 3.2.5 of Chapter 3 we described
the use of chart decoding and beam decoding to combine phrase pairs. Both of these methods
construct a contiguous target hypothesis that is incrementally extended to cover new words in the
input sentence. We use this n-best list of target hypotheses which have been scored by the model
as a stand-in representation of the true target sentence.
Due to the additional complexity of comparing a translation instance to a target hypothesis
we are in the process of constructing, we limit the scope of target context to the role of surround-
ing tokens within the sentence. Specically, we only model preceding contextual matches. The
preceding context is straightforward to match as the target hypotheses are constructed from left-
to-right. Scoring the right context is possible by storing additional state information with each
target hypothesis, but it would substantially complicate decoding. On the source we also used
the surrounding tokens to model document similarity. Document context would be interesting to
explore on the target as well, but it would require accumulating information across multiple sen-
tences. This would break Cunei's current method of parallelization and also require substantial
modication to the code. We also do not score sentence annotations on the target as they have
already been scores on the source. The sentence annotations are dened per-sentence and apply
equally to the source and target.
Section 7.2 describes intra-sentential context and denes new features to evaluate it on the
target. We present how decoding is modied in Section 7.3 in order to perform the necessary calcu-
lations for these features and then provide experimental results in Section 7.4. Before concluding,
we also describe in Section 7.5 a failed attempt at scoring target similarity without modifying the
decoding process.
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Corpus Sentence for Translation Instance #1 Corpus Sentence for Translation Instance #2
Input Sentence
Target Hypothesis
o u est le chaueur de taxi ?
chaueur de limousine
limousine chaueur
chaueur de taxi
taxi driver
where is the taxi
Figure 7.1: The Role of Source and Target Context when Scoring Translation Instances
7.2 Intra-Sentential Context
Consider Figure 7.1 where we are attempting to translate the word \chaueur" and we have two
translation instances that oer guidance. As discussed in the previous chapter, we can identify that
\driver" is a better translation than \chaueur" by looking at the source context. In this case, the
same bigram, \de taxi", occurs immediately after both source phrases. By the same principle we
can also consider what tokens are present in the target context. If we have constructed a target
hypothesis that ends in \taxi", we can use this information to prefer the translation \driver" as
it too is immediately preceded by \taxi". As is the case in this example, we recognize that the
source context and target context may provide redundant information. On the other hand, the
words which abut the source and target phrases may correspond to dierent sections of the input
sentence due to reordering in the target hypothesis.
We score the surrounding intra-sentential tokens with n-gram calculations similar to those
presented in the previous chapter. The target context features, shown in Table 7.1, identify which
1-grams, 2-grams, and 3-grams histories do not match. (Longer n-gram matches could be scored
as well at the cost of more memory.) The comparison is performed between each instance of
translation and the target hypothesis it will extend, as specied by the decoder. The calculation
for each feature is quite simple: to score a context of length n, Cunei checks if the n right-most
words in the target hypothesis are equivalent to the n words that precede the translation instance.
Like the language model, the target context features are scored for each target word. Unlike the
source context features, we cannot compute the target context features until the target hypothesis
is being constructed. This requires a tight integration with decoding that is presented in the next
section.
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Intra-Sentential Context
Let n represent the 3-gram from the corpus that precedes the translation instance and h be
the target hypothesis prior to being joined with the translation instance.
Hypothesis.Weights.Context.1-gram

 1 if n3 6= hjhj
0 otherwise
Hypothesis.Weights.Context.2-gram

 1 if n2n3 6= hjhj 1hjhj
0 otherwise
Hypothesis.Weights.Context.3-gram

 1 if n1:::n3 6= hjhj 2:::hjhj
0 otherwise
Table 7.1: Description of Target Context Features Based on Surrounding Tokens
7.3 Combining Translation Units
Recall from Section 3.2.5 of Chapter 3 that Cunei scores each instance of translation and aggregates
this information into phrase pairs that are stored in a lattice. This lattice of phrase pairs was
designed to be an intermediate data structure that separated the processing of translation instances
from decoding. It allowed Cunei to compute the summation over multiple translation instances once
and store the score for each phrase pair in the lattice. This worked because the features added
during decoding were independent of a particular instance of translation. In Equation 3.5 on page 45
we presented how independent features could be added to the score of a phrase pair after discarding
the instances of translation. However, the scoring of target context described in this chapter is not
independent of an instance of translation. Indeed, we are comparing the current target hypothesis
with the target context of each instance of translation. Unfortunately, we cannot complete the
calculation of these features until the target hypothesis is constructed during decoding.
Let us dene a new feature  that scores an instance of translation based on the current target
hypothesis. Extending Equation 3.4, the score for a phrase pair, with this feature yields:
m(s;t;) = ln
 
1
jXj
X
x2X
e
P
j jj(s;t;x)+(x)
!
In this equation  is not known to be independent X and cannot be moved outside of the sum-
mation. Let us dene a subset of translation instances Y for which the value of  is constant and
therefore independent of all translation instances in Y . We can then divide the set of all translation
instances X into sets Y1;Y2;Y3;:::;Yn, such that:
X =
n [
i=1
Yi ^ Yj \ Yk = ; 8j 6= k
Now that the feature  is constant for all instances of translation in a particular Yi, we can
represent the score of a phrase pair as:
m(s;t;) = ln
0
@ 1
jXj
n X
i=0
e(Yi) X
x2Yi
e
P
j jj(s;t;x)
1
A (7.1)
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Each Yi represents the subset of translation instances with the same target context. Two contexts
are considered equivalent in this formalism if they are assigned the same score by . For simplicity
in the explanation above, we only added a single new feature , but the same method can be applied
with multiple target context features. In this case, the value for all target context features must
be constant over the translation instances in Yi.
Given our target context features, presented in Table 7.1, each Yi represents the set of trans-
lation instances that are proceeded by the same 3-gram. When building the translation lattice,
Cunei stores the trigram target context and the inner summation for each Yi. Each phrase pair,
therefore, no longer contains a single score, but the score for each set Yi. We can still discard the
translation instances after generating the lattice, but the amount of information we store may not
be appreciably less. If every instance of translation occurs in a unique target context, then each Yi
will represent a single instance of translation.
When a phrase pair is selected during decoding,  is calculated for each Yi by comparing the
associated target context to the current target hypothesis. The decoder calculates Equation 7.1 by
summing over all target contexts and multiplying the new feature  for each context by the inner
summation that was previously stored with the phrase pair in the lattice. The outer summation
over all target contexts has to be computed every time the decoder attempts to extend the current
target hypothesis with a new phrase pair. When there are many possible target contexts, which
unfortunately is all too frequent, this is very slow.
7.4 Experiments
We evaluated the eect of modeling target context on the same German-English and Czech-English
datasets that were used in the previous experiments. For consistency, we also continue to com-
pare against the baseline conguration with per-instance alignment features that was described in
Chapter 5.
Scoring the target contexts is computationally expensive. As a result, we did not jointly learn
all model weights. Instead, we started with the weights learned for Cunei Baseline. We then ex-
perimented with two congurations that enabled target context. In the rst conguration, training
was only permitted to adjust the new target context features. In the second conguration, training
was also permitted to adjust the language model feature. The rationale for this second congu-
ration was that the language model was the only other source of knowledge that we expected to
overlap with the target context features. Limiting which features could be updated ensured a quick
convergence and made training reasonable given the increased duration of translation. It is likely
that joint training of all features would result in slightly better scores, but we could not do so in a
reasonable amount of time.
In Chapter 5, where we described the experimental setup, we discussed running two training
runs and reporting scores from the system with the maximum BLEU score on the development set.
However, the results for Target Context (No Modied Weights) and Target Context (Modied LM
Weight) are from a single run. Each run took over a week and only showed marginal gain; we did
not spend further time and eort on a second run. This prevents us from calculating statistical
signicance over the training runs, because there is only one run. We do, however, still apply
bootstrap resampling to calculate the statistical signicance of BLEU.
7.4.1 Analysis
BLEU, NIST, Meteor, and TER scores on the development and test sets are presented in Tables 7.2
and 7.3. The results show a small but consistent gain across both language pairs. When modica-
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tion of the language model weight was permitted, we saw a 0.13 BLEU gain on the Czech-English
and 0.34 BLEU gain on the German-English development set. Furthermore, this gain held at 0.26
BLEU on the Czech-English and 0.19 BLEU on the German-English test set. Movement in NIST,
Meteor, and TER is minimal, but the general pattern in both language pairs is that these three
additional metrics degrade on the development set and improve on the test set.
These gains are clearly smaller than the cumulative gain we reported in Chapter 6 from inte-
grating all forms of source context. However, we are only modeling one form of context on the
target in contrast to the many approaches we explored on the source. In fact, these gains in the
range of a quarter BLEU point are consistent with the gains we saw using each individual form of
source context. The intra-sentential features, specically, were actually more useful on the target
in Czech-English as the source features only yielded a gain of 0.15 BLEU on the test set. However,
in German-English the intra-sentential features on the source, with a gain of 0.87 BLEU, strongly
outperformed the intra-sentential features on the target.
7.4.2 Examples
Several examples from the Czech-English and German-English datasets are presented in Appendix A
that compare Cunei Baseline to a new conguration incorporating target context (and allowing
modication of the language model weight during training). Changes to the output are minimal as
all other features are xed and the new target features are similar to the existing language model
feature. In fact, 863 out of the 1,506 Czech-English sentences and 242 out of the 910 German-
English sentences are identical. These examples are, therefore, a sample of the sentences with the
most substantial changes.
As with source context, one of the primary changes we see when incorporating target context
is improved lexical selection. This is evident in Examples 22, 24, 25, 27, 32, and 33. Example 24 is
from a technical document discussing DNS domains. The baseline system states the DNS domain
was \amended" whereas the system incorporating target context refers to the DNS domain as
being \changed". While these are semantically equivalent, one usually amends legislature or legal
documents; it is awkward in the context of this sentence. A more obvious improvement can be
found in Example 27 which discusses roman numerals. The baseline system uses the phrase \large
roman numerals" whereas the Target Context conguration generates \capital roman numerals".
Once again, both are semantically equivalent, but \capital" is the proper term when referring to
letters of the alphabet.
However, the modications from the target context are not conned to lexical selection. Un-
surprisingly, translations from Target Context tend to be more uent. Examples 22, 23, 28, and
31 highlight the insertion of missing words and removal of disuent words. The word \element" in
the phrase \depends on the element of surprise" is missing in the baseline system in Example 22.
Conversely, in Example 31 Cunei Baseline includes the extraneous word \companies" in the phrase
\eorts to reduce emissions companies". Both of these errors are corrected when target context
features are enabled. In addition, improved uency through reordering is shown in Examples 26,
29, 32, and 33. The use of target context reorders \average distance values data" to \average
distance data values" in Example 26. This phrase could still use a preposition, but at least the
word ordering now conveys the appropriate meaning.
Most of these examples do show improvement, but Example 30 illustrates a situation where the
target context harmed the translation. Instead of the phrase \the public access to information",
the Target Context conguration generates \the access of the public to the information". In this
case, no information is actually lost, but the rendition is extremely verbose.
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Czech-English German-English
Runtime Words Runtime Words
in Minutes per Minute in Minutes per Minute
Cunei Baseline 36.95 500 106.13 252
+Target Context 391.45 47 923.86 29
Table 7.4: Runtime on Test Sets of Incorporating Target Context
7.4.3 Runtime
Scoring the target context features during decoding degraded the runtime. We compare Cunei's
runtime with and without target context in Table 7.4. These timing experiments follow the same
setup as described in Section 5.1.5 of Chapter 3, except Target Context is provided a JVM with
10GB of memory (instead of 5GB). If the target contexts are diverse, much of the information from
the translation instances must be retained during decoding and not discarded. We initially ran
the timing experiments with 5GB of memory, but Cunei ran out of memory when translating the
German-English test set. Cunei ran successfully with target context enabled after we doubled the
memory allocation and we did not explore intermediate values. Overall, we observed approximately
a tenfold reduction in the number of words per minute that Cunei was capable of translating.
7.5 Scoring Target Similarity Prior to Decoding
Before the work presented above, we explored whether it was useful to score target similarity
independent of the target hypothesis constructed during decoding. As presented in Section 7.3,
scoring the target context adds signicant complexity to decoding as the score for a phrase pair
cannot be fully calculated until the target hypothesis is available. Instead, to score target similarity,
we sought to compare the target phrase of the translation instance to other target hypotheses for
the same span of the lattice. Essentially, we scored phrase pairs based on their similarity to other
phrase pairs in the lattice. This did increase the complexity of scoring each phrase pair, but it
meant that decoding could proceed as normal.
When constructing phrase pairs, we have thus far made the assumption that that each lexical
sequence of words in the target phrase is distinct. While the collection of translation instances
extracted from the corpus will propose a wide range of possible translations, some of these trans-
lations will be only subtly divergent. A subset of the predicted translations will be similar in that
they share signicant semantics and may only dier by one or two words. For example, we would
like the similar, but inexact, translation instances for \the car" and \in the auto" to both con-
tribute to the score of a phrase pair with target hypothesis \in the car". The score for a phrase
pair, Equation 3.4 on page 35, already allows for features of this form as the summation is dened
over all instances of translation. However, as our baseline conguration did not include target
similarity features, we previously limited scoring a phrase pair to the summation over instances of
translation with the same target phrase. Incorporating additional target similarity features and
summing over all instances of translation does increase the amount of computation, but not by as
much as performing the summation during decoding, as necessitated by the target context features.
The similarity between two target phrases was initially assessed simply by taking the F1 scores
of 1-grams, 2-grams, 3-grams, and 4-grams. The F1 scores of 1-grams were not very meaningful
as most words occurred in multiple hypotheses (recall that Cunei's phrase alignment nds many
alternatives that dier by one word). To compound matters, the F1 scores for 2-grams, 3-grams,
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and 4-grams were then too sparse. We also explored weighing the F1 scores by the inverse frequency
of a word in the training corpus to minimize the eect of stop words, such as \the" and \of", on
the similarity measure.
We also explored scoring the target similarity of phrases based on their target-side distributional
proles. The distributional proles use the surrounding context in the training data (as opposed to
the hypothesis constructed during decoding) to identify similarity between phrases. When Cunei
retrieves each instance of a translation from the corpus, the entire target sentence in which it resides
is available. With the complete target sentence of a translation instance, we formed a distributional
prole. This distributional prole was represented as a series of count vectors for n-gram phrases
that immediately preceded or followed the phrase and lone \trigger" words that appeared anywhere
in the sentence. Before scoring a phrase pair, we compiled a distributional prole for the phrase
pair from the count vectors of translation instances that had the same target phrase. We could
then calculate the cosine distance and Jensen-Shannon distance between the distributional prole
of the candidate phrase pair and the distributional prole of each instance of translation. These
were integrated as new target similarity features, and each phrase pair was scored by summing over
all instances of translation, including those with dierent target phrases.
Unfortunately, neither method showed improvement. In fact, both methods resulted in slightly
lower evaluation scores, and they exacted a signicant cost in computation. We were hoping to use
simple, corpus-based metrics to compute the similarity scores, but it is possible that we could have
obtained more traction using an external resource like WordNet (Miller, 1995), which we did not
explore. Instead of continuing down this path, we decided to compute the target similarity scores
using the context of the constructed target hypothesis instead.
7.6 Summary
We nd that modeling target context, while computationally expensive, is both possible and yields
improved translation performance. The gains we saw of 0.26 BLEU on the Czech-English and 0.19
BLEU on the German-English test set are small but comparable to the gains from each individual
form of source context in the previous chapter. When discussing source context in Chapter 6, we
presented four dierent types of context that were ecient and practical to use in a real-world
system. In contrast, this chapter used much more computation to model only one type of context.
We recognize that target context is likely not practical for a real-world system. However, it is
helpful to understand and explore target context in this dissertation as the counter-part to source
context.
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Incorporating Corpus Annotations
In this chapter we extend the work presented in previous chapters by providing additional informa-
tion for Cunei's instance-based model to score. Specically, we augment the corpus with multiple
forms of annotations. These annotations dier from the sentence annotations in Chapter 6 in that
they describe a subsequence within the source or target sentence. Specically, we explore embed-
ding word clusters and parse trees as annotations. These annotations allow us to move beyond
modeling lexical tokens in isolation. We expect that enriching the training data in this manner will
yield a more robust and a more accurate translation model.
We are able to conveniently integrate corpus annotations throughout the entire translation
process as a result of Cunei's modeling approach. Recall, Cunei scores the relevance of each
translation instance present in the training data. The corpus annotations simply enhance the
existing per-instance scoring. In one respect, the annotations can be viewed as another form of
context that aids in disambiguation and renement. We used the annotations to better score each
translation instance, but fundamentally they are not a requirement. Corpus annotations may be
present, as available, on the source and/or the target of the parallel corpus.
We both present new features and extend existing ones to operate over these annotations.
On the source we extend the existing context features with annotations and create new features
to model divergences between the translation instance and the input sentence. In scoring the
correspondence between the source and target phrases, the annotations contribute to the existing
lexical and translation probability scores. On the target we extend the existing target context and
language model features. Annotations also allow for generalization and enable the construction
of translation templates with gaps. When a gap occurs, we add new features to identify which
translation instances are most relevant for substitution based on the source and target annotations.
The Figures 1.1 and 1.2 from the introduction decomposed the process of scoring a translation
instance into three components. In sum, the incorporation of annotations inuences all of them:
fS(s;x), fX(x), and fT(x;t).
8.1 Early Work with Part-Of-Speech Labels
An early incarnation of Cunei that employed part-of-speech labels was presented in (Phillips, 2007).
In addition to the standard lexical matching, we used the part-of-speech labels to retrieve instances
from the corpus that structurally matched the input. Each match was aligned by the system to
predict a target sequence. When a word or phrase in the source did not lexically match the input, a
gap was formed in the lexical target sequence. Using the alignment links, the gaps were lled with
other lexical translations to compose a new, synthetic translation. In addition to respecting the
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Dev Test Partial MT04 by Genre
MT03 MT04 News A News B Editorial Speech
Lexical Baseline 44.4 39.7 48.3 45.5 32.1 33.9
Part-of-Speech 45.2 41.2 49.0 47.5 32.9 36.4
Lexical Baseline (Monotone) 41.9 38.5 46.1 43.4 32.0 33.3
Part-of-Speech (Monotone) 44.6 41.1 49.0 47.0 33.3 36.3
Table 8.1: Evaluation of Incorporating Part-of-Speech on Arabic-English in BLEU (Phillips, 2007)
word alignment, the substitution was also required to match the target part-of-speech sequence. In
this manner, the part-of-speech matches identied templates that guided local reordering.
To evaluate this setup, the predecessor to Cunei1 was trained on approximately 100,000 sentence
pairs of Arabic-English newswire text. At the time this represented all available Arabic-English
newswire text from the Linguistic Data Consortium with sentences containing fewer than 50 words.
System parameters were learned using part of the 2003 NIST MT Evaluation dataset (MT03); the
2004 NIST MT Evaluation dataset (MT04) was held-out for evaluation. MT04 contains editorial,
speech, and news genres, but nearly half of it is news. In addition to reporting the BLEU score
for all of MT04, we split MT04 by genre and divided the news genre into two parts. Document
boundaries were preserved in all the splits, and the chunks range in size from 278 sentences to 387
sentences. Splitting the data in this fashion allowed multiple evaluations while maintaining enough
sentences to have meaningful results.
Table 8.1 illustrates the gain in performance from annotating the corpus with part-of-speech
labels. It is clear that the part-of-speech matching improves translation quality as BLEU scores
improved in all testing conditions. While the relative improvement is smallest for News A, this
is still a respectable gain in performance considering the high baseline. News B, Editorial, and
Speech, which all have lower baselines, show stronger gains from the part-of-speech matching. This
suggests that the part-of-speech templates make the system more robust and allow it to degrade
more gracefully. We also experimented with monotone decoding (no reordering) which, as expected,
lowered performance of the system with only lexical matching. Interestingly, this was not true for
the system with part-of-speech matching enabled, signifying that the templates captured most (if
not all) of the reordering.
The work described above allowed for gaps but was limited to one form of annotations (part-of-
speech labels) that had a 1:1 correspondence with the sequence of lexical tokens. This early work
also placed hard constraints (equivalent part-of-speech labels) on the gap-lling process. The more
recent work presented in the next two sections seeks to address both of these limitations.
8.2 Types of Corpus Annotations
We present two types of corpus annotations below: sequential annotations and hierarchical anno-
tations. Conceptually, both types convey the same information, but they have dierent capabilities
and limitations. For computational eciency, they are indexed and scored separately.
1 This system followed a similar approach to the work in this dissertation, but it was a substantially dierent
implementation.
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8.2.1 Sequential Annotations
We begin by exploring sequential annotations which extend the representation of a word from a
simple lexical token to include one or more annotation labels. Sequential annotations represent an
`alternate' perspective of the data that has exactly the same segmentation and number of tokens
as the lexical sequence. They are simple and can be processed in much the same manner the
lexical tokens. We will allow multiple sequential annotations to simultaneously be specied on a
phrase. The main purpose of these annotations is to be able to construct new similarity calculations.
However, in Section 8.3 we will explain how they can also assist Cunei in retrieving similar but
inexact instances of translation. The sequential annotations in our corpora are formed by word
clusters and part-of-speech labels.
Factored models described by Koehn and Hoang (2007) and implemented in Moses use the
same representation as sequential annotations, but the role of the information is dierent. In a
factored model, the user species the dependencies for each factor and builds independent models
for generating or translating the factors. The factored approach denes a specic structural model
and further fragments the translation probabilities. In Cunei, we use the additional word labels for
scoring the relevance of each translation instance. The annotations serve as an additional resource,
but depending on the model weights they can also be completely ignored. The key idea of this
approach is that a translation instance whose annotations exactly match the input sentence will
be more relevant than a translation instance whose annotations only partially match the input
sentence.
8.2.2 Hierarchical Annotations
Sequential annotations are restricted to information that can be associated with individual words in
the corpus, but there is a wealth of information that cannot be easily described in this manner. For
example, we may wish to denote named entities or linguistic constituents that span multiple words.
Furthermore, we may require annotations that are hierarchical in nature to represent a parse tree
or a dependency graph. Thus, we dene a new type of corpus annotation that is associated with
one or more words and optionally references a parent annotation. Just as we permitted multiple
sequence annotations, we also permit multiple types of hierarchical annotations to be specied on
a phrase.
As was the case with sequential annotations, we will use hierarchical annotations to model the
relevance of each translation instance. It is important to point out that this is quite dierent from
the role that parse trees usually serve in translation. Unlike a system such as Joshua (Li et al.,
2009), we do not learn a synchronous context-free grammar that describes the translation process.
Furthermore, we do not explicitly model the probability of generating the current parse tree nor
do we use the parse tree to restrict which translation instances can be combined. Parse trees
and all other forms of hierarchical annotations present alternative representations of the data and
provide additional context. Cunei uses the annotations to score similarity features that compare
each instance of translation to the input sentence or target hypothesis.
8.2.3 A Simple Example
A parsed German phrase is presented in Figure 8.1. The terminal nodes, colored in blue, are
the lexical tokens and one level up, colored in green, are part-of-speech labels. These part-of-
speech labels have a 1:1 correspondence with the lexical tokens, so they are indexed as a sequential
annotation. Above each part-of-speech label is one or more constituent labels, colored in red. These
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S
NP-PD
ART-NK
das
NN-NK
protokoll
CNP-GR
NP-CJ
ART-NK
der
NN-NK
sitzung
PP-MNR
APPRART-AC
vom
NN-NK
donnerstag
Figure 8.1: A German Parse Tree
constituent labels are permitted to span multiple tokens and are, therefore, indexed as hierarchical
annotations.
8.3 Extending Cunei with Annotations
8.3.1 Locating Matches
The addition of annotations to the corpus provides a new mechanism for locating instances of
translation. In particular, we describe below how Cunei is able to leverage sequential annotations
to retrieve instances of translation that are similar but not equivalent to a subsequence of the
input sentence. The hierarchical annotations, while scored on each instance of translation, are not
currently used for locating instances of translation.
Cunei represents each sentence in the corpus and the input document as the union of multiple
sequences. An example of this is presented in Figure 8.2. Minimally, a sentence contains a lexical
sequence representing the unaltered surface strings (or less precisely, `words'). In this abstrac-
tion, sequential annotations are merely another sequence. As stated in Section 8.2.1, sequential
annotations specify one token for every position in the corpus. Each sequential annotation can be
considered a sequence of tokens in parallel with the original lexical tokens. Lemmas, part-of-speech,
Part-of-Speech PRP VBZ TO VB VBN VBN IN DT NNS .
Lemma it seem to have be build by the ancient .
Lexical it seems to have been built by the ancients .
Figure 8.2: A Sentence Represented with Multiple Sequences
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or statistical cluster labels can all be used as additional sequences that `annotate' a sentence.
When the parallel corpus is described with multiple sequences, Cunei constructs a separate
sux array index for each sequence. We described the use of sux arrays for indexing lexical
tokens previously in Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 3. Cunei uses exactly the same methods to store each
sequential annotation. This makes it possible for Cunei to query the training corpus for specic
annotation sequences. For example, consider using a part-of-speech sequence to retrieve instances
of translation that are structurally similar to the input, but semantically unrelated. They may not
as-is provide valid translations, but they do still contain useful information about the translation
process. Also consider Figure 8.4 on page 107. If we could only search by the lexical sequence
\koukni se na toile", we would not be able to locate the translation instance for \pod vej se na
tady" that, while inexact is quite similar to the phrase we are translating (this is discussed in more
detail later).
In Section 3.2.1 of Chapter 3 we also discussed locating matches in the corpus for any subse-
quence of the input sentence. We assumed in this description that the corpus was represented with
one sux array. When the corpus includes sequential annotations, Cunei simultaneously retrieves
matches against any sequence. For each type of sequence present in the input sentence, the re-
spective sux array for that sequence is queried for matches. Algorithm 1, presented previously
on page 38, is now executed for each sequence. The matches Cunei identies in the corpus are the
union of the matches found for each sequence. This gives rise to a problem we address in the next
section: the matches we identify in the corpus may not exactly match the input across all sequences
8.3.2 Sampling Matches
We discussed in Chapter 3 that sampling is necessary to maintain reasonable performance and in
the default conguration Cunei performs a uniform sample of corpus matches. We also investigated
an alternate approach to sampling in Chapter 6 that scored each match, but it did not demonstrate
much improvement. However, selecting the best scoring matches is necessary when we represent
the corpus with multiple sequences. The role of sampling is suddenly far more important because
many of the matches we nd do not exactly match the input across all sequences.
Independently searching the training corpus across multiple sequences will locate lots of matches
in the corpus. However, many of these matches are abstractions and not equivalent to the input
across all sequences. The sheer number of matches typically saturates the sampling threshold, so
Cunei is forced to select a subset of matches for continued processing. With the default uniform
sampling, no preference is given to any type of match. A match across all sequences is ranked the
same as one that matches an annotation sequence but not the lexical sequence. The whole point
of nding abstractions is that they may be useful to the translation process, but they are clearly
not as useful as an exact match. Unfortunately, a uniform sample throws out many exact matches
in order to accommodate the inexact matches. In fact, we may be left with only abstract, inexact
matches even if exact matches were found in the corpus.
The result is that Cunei must apply the approach that we initially investigated in Section 6.4
of Chapter 6 and sample the collection of matches based on their partial scores. The partial score
of a match consists of the features that can be computed prior to alignment when only the source
phrase and the location in the corpus is known. We will be presenting new similarity features in
Section 8.4.1 that score sequential annotations, hierarchical annotations, and the original lexical
sequence. These features identify divergences by comparing annotations or lexical tokens at a
specic location in the corpus to the input sentence. We instruct the sampling algorithm to score
matches with these features, thereby giving preference to the most similar (and hopefully exact)
matches. As presented previously in Algorithm 3 on page 40, this biased sampling technique selects
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the n-best scoring matches, where n is the size of the sample. Thus, when using multiple sequences
we will allow for matches that diverge from the input across one or more sequences, but only when
there are not sucient exact matches in the training data.
8.3.3 Identifying Divergences and Creating Gaps
When we locate a match according to one sequence type, we are able to use the positional in-
formation we stored in the corpus (see Section 3.2.1 in Chapter 3) to retrieve all other sequence
types present in the corpus at that position. The instances of translation that Cunei constructs
after phrase alignment include all sequential and hierarchical annotations that were dened for
the position in the corpus each instance represents. However, if we originally found a match in
the corpus based on the annotation sequence, then the corresponding instance of translation may
lexically diverge from the input. We identify if divergences exist by comparing each sequence of the
translation instance with the input sentence. When an instance of translation does diverge from
the input, we can either use it as-is or mark the divergent region(s) as gaps requiring replacement.
The simplest option is to use all translation instances as-is, regardless of whether they exactly
match the input. When an instance of translation does diverges from the input, the quality of
the target phrase is in doubt. It may provide a perfect translation, but more likely it is at best
a paraphrase and at worst semantically unrelated. Cunei signies that these translations are less
relevant by including features that score how divergent each instance of translation is from the
input sentence. In particular, we will dene similarity features in Section 8.4.1 that score sequential
annotations, hierarchical annotations, and the original lexical sequence. In general, an instance of
translation with divergences will be assigned a lower score than an instance of translation that
exactly matches the input.
The second option is that the structure of the original translation can be preserved by marking
divergent regions in the translation instance as gaps requiring replacement. A lexical divergence
is a strong indicator that we should create a gap, but when a translation instance only diverges
according to an annotation sequence, the decision is less clear. As a result, a divergent instance
of translation can generate multiple template instances. Each template instance is an instance of
translation in which specic regions are marked as gaps requiring replacement. These template
instances are constructed with Algorithm 5 that identies possible regions for gaps in a translation
instance.
The resulting template instances are scored individually along with all other instances of trans-
lation. The distinction is that the region dened by a gap in a template instance is not scored; it
represents a hole. The region outside the gap is scored by all the same features that score each
instance of translation. It is possible for a template instance to specify a gap in one region and still
be divergent from the input in another. If a divergence occurs outside a gap, it will be scored like
any other divergence in an instance of translation. The score for the region dened inside the gap
is assigned during decoding, as discussed next, once a replacement has been made.
The region dened by a gap in a template instance is projected to the target phrase during
phrase alignment. Knowledge about the gap, such as part-of-speech labels, is preserved in order to
aid selection of a valid replacement. In this manner, the template instances may identify discontigu-
ous phrases, but they also may not follow linguistically-motivated paradigms. As such, template
instances allow for the formation of novel phrases, but they also add risk. To balance this risk, the
number of gaps in a template instance is identied with a feature. Generally, Cunei will assign a
negative weight to this feature in order to prefer phrasal translations, if they are present.
Normally, our model sums over translation instances to score phrase pairs. Because they include
gaps, template instances are not used to score phrase pairs. Instead, template instances score
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Algorithm 5: Generating Templates Instances
Initialize all elements in array anchors to False
foreach type do
Initialize all elements in array t to False
for p = 0 to jmatchj do
if match diverges from input in sequence type at position p then
t[p] = True
end
end
for p = 0 to jmatchj do
anchors[p] = anchors[p] ^ t[p]
end
Add t to set templates
end
foreach template t in set templates do
q = False
for p = 0 to jmatchj do
q = q _ anchors[p] ^ t[p]
end
if q = True then
instances = PhraseAlignment(match, t)
Append instances to result
end
end
return result
translation templates. Translation templates are phrase pairs that additionally store the location
of gaps and any corpus annotations specied over each gap. A translation instance is to a phrase
pair as a template instance is to a translation template.
8.3.4 Combining Translation Units
As described in Section 3.2.5 of Chapter 3, Cunei constructs a lattice of translation units as an
intermediary step prior to decoding. When the corpus contains sequential annotations, this trans-
lation lattice may now also contain translation templates in addition to complete translation units.
When processing translation templates, the decoder must ll the gaps to form a complete target hy-
pothesis. Instead of simply concatenating two abutting target hypotheses, the translation template
species where the decoder should insert new target hypotheses (to ll the gaps). The process of
combining the translation template with a previously composed hypothesis is shown in Figure 8.3.
The score for the translation template is combined with the scores for the hypotheses that were
used to ll the gap(s). The result is a complete target hypothesis that is processed by the decoder
in the normal fashion.
Recall from Section 3.2.5 of Chapter 3 that one method for combining phrase pairs is chart
decoding. As previously described, the decoder stores possible target hypotheses in a chart. The
decoder constructs new hypotheses either from phrase pairs in the translation lattice or by com-
bining two adjoining hypotheses in the chart. Hypotheses corresponding to one source word are
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j' esp ere que la commissaire nous aidera
i hope that the commissioner will help us
la diplomatie russe
russian diplomacy
j' esp ere que la diplomatie russe nous aidera
i hope that russian diplomacy will help us
Figure 8.3: Filling a Gap in a Translation Template
constructed before those that correspond to two source words, which are in turn constructed before
those for three source words, and so on. This guarantees that by the time we encounter a transla-
tion template with a gap, there will already exist hypotheses that can be used to ll the gap(s). As
currently implemented, translation templates can only be lled by the chart decoder. When the
translation lattice includes translation templates, Cunei will not switch to beam decoding until all
translation templates have been processed.
CLASS-18 CLASS-66 CLASS-8 CLASS-62
CLASS-233 CLASS-111 CLASS-310 CLASS-196
koukni se na tohle
Subsection of Input Sentence
CLASS-18 CLASS-66 CLASS-8 CLASS-62
CLASS-233 CLASS-111 CLASS-310 CLASS-153
pod vej se na tady
Translation Instance from Corpus
Figure 8.4: Comparing Sequential Annotations on a Translation Instance to the Input Sentence
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ART-NK NN-NK ART-NK NN-NK APPRART-AC NN-NK
das protokoll der sitzung vom donnerstag
Input Phrase
S
NP-PD
S
NP-PD
S
NP-PD
CNP-GR
NP-CJ
S
NP-PD
CNP-GR
NP-CJ
S
NP-PD
CNP-GR
NP-CJ
PP-MNR
S
NP-PD
CNP-GR
NP-CJ
PP-MNR
ART-NK NN-NK ART-NK NN-NK APPRART-AC CARD-NMC
das protokoll der sitzung vom donnerstag
Translation Instance from Corpus
S
NP-PD
S
NP-PD
S
NP-PD
NP-GR
S
NP-PD
NP-GR
S
NP-PD
PP-MNR
S
NP-PD
PP-MNR
NM-NK
Figure 8.5: Comparing Hierarchical Annotations on a Translation Instance to the Input Sentence
8.4 Scoring Corpus Annotations
8.4.1 Input and Replacement Similarity
We use the annotations on the source to determine how similar a retrieved translation instance is
to the input sentence. An example of two Czech phrases with sequential annotations is presented in
Figure 8.4. The rst lexical token on the translation instance diers from this section of the input
sentence, but it is also labeled with the same set of annotations, suggesting that it may still convey
similar information. In fact, the Czech words \koukni" and \pod vej" can both be translated into
English as \look". However, at the end of the phrase we nd both one of the annotations and the
lexical sequence diverging. Here \tohle" and \tady" serve a similar function in the phrase, but
their translations do dier (\this" vs. \here").
Similarly, Figure 8.5 presents how the hierarchical annotations are represented when scoring a
translation instance. Note that hierarchical annotations are stored over spans of words, but they
are illustrated as labeling each word because we will be computing the similarity of hierarchical
annotation labels at each word position. The subsequence of the input sentence being translated in
Figure 8.5 corresponds to the parse tree previously presented Figure 8.1. The translation instance
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Let the instance of translation and the section of the input sentence being evaluated each
contain n tokens.
Sequential Annotations
The feature below is specied for the annotation type POS, but this feature will be created
for all sequential annotations known to the system.
(i) =

1 if the ith tokens are equal
0 otherwise
Match.Weights.POS.Divergence
1+
Pn
i=0 (i)
1+n
Hierarchical Annotations
Let A be the set annotations from the corpus that correspond to the translation instance
and A0 be the set of annotations for the section of the input sentence being evaluated. We
will use AX(i) to represent the subset of annotations in A of type X at position i. The
feature below is specied for the annotation type Parse, but this feature will be created
for all hierarchical annotations known to the system.
Match.Weights.Parse.Divergence
n
qQn
i=0
1+jAParse(i)\A0
Parse(i)j
1+jAParse(i)[A0
Parse(i)j
Table 8.2: Description of Annotation Similarity Features
has a similar parse tree, but it contains a few divergences that are highlighted by annotations
with a white background. For example, \der sitzung" is labeled with a NP-GR constituent in the
translation instance instead of NP-CJ.
Restricting the annotations on the input sentence and the translation instance to match exactly
will produce high precision translations but signicantly reduce the number of possible translation
instances we are able to retrieve from the corpus. Instead, we allow inexact matches and score the
similarity of each type of annotation in comparison to the input sentence. We view annotations on
the source as another type of context that is complementary to those presented in Chapter 6.
To score the similarity between two sequential annotations, we use the feature presented in
the top half of Table 8.2. This feature is calculated by determining how many tokens in the two
sequences are labeled with the same annotation. In addition, we avoid a score of zero by adding
one to the numerator and denominator. Therefore, the middle annotation sequence in Figure 8.4
has a similarity score of 4
5, whereas the top annotation sequence is a perfect match.
Like the similarity calculation for sequential annotations, we score hierarchical annotations
based on the accuracy of annotations. The dierence is that hierarchical annotations may span
multiple tokens, so we assess how many annotation labels are equal at each position in the phrase.
Two annotations are considered equal if they have the same value and their parents are also
equal. Thus, when we compare two sets of hierarchical annotations we evaluate the trees from
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top to bottom, checking how far down the hierarchy there exist equivalent annotation labels. In
Figure 8.5, the hierarchical annotation labels for the rst two words match exactly, but starting at
the third word position there exist only partial matches. Two out of ve unique annotation labels
match for the third word position; we add one to the numerator and denominator and assign this
position in the phrase a score of 3
6. Even though the fth and sixth words are both labeled with the
constituent PP-MNR, the labels occur at dierent levels in the hierarchy so they are not considered a
match. As shown in the bottom half of Table 8.2, the cumulative score for a phrase is the geometric
mean of the similarity scores at each position in the phrase.
In addition to scoring the similarity of the source annotations relative to the input sentence,
we score the similarity of both the source and the target annotations when lling a gap. A gap is
identied in a translation instance when some subsection that diverges from the input sentence is
elided, as was described in Section 8.3.3. We score possible replacements for the gap by comparing
the similarity of the annotations dened on the gap and on the replacement. Recall, any types
of annotation that match the source sentence are carried over to the target during alignment,
generating a template instance. For example, we may dene a gap over the last token in Figure 8.4
because both the middle annotation sequence and the lexical token dier from the corresponding
section of the input sentence. However, because the top annotation sequence matches the input,
we still expect the corresponding annotation sequence to be valid on the target. We therefore
have some information about what annotations should be specied on a replacement. While we
score both source and the target annotations, the target annotations are more likely to provide
novel information as the source annotations are already scored on all translation instances to be
maximally similar to the input sentence. We model gap replacement with separate features but
use the same similarity calculations presented in Table 8.2. These features guide the replacement
process and are intended to favor substitutions that are most compatible.
8.4.2 Source and Target Context
On the target-side, we cannot compute the similarity between the translation instance and the
target because the actual target is unknown. However, during decoding we generate a set of possible
target hypotheses which provide some context of what target to expect. The standard method for
modeling the lexical tokens in the target is to use an n-gram language model that predicts the next
token based on the history. We can apply this same approach to sequential annotations as we have
an annotation label for every word position in the corpus. In this manner we replicate the language
model feature from Table 3.3 to score the likelihood of each sequence known to the system.
In addition, we can also extend the source and target context features described, respectively,
in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 to operate over the annotation sequences. Specically, when we model
context based on surrounding tokens, we are no longer limited to lexical tokens. We replicate the
intra-sentential and document context features dened in Table 6.2 to score the context of each
annotation sequence on the source, and we replicate the intra-sentential context features dened
in Table 7.1 to score the context of each annotation sequence on the target. When we replicate
these source and target context features, we create a new feature for each sequential annotation
that performs its calculation over annotation labels instead of lexical tokens.
8.4.3 Translation Probability
When sequential annotations are present on both the source and target, we can also estimate the
likelihood of translating the source annotation sequence into the target annotation sequence. To be
clear, these translation features are not novel; they correspond to one topology of a factored model.
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However, as we already compute these scores over the lexical sequence, it is trivial to compute
similar scores over an annotation sequence. Specically, we add as features the lexicon probabilities
and phrase frequencies dened in the top half of Table 3.2 on page 46 for each annotation sequence.
Following the same approach to extending existing features, we simply replicate the features and
score each sequence individually.
8.4.4 Missing Annotations
As stated in the introduction to this chapter, annotations are optional and the model does not
depend on their existence. That being said, we still have to ensure that translation instances
without annotations are scored comparably to translation instances with annotations. If we do
nothing, translation instances from sections of the corpus that we did not annotate will never
match the input sentence. These instances of translation will be penalized for diverging from
the input sentence even though no annotations were specied. Instead, when no annotations are
available, we assign all annotation similarity features to be a perfect match and enable a new binary
feature to identify that the annotations are in fact missing. The missing annotations feature will
likely receive a negative weight during training, but we identify the missing annotations separately
from the similarity features so that their relative weights can be learned.
8.5 Experiments
In both Czech-English and German-English, we started with the baseline system described in
Chapter 5 and experimented with three dierent approaches for using annotations. We assume
that when annotations are present in the corpus, we should include all available features for scoring
them. The choice is less clear, however, how permissive the system should be in modeling inexact
translation instances. We evaluate the following three congurations:
1. Annotations without Lexical Divergence
We limit translation instances to those that lexically match the input sentence. The additional
annotations are still allowed to diverge from the input sentence and will be scored. This
conguration is similar to Cunei Baseline augmented with the new annotation features, except
the sampling has also been modied as described in Section 8.3.2.
2. Annotations with any Divergence
Translation instances are allowed to lexically diverge from the input sentence. When di-
vergences occur, the divergence will be scored and the translations will be used as-is. This
conguration does not permit gaps.
3. Annotations with Divergence & Replacement
Translation instances may diverge from the input sentence and any sections that diverge may
be identied as gaps requiring replacement. Cunei is not required to construct a gap and
may still allow a divergent translation to be used as-is depending on the score assigned by
the model.
8.5.1 Czech-English Dataset
On the Czech-English dataset, we automatically create sequential annotation labels using unsu-
pervised learning. For many non-mainstream languages, additional resources such as parsers or
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morphological analyzers are not available. A data-driven statistical approach has the advantage
that it can easily be applied to any language pair.
The toolkit that we used for alignment, GIZA++, includes a program MKCLS for generating
word clusters (Och, 1999). We run this command using the default algorithm which denes a map
C from each word in the corpus to a class. It uses a variant of simulated annealing to maximize
the likelihood estimation of the corpus according to the following equation:
argmax
C
N Y
i=1
P(C(wi)jC(wi 1))  P(wijC(wi))
For both Czech and English we learn 100 and 1000 clusters, providing two levels of granularity.
Words that were either not present or only occurred once in the corpus were assigned to a single un-
known cluster. These word clusters are then used to annotate the corpus and input document. The
only modication to the training corpus is that it has been augmented with sequential annotations{
the lexical tokens and word alignments have not changed. We use the same lexical language model,
but also train two new 9-gram language models with Witten-Bell smoothing on the target anno-
tation sequences. The increased history length and simpler smoothing algorithm is due to the
fact that the size of the vocabulary is drastically reduced when modeling these annotation labels
generated from word clustering.
8.5.2 German-English Dataset
To the German-English corpus, we added annotations from parse trees. We used the Stanford
parser (Klein and Manning, 2003a,b; Raerty and Manning, 2008) and built-in factored models to
independently parse each side of the parallel corpus. In English we were able to parse all sentences
with less than 50 words, but in German we were only able to parse sentences less than 25 words.
The reason for this is that there are approximately ten times the number of part-of-speech labels
in German as there are in English. As a result, the German grammar was larger and required
far more memory. In total we were able to successfully parse 92% of the English sentences and
50% of the German sentences. The part-of-speech labels were indexed as a sequential annotation.
The remainder of the parse tree was indexed as hierarchical annotations. As discussed previously,
indexing the part-of-speech labels separately is more ecient and assists us in locating inexact
matches.
Once again, the only modication to the training corpus is that it has been augmented with
sequential and hierarchical annotations. Using the part-of-speech labels, we also add a new 9-gram
language model with Witten-Bell smoothing.
8.5.3 Analysis
The BLEU, NIST, Meteor, and TER scores for all three conditions are presented in Table 8.3
for Czech-Englsh and Table 8.4 for German-English. The BLEU scores on both the development
and test sets are consistently higher when we include annotations. Furthermore, Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement was the best performer on the test set in both language pairs. However,
the 2.11 BLEU gain on the test set in Czech-English was much larger than the 0.39 BLEU gain
in German-English. This is the opposite of what we anticipated. We expected the parse tree
information in German-English to be more useful than the statistical clusters we built in Czech-
English. The discrepancy in score is likely a result of the fact that we were only able to fully
annotate half of the German corpus.
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Czech-English German-English
No Lexical With any Divergence & No Lexical With any Divergence &
Divergence Divergence Replacement Divergence Divergence Replacement
1-gram 97.83 97.84 97.84 99.87 99.87 99.87
2-gram 72.19 95.72 95.72 94.65 94.64 95.90
3-gram 36.73 85.55 88.19 72.65 72.60 78.95
4-gram 18.14 50.24 55.59 43.81 43.75 55.18
5-gram 10.84 22.83 25.84 22.05 22.01 34.60
Table 8.5: Percent of n-grams in Test Set with at Least One Translation Unit
when Incorporating Annotations
Czech-English German-English
No Lexical With any Divergence & No Lexical With any Divergence &
Divergence Divergence Replacement Divergence Divergence Replacement
1-gram 170.14 208.32 204.52 347.60 352.58 344.86
2-gram 100.41 220.31 304.64 289.15 302.11 298.03
3-gram 51.35 96.74 218.26 178.87 184.06 204.71
4-gram 24.78 44.48 89.09 101.99 103.13 134.86
5-gram 12.05 22.20 40.93 67.31 67.31 94.60
Table 8.6: Average Number of Translation Units per n-gram in Test Set
when Incorporating Annotations
In Table 8.5 and 8.6 we provide statistics describing the coverage and density of the translation
lattices. For congurations that disallow lexical divergences, divergent phrase pairs still exist in
the lattice but with such low scores that they are never selected by the decoder. To calculate these
statistics, we ltered all translation units with a score less than -100. However, this did cause small
uctuations in the counts; it is the reason we report slightly fewer translation units per 1-gram
in German-English when replacements are allowed. In general, these translation lattices are quite
large because the annotations enable exact phrase pairs, divergent phrase pairs, and translation
templates. Allowing divergences increases both coverage and density in Czech-English, but it does
not aect the translation lattice as signicantly in German-English. Allowing replacements slightly
increases coverage, but mostly results in the addition of many new translation templates.
8.5.4 Examples
In Appendix A we present examples of translations produced by Cunei Baseline and the three
dierent methods for integrating annotations. Unlike the examples presented in Chapters 6 and 7,
the changes between the baseline and the improved systems are not simply the result of adding a few
features with default weights to the baseline. As discussed in Section 8.3.2, once we add annotations
to the corpus and allow divergent translation instances, we must use a biased technique for sampling.
We are unable to perform a minimal comparison when the sample of translation instances used to
score each phrase pair is dierent. Instead, each conguration jointly learned a new set of weights
over all features. This comparison, thus, leaves open the possibility that some of the changes are
not due to the inclusion of annotations.
A common theme among the examples is that all three methods for exploiting annotations tend
to produce output that is closely related and slightly dierent from Cunei Baseline. As the features
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predominately focus on the translation model, it comes as no surprise that the use of annotations
frequently results in improved lexical selection. This is evident in Examples 34, 35, 36, 39, 40, 42,
and 47. The switch from \lm evaluation system" to \lm rating system" in Example 40 is minor,
but contextually more accurate. Preferring the phrase \in connection with" over \the context of"
in Example 36 is more substantive, but it still does not change the underlying meaning of the
translation. These types of improvements are similar to the changes we saw in Chapter 6 because
one aspect of the annotations is that they provide additional contextual information.
A more detailed case of improved lexical selection is presented in Example 42, which discusses
the institution \tetovo" becoming a private university. The reference refers to this process as \for
the transformation of tetovo university" whereas Cunei Baseline provides \for the conversion of
the tetovo university". Figures 8.6 and 8.7 highlight the relevant portions of the translation lattice
for this example. The longest phrase pair in this section is for \f ur die umwandlung der" and
no translations of it contain the word \transformation"; instead, the highest-ranked translation in
the baseline conguration is, predictably, \for the conversion of the". Translations that include
the word \transformation" can be found instead with the source phrases \die umwandlung der",
\umwandlung der", and \umwandlung". These phrase pairs with select features that score the
annotations are detailed in Table 8.7. Interestingly, the part-of-speech features are not that dis-
criminative over these phrase pairs. Even worse, the feature that scores the parse tree is constant
for these phrase pairs over each span of the input sentence. The reason for this is that both \the
conversion of" and \the transformation of" represent the same syntactic role. Unfortunately, this
means that the new annotation features do not cause many of the phrase pairs for this section of
the input sentence to be re-ranked. Nonetheless, the congurations that score annotations correctly
produce a translation that includes the word \transformation". The feature that scores the parse
tree identies that the longer phrases have a greater mismatch with the parse tree of the input
sentence. Combining the top-ranked translations of \f ur", \die", \umwandlung", and \der" yields
the correct output \for the transformation of the" and has the best combined score for the parse
tree.
Sometimes the improved lexical selection also leads to a signicant improvement in semantics.
Figures 8.8 and 8.9 correspond to Example 35. This is a fairly simple sentence with the exception
that, according to our model, \ r adku" can be translated as either \row" or \line". In Table 8.8
we nd the new features that score the annotation labels help disambiguate between these two
possibilities. While Cunei Baseline prefers \row", the annotations change the rank of the correct
translation \line" to be the top candidate. The feature values for both Cluster 100 and Cluster 1000
indicate that \line" is a better translation. In fact, all translations that include the word \line",
such as \the line" and \line option", have very good scores for the source, but the additional,
spurious words in the target phrase result in lower scores overall. Likewise, in Example 39 all
annotation congurations identify the translation \product brands" instead of \product marks".
One could perhaps guess what \product marks" are, but the meaning is not readily apparent.
Enabling divergent lexical sequences introduces more possible target translations. This can be
advantageous when we have little evidence in the corpus for a word or phrase. In Example 44
Annotations with any Divergence is much more uent even though it inserts the spurious, but
innocent word \adequate" in the translation \persons , which need adequate protection , as far as
possible". On the other hand, the use of divergent phrases can sometimes yield translations with
very dierent meanings. For example, Annotations with Divergences in Example 38 nds many
possible translations that dier from the input sentence by only one word. A selection of these
are presented in Table 8.9. The system ultimately selects a translation that generates precisely the
correct structure, but substitutes \morocco" for \bulgaria" (which is obviously a problem).
Another common theme is that the additional context provided by the annotations leads to
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Figure 8.6: Translation Lattice for Example 42 with Cunei Baseline
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Original Source Target Source
Target Phrase Rank POS POS Parse
Source Phrase: f ur
for 1 -0.9935 -0.6694 0.0000
Source Phrase: f ur die umwandlung der
for converting 5 -1.3679 -5.8797 -5.7683
for the conversion of the 1 0.0000 0.0000 -5.7683
the 6 0.0000 0.0000 -5.7683
for the conversion of the present 2 0.0000 0.0000 -5.7683
opportunities for converting 10 -1.3679 -10.4849 -5.7683
the prerequisite for the conversion of the 3 0.0000 0.0000 -5.7683
prerequisite for the conversion of the 4 0.0000 0.0000 -5.7683
Source Phrase: die
the 1 -0.6716 -0.6065 0.0000
Source Phrase: die umwandlung der
the conversion of 1 -1.3679 -7.6449 -4.3820
converting the 2 -1.9031 -6.4196 -4.3820
with the conversion of 3 -1.3679 -8.9195 -4.3820
the transformation of the 5 -1.3679 -9.4594 -4.3820
\ & the transformation of the " 14 -1.2100 -11.7631 -4.3820
the easy transformation of 19 -1.3679 -12.2501 -4.3820
for the transformation of the 16 -1.3679 -10.7339 -4.3820
Source Phrase: umwandlung
transformation of 5 -1.3679 -5.8305 -1.3863
transformation 1 -4.6052 -4.5559 -1.3863
conversion 2 -4.6052 -4.5559 -1.3863
transforming 3 -4.6052 -4.6052 -1.3863
converting 4 -2.0444 -3.7120 -1.3863
transmutation 15 -4.6052 -4.5559 -1.3863
convert 6 -2.7997 -3.5503 -1.3863
of transforming 34 -1.3679 -5.8797 -1.3863
Source Phrase: umwandlung der
transformation of the 2 -1.3679 -7.6449 -2.9957
transformation of 1 -1.3679 -5.8305 -2.9957
transforming the 5 -1.9031 -6.4196 -2.9957
conversion of 3 -1.3679 -5.8305 -2.9957
Source Phrase: der
the 1 -0.6716 -0.6065 0.0000
Table 8.7: Selected Annotation Features for Phrase Pairs in Example 42
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Figure 8.7: Translation Lattice for Example 42 with Annotations
better word reordering. Examples 46 and 47 highlight improved word reordering across all three
annotation congurations. In addition, allowing replacements specically aids reordering in Exam-
ples 41 and 45. Gaps that are later replaced allow for longer structural matches in which individual
words or phrases may be substituted. We also nd that when Cunei produces the correct target
words, the existing reordering models perform better. Example 47 illustrates this symbiotic re-
lationship between improved lexical selection and reordering. Replacing \resolution applications"
with \motions" is in and of itself an improvement. It is also more likely that the language model
has now seen text that includes the words \withdrawn" and \motions". Indeed, the phrase \have
withdrawn" is reordered to produce \have withdrawn their motions" in all congurations that score
annotations.
Example 37 is interesting in that the baseline system decided not to translate the Czech word
\nacp ete", whereas the systems with annotations incorrectly believed they could adequately trans-
late it. This word does exist once in the corpus (note it was translated by the system which does
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Figure 8.8: Translation Lattice for Example 35 with Cunei Baseline
Figure 8.9: Translation Lattice for Example 35 with Annotations
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Original Source Target Source Target
Target Phrase Rank Cluster 100 Cluster 100 Cluster 1000 Cluster 1000
Source Phrase:  r adku
line 2 -0.8607 -0.5242 -2.8184 -3.0007
row 1 -1.4321 -1.2429 -2.9054 -3.9170
line of 4 -1.2960 -5.3033 -2.4651 -5.3033
the line 3 -0.8845 -5.3033 -2.8184 -5.3033
line no 14 -1.0307 -6.7413 -0.2513 -6.7707
of line N/A -0.9858 -5.3033 -2.5307 -4.6102
line option 9 -0.4281 -1.9409 -0.0606 -6.8279
line options 15 -0.4281 -1.9409 -0.5328 -5.8325
a row 23 -1.8693 -5.3033 -3.0007 -4.6102
each line 30 -0.9089 -5.3033 -0.5108 -6.9530
at line 26 -1.1137 -5.3033 -0.1866 -5.8110
' line 86 -0.6981 -5.3033 -0.8473 -7.7152
command line 25 -0.4281 -1.9409 -0.4939 -4.3881
bar 8 -0.8607 -0.5242 -2.9054 -3.5115
Table 8.8: Selected Annotation Features for Phrase Pairs in Example 35
not permit lexical divergences), but the word alignments are poor (the target text in the corpus
does not appear to be the correct translation). The additional annotations improved the score of
the translation instance just enough that the translation \let me kill" was more likely than passing
through the word untranslated. In this case, both the more permissive online phrase alignment and
the use of annotations led the system down the wrong path.
8.5.5 Runtime
We perform the same timing experiments as in Section 5.1.5 of Chapter 3 to analyze the eect
scoring new annotation sequences has on system runtime. The results are presented in Table 8.10.
Annotations without Lexical Divergence and Annotations with any Divergence perform similarly
and the decrease in speed compared to the baseline conguration is due to searching the training
data over multiple sequences and retrieving all annotations from the training data when scoring
a translation instance. The further reduction in Annotations with Divergence & Replacement is a
result of identifying gaps in translation instances and allowing replacement of these gaps during
decoding.
8.6 Summary
In this chapter we experimented with three dierent methods for integrating annotations. Enabling
lexical divergences and gap replacement was consistently the best, but all uses of annotations showed
improvement over the baseline. In fact, the 2.11 BLEU gain we achieved on the test set in Czech-
English is better than the gain from source context. The ease with which we can annotate the
corpus with new information and integrate it into the model is central to this dissertation and we
are encouraged by these results.
SMT has attempted to move beyond purely lexical translation by incorporating factors or
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1218.6 Summary Chapter 8: Incorporating Corpus Annotations
Czech-English German-English
Runtime Words Runtime Words
in Minutes per Minute in Minutes per Minute
Cunei Baseline 36.95 500 106.13 252
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
266.76 69 395.33 68
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
273.83 67 374.77 71
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
257.23 72 575.54 46
Table 8.10: Runtime on Test Sets of Incorporating Annotations
synchronous context-free grammars with non-terminal labels. While some improvement has been
reported, both of these approaches eventually suer from fragmenting translation units. The struc-
ture of the model may vary, but the basic idea is that each translation unit is conditioned on
additional information, such as factors or a parse tree. The conditional information lowers the bias
of the model, but it also tends to increase the variance because many of the translation units now
occur very rarely. Smoothing techniques are intended to address this issue, but they also make
modeling more complicated.
When we add annotations to the model, we add new similarity features instead of creating spe-
cialized translation units. In this chapter we were able to re-use many of the existing per-instance
features and re-compute them over the annotation labels. We also introduced new similarity fea-
tures, such as those in Tables 8.2. In the same way that Chapter 6 preferred translation instances
with the same source context as the input sentence and Chapter 7 preferred translation instances
with the same target context as the target hypothesis, we are now able to prefer translation in-
stances with annotations similar to both the source and target. We extend on these previous
contextual models by allowing sequential and hierarchical annotations that can describe a variety
of new information. Instead of fragmenting the phrase pairs based on each type of annotation, we
score a phrase pair with all translation instances while identifying those with similar annotations
as more relevant.
122Chapter 9
Conclusion
9.1 Summary
As discussed in Chapter 2, researchers have over the years introduced several dierent ways to
augment and extend the traditional SMT model. The instance-based approach described in this
dissertation is novel in that it is able to build upon and integrate work in context, paraphrasing,
adaptation, and the like into one unied model. As described formally in Chapter 3, our model
scores the relevance of each translation instance with a distance function that allows for the simple
integration of instance-specic features. These per-instance features enable new sources of infor-
mation and unlock new potential in machine translation. We demonstrated how to eectively learn
weights for the features of the distance function in Chapter 4 and then compared our model to
a traditional SMT model in Chapter 5. We then extended the instance-based modeling in three
key areas: source similarity (Chapter 6), target similarity (Chapter 7), and annotation similarity
(Chapter 8). Each of these techniques explicitly takes advantage of the fact that Cunei scores each
instance of translation; similar extensions would be impossible or quite dicult with a traditional
SMT model.
The advantage of this approach is not merely conceptual; in our experiments it consistently
outperformed the traditional SMT model. Throughout this dissertation we maintained common
training and test sets in Czech-English and German-English on which to evaluate our approach.
Starting with a baseline Cunei conguration that only added per-instance phrase alignment features,
we outperformed a comparable SMT model. Each successive set of per-instance features we added
to our model showed even further gains. On held-out test sets Moses scored 27.09 BLEU in
Czech-English and 25.34 BLEU in German-English. In comparison, Cunei scored 32.87 BLEU in
Czech-English with per-instance annotation similarity and 26.86 BLEU in German-English with
per-instance source-side context. The larger relative improvement in Czech-English is due to our
approach exploiting similarity to better model rare events and exploiting context to better adapt
to the many dierent genres present in the CzEng 0.9 corpus. Even on the German-English corpus,
which is larger and mostly consistent in style, our approach still yielded a gain of 1.52 BLEU.
9.2 Future Directions
We are excited by the improvements to translation we have already obtained as a result of the
work in this dissertation, but we recognize there is much more within the realm of translation with
instance-based modeling yet to be explored.
In evaluating the role of source context, target context, and annotation similarity, we built upon
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the same baseline conguration that included per-instance alignment features. This permitted us
to isolate dierences between the systems and better understand the eect of each new category
of features. The rst step in continuing this work would be to combine all the features into one
grandiose system. When we combined all the source context features together we found small,
but incremental gains. We anticipate a similar eect from combining the features presented in
Chapters 6, 7, and 8.
Another obvious extension of this work is that the type and quantity of corpus annotations could
be signicantly expanded. In addition to the current use of part-of-speech labels and parse trees, we
expect it would be benecial to model coreference resolution and dependency trees. When applying
statistical parsers, we could also move beyond 1-best analyses and include parse forests. Currently
the annotations are not associated with a probability, but this would be a relatively easy extension.
Also, the statistical word clusters we built were all derived from maximizing the likelihood of the
data under a bigram model. Dierent word clustering algorithms should be explored for labeling
the corpus with additional sequential annotations. A topic model, for example, would likely assign
very dierent labels and provide novel information.
While Cunei permits translations with gaps, the mechanism for identifying gaps is quite rudi-
mentary and permissive. We hypothesize a gap when there exists a translation instance with a
token that diverges from the input sentence. This is likely overgenerating possible gap locations.
Because we allow any substitution into the gap (albeit scored for similarity), the large number of
gaps come at a considerable expense. We would like to investigate a mechanism for reducing the
number of gaps, perhaps based on a threshold of the similarity score for the gap. This in turn may
help ensure that the output is well structured by throwing out erroneous translation templates in
advance.
In the previous chapters, we introduced several features for scoring context and annotations.
Many of these features were based on simple similarity metrics: precision, recall, cosine distance,
etc. While it is not clear that more advanced similarity metrics would make much of a dierence,
it would be helpful to verify whether this is the case experimentally. For simplicity the current
similarity features are computed independently over each type (e.g. lexical tokens, part-of-speech
labels, and parse tree annotations). There is no technical limitation preventing similarly features
from operating jointly over all types, which may better capture particular phenomena. We also
currently avoid a similarity score of zero by adding one to the numerator and denominator; this is
likely not the best choice and alternatives should be explored.
An open question is whether some of these instance-based features can be calculated prior to
translating new input. While we have attempted to make the system ecient, Cunei calculates all
of the feature functions during translation. This actually works quite well for a research system
where the typical cycle is repeatedly train and test. It is also the natural method for performing
instance-based learning. However, this is not ideal in a production environment. It is possible
that some features could be pre-computed or cached for frequently-used translation instances.
Fundamentally, this is an implementation issue, but it merits investigation for better understanding
the computational trade-os of our approach.
9.3 Conclusion
Communication around the globe began with the telegraph, but it has taken on a whole new
dimension with computers and the internet. News, chat rooms, tutorials, and blogs are mere
keystrokes away. While the availability of information has exploded, language barriers remain.
The continued hope of machine translation is that one day it will provide universal access to
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information from around the globe. State-of-the art systems have moved us one step closer to this
goal, but the traditional SMT model does not adapt well to new domains. We have presented an
instance-based model for machine translation that extends the SMT model. Instead of requiring
specialized phrase pairs, our model inherently provides generalization capabilities and leverages
information from all instances of translation. The model provides a simple and exible mechanism
for integrating new sources of information by scoring instances of translation with a feature-based
distance function. The distance function allows the model to easily discriminate between between
instances of translation and select those which are most relevant for the particular input sentence
and target hypothesis. We demonstrated improvements to machine translation quality in Czech-
English and German-English experiments by scoring the alignment, context, and annotations of
translation instances. Machine translation{including Cunei{is far from perfect and many challenges
remain. However, this dissertation contributes a modeling approach that makes machine translation
more exible and adaptable to varying data conditions.
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Examples of Translation
A.1 Baseline Evaluation
Example 1 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #124
Moses Baseline i do n’t think it ’s maybe this one tone shut up .
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
i do n’t think it ’s maybe this one tone shut up .
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
i do n’t think it ’s maybe this one tone shut up .
Cunei Baseline i do n’t think that there is a need this tone be quiet .
Reference i do n’t think we need that tone oh , be quiet .
Example 2 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #384
Moses Baseline the settings should match those local area network ( lan )
give you a manager or supplier internet services .
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
... match those to give you a manager local area network
( lan ) or supplier internet services .
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
... match those to give you a manager local area network
( lan ) or internet service provider .
Cunei Baseline ... match those provided by your local area network
( lan ) administrator or internet service provider .
Reference the settings should match those provided by your local
area network ( lan ) administrator or internet service
provider ( isp ) .
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Example 3 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #853
Moses Baseline to tackle the problem of that certain tax payers is
tolerated non-payment of taxes and social security
contributions .
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
to tackle the problem of that certain tax payers is
tolerated non-payment of taxes and social security
contributions .
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
to tackle the problem of that certain tax payers is no
tolerance for the non-payment of taxes and social security
contributions .
Cunei Baseline address the phenomenon that non-payment of taxes and
social security contributions is tolerated for certain
tax payers .
Reference address the phenomenon that non-payment of taxes and
social security contributions is tolerated for certain
tax payers .
Example 4 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #1091
Moses Baseline czech airlines 1 march will celebrate the sixty years
since the opening of the regular flight connection between
prague and the german capital berlin .
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
... the sixty years since the start of the regular flight
connection between prague and the german capital berlin .
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
... sixty years after the start of the regular flight
connection between prague and german capital berlin .
Cunei Baseline ... the sixty years since the start of the regular air
service between prague and the german capital of berlin .
Reference on 1 march , czech airlines will celebrate sixty years
since the launch of scheduled air service between prague
and germany ’s capital , berlin .
Example 5 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #386
Moses Baseline if you want the windows to try and setting discover them ,
click detect network settings .
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
if you want the windows to try and settings discover them
, click detect network settings .
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
if you would like windows to try and settings discover
them , click detect network settings .
Cunei Baseline if you would like windows to try and discover them , click
detect network settings
Reference if you would like windows to try and discover them , click
detect network settings
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Example 6 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #583
Moses Baseline the article does not at community aid , but on the
compatibility of the national aid with the laws of the
community .
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
the article does not deal with the community in aid , but
the compatibility of the national aid with the laws ...
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
the article does not deal with the community aid , but the
compatibility of the national aid with the laws ...
Cunei Baseline the article does not relate to community aid , but on the
compatibility of national aid with the laws ...
Reference the article does not relate to community aid , but relates
to the compatibility of national aid with community
legislation .
Example 7 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #817
Moses Baseline the dozens of dead of the last few days i fear the worst .
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
the dozens of dead of the last few days let fear ...
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
the dozens of dead of the last few days let fear ...
Cunei Baseline the dozens of deaths of the last few days i fear ...
Reference the dozens of deaths over recent days make me fear the
worse .
Example 8 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #861
Moses Baseline the democratic process in cˆ ote d’ivoire is now very got
off to a good start .
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
... cˆ ote d’ivoire is now very got off to a good start .
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
... cˆ ote d’ivoire is now very got off to a good start .
Cunei Baseline ... cˆ ote d’ivoire is now very well .
Reference the democratic process in cˆ ote d’ivoire is well under way .
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Example 9 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #469
Moses Baseline the next item is the debate on the following resolutions :
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
... debate on the following resolution motions :
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
... debate on the following resolutions :
Cunei Baseline ... debate on the following motions for resolutions :
Reference the next item is the debate on the following motions for
resolution :
Example 10 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #764
Moses Baseline i am pleased but also that we are managed , the germ gene
therapy put a stop .
Moses without
Lexical Reordering
however , i am , too , that it has managed to us here germ
gene therapy put a stop .
Cunei with
Moses Phrase Table
i am glad , though , that we are managed , germ gene
therapy put a stop .
Cunei Baseline i am glad , though , that we have succeeded , germ gene
therapy put a stop to .
Reference i am also pleased , however , that we have succeeded in
clamping down on germ-line gene therapy .
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A.2 Incorporating Source Similarity
Example 11 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #1096
Cunei Baseline very significant part of passengers from berlin but is
continuing other connect czech airlines flights to the
middle east or to south or southeast europe .
+ Static Annotations ... flights to the middle east or to south or
south-eastern europe .
+ Dynamic Annotations ... flights to the middle east or to south or
south-eastern europe .
+ Sentence Context ... flights towards the near and middle east or to
south or southeastern europe .
+ Document Context ... flights to the middle east or to south or
south-eastern europe .
All Context Features ... flights to the middle east or to the south or
south-eastern europe .
Reference a significant number of the passengers from berlin
carry on , beyond prague , on connecting czech
airlines flights to the middle east , or to southern
or south-eastern europe .
Example 12 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #450
Cunei Baseline the % 1 service announced invalid the status quo % 2 .
+ Static Annotations ... announced invalid the current state % 2 .
+ Dynamic Annotations ... announced invalid the current state % 2 .
+ Sentence Context ... announced invalid the status quo % 2 .
+ Document Context ... announced invalid state of play % 2 .
All Context Features ... announced invalid the current state % 2 .
Reference the % 1 service has reported an invalid current
state % 2 .
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Example 13 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #491
Cunei Baseline call to % 1 over the failed with this
mistake : % n % 2
+ Static Annotations call ... failed with this error : % n % 2
+ Dynamic Annotations call ... failed with this mistake : % n % 2
+ Sentence Context call ... failed with this mistake : % n % 2
+ Document Context call ... failed with this error : % n % 2
All Context Features call ... failed with this error : % n % 2
Reference the % 1 call failed with the following error : % n % 2
Example 14 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #645
Cunei Baseline in the upper right corner was stamp secret .
+ Static Annotations in the upper right corner was stamp secret .
+ Dynamic Annotations in the upper right corner was stamp secret .
+ Sentence Context in the upper right corner was stamp secret .
+ Document Context in the upper right corner was stamp classified .
All Context Features in the upper right corner was stamp secret .
Reference stamped on the top right was classified .
Example 15 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #868
Cunei Baseline - claims which , at the beginning of the calendar year
, have not yet been recovered ,
+ Static Annotations - claims which ... have not yet been recovered ,
+ Dynamic Annotations - claims which ... have not yet been recovered ,
+ Sentence Context - debts which ... have not yet been recovered ,
+ Document Context - claims which ... have not yet been recovered ,
All Context Features - debts which ... have not yet been recovered ,
Reference - debts still to be recovered at the beginning of the
calendar year ,
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Example 16 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #1348
Cunei Baseline because the french use the large roman numerals , when
refer to the
+ Static Annotations because the french use the large roman numerals ...
+ Dynamic Annotations because the french use the large roman numerals ...
+ Sentence Context because the french use the large roman numerals ...
+ Document Context because the french use the large roman numerals ...
All Context Features because the french use capital roman numerals ...
Reference since the french use capital roman numerals to refer
to the
Example 17 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #527
Cunei Baseline i do not know exactly what the situation in other
parts of europe , in south-east england in any event ,
that is a real and current threat .
+ Static Annotations ... that is a real and current threat .
+ Dynamic Annotations ... that is a real and current threat .
+ Sentence Context ... that is a real and present threat .
+ Document Context ... that is a real and current threat .
+ All Context Features ... that is a real and present threat .
Reference i do not know exactly the situation across europe
but in the south-east of england this is a real and
present danger .
Example 18 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #603
Cunei Baseline also , the european commission will in the resolution
put to the vote , called for the introduction of a
special with a green paper on the issue .
+ Static Annotations ... of a special green paper on this question .
+ Dynamic Annotations ... of a special green paper on this question .
+ Sentence Context ... of a special with a green paper on the issue .
+ Document Context ... of a special with a green paper on the issue .
+ All Context Features ... of a special with a green paper on the issue .
Reference moreover , the text we will be voting on calls on
the european commission to draw up a green paper
specifically on this question .
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Example 19 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #320
Cunei Baseline with particular satisfaction , i welcome the new
higher education law that creates the prerequisites
for that the albanian language population group a
private university reasons can .
+ Static Annotations ... prerequisites for that the albanian language
population group a private university reasons can .
+ Dynamic Annotations ... prerequisites for that the albanian-speaking
population group a private university reasons can .
+ Sentence Context ... prerequisites for that the albanian-speaking
population group a private university reasons .
+ Document Context ... prerequisites for that the albanian language
population group a private university reasons can .
+ All Context Features ... prerequisites for that the albanian-speaking
citizens group a private university reasons .
Reference i welcome with the utmost satisfaction the new law on
higher education , which will create the conditions
needed for the albanian-speaking community to set up a
private university .
Example 20 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #689
Cunei Baseline that was the aim of the european parliament in the
legislative process on clinical review , and i think
that today we can say this : this objective has been
achieved .
+ Static Annotations ... on clinical review , and i think that today we
can say this : this objective has been achieved .
+ Dynamic Annotations ... on clinical trials , and i believe that we can
now say : this aim has been achieved .
+ Sentence Context ... on clinical review , and i think that today we
can say this : this objective has been achieved .
+ Document Context ... on clinical trials , and i think that today we
can say this : this objective has been achieved .
+ All Context Features ... on clinical trials , and i believe that we can
now say : that objective has been achieved .
Reference this was the european parliament ’s objective in
the legislative procedure on clinical trials , and
i believe that today we can say that this objective
has been achieved .
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Example 21 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #655
Cunei Baseline what we have here is again with an own-initiative
report by the committee on employment and social
affairs , that , despite the fact that the problem
of additives health insurance is a burning in the
committee and also , here in the european parliament ,
is not uncontroversial , because they always continue
to have him 12 members on the committee not agreed .
+ Static Annotations ... the problem of supplementary health insurance
is a burning in the committee and also , here in the
european parliament , is not uncontroversial , because
they always continue to have him 12 members ...
+ Dynamic Annotations ... the problem of additives health insurance is a
burning in the committee and also here in the european
parliament , is not uncontroversial , because they
always continue to have him 12 members ...
+ Sentence Context ... the problem of supplementary health insurance
is a burning in the committee and also , here in the
european parliament , is not uncontroversial , as this
is him 12 members ...
+ Document Context ... the problem of additives health insurance is a
burning in committee and also , here in the european
parliament , is not uncontroversial , because they
always continue to have him 12 members ...
+ All Context Features ... the problem of additives health insurance is
a burning in the committee and also , here in the
european parliament , is not uncontroversial , as this
is him 12 members ...
Reference ( de ) we are dealing again with an own-initiative
report by the committee on employment and social
affairs , which , although supplementary health
insurance is a highly topical issue , is not totally
endorsed by the committee or here in the plenary of
the european parliament since , after all , 12 members
did not vote for it in committee .
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A.3 Incorporating Target Similarity
Example 22 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #188
Cunei Baseline as our success depends on the of surprise and use the
entire fleet insurgents .
+ Target Context still , our success depends on the element of surprise
and use of the entire fleet rebel offensive .
Reference still , our success depends on the element of surprise
and the use of the entire rebel fleet .
Example 23 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #374
Cunei Baseline the removal of all the temporary files
+ Target Context removes any temporary files used
Reference removes any temporary files used
Example 24 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #484
Cunei Baseline dns domain this computer was amended from % 1 to % 2 .
+ Target Context the dns domain of this computer was changed to % 1 on
% 2 .
Reference the dns domain assigned to this computer has been
changed from % 1 to % 2 .
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Example 25 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #760
Cunei Baseline sadi looked quizzically at garion , in his hands was
ready for his thin and a small knife .
+ Target Context sadi looked quizzically at garion , holding ready his
thin and a small knife .
Reference sadi looked inquiringly at garion , holding up his
slim little knife suggestively .
Example 26 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #1335
Cunei Baseline more specifically , it ’s the average distance values
data from their average .
+ Target Context more specifically , it ’s the average distance data
values from their average .
Reference more precisely , it is a measure of the average
distance of the data values from their mean .
Example 27 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #1348
Cunei Baseline because the french use the large roman numerals , when
refer to the
+ Target Context because the french use capital roman numerals , when
refer to the
Reference since the french use capital roman numerals to refer
to the
Example 28 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #5
Cunei Baseline for some unknown reason , appears my name is not
included in the list of those present .
+ Target Context for some unknown reason , my name is not included in
the list of those present .
Reference for some strange reason , my name is missing from the
register of attendance .
Example 29 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #192
Cunei Baseline let us hope that we in future , at least these
guarantees can achieve .
+ Target Context let us hope that in the future we at least , these
guarantees can achieve .
Reference let us hope that in the future we will at least be
able to achieve those guarantees .
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Example 30 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #457
Cunei Baseline the public access to information has been improved .
+ Target Context the access of the public to the information has
improved .
Reference public access to information has improved .
Example 31 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #562
Cunei Baseline consequently , we must this industry areas the
greatest efforts to reduce emissions companies .
+ Target Context consequently , we must this industry areas the
greatest efforts to reduce emissions .
Reference it is therefore these industries which ought to be
making a major effort to reduce emissions .
Example 32 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #685
Cunei Baseline the explanations of vote are closed .
+ Target Context that concludes the explanations of vote .
Reference that concludes the explanations of vote .
Example 33 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #903
Cunei Baseline according to my information have but all other groups
your resolution applications withdrawn .
+ Target Context according to my information , but all other groups
their withdrawn the motions for resolutions .
Reference but , according to my information , all the other
groups have withdrawn their motions .
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A.4 Incorporating Corpus Annotations
Example 34 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #217
Cunei Baseline do you think the hong kong is a dangerous
place , to life ?
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
... is a dangerous place to live ?
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
... is a dangerous place to live ?
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
... is a dangerous place to live ?
Reference do you think hong kong is a dangerous place to
live ?
Example 35 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #226
Cunei Baseline go to this row
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
go to this line
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
go to this line
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
go to this line
Reference navigate to this line
Example 36 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #518
Cunei Baseline there will be necessary to strengthen ,
particularly in the context of the eu .
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
... to strengthen in particular in connection
with the advent of eu enlargement .
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
... to strengthen in particular in connection
with the advent of eu enlargement .
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
... to strengthen in particular in connection
with the enlargement of the eu .
Reference particularly in connection with enlargement ,
this confidence will need to be strengthened .
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Example 37 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #566
Cunei Baseline if you got pipe with me , sit down and nacpˇ ete
from me !
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
if you have a pipe with me , sit down and let me
kill me !
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
if you have a pipe with me , sit down and let me
kill me !
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
if you have a pipe with me , sit down and let me
kill me !
Reference if you have a pipe about you , sit down and have
a fill of mine !
Example 38 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #719
Cunei Baseline - article 4 of the agreement bulgaria - spain
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
- article 4 of the bulgaria - spain
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
- article 4 of the morocco - spain agreement ;
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
- article 4 of the bulgaria - spain
Reference - article 4 of the bulgaria - spain agreement ;
Example 39 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #1015
Cunei Baseline as people are of a particular goods and what the
product marks know ?
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
how people are specific goods and the product
brands they know ?
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
people are specific goods and the product brands
they know ?
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
how do people choose a specific goods and the
product brands know ?
Reference how do they choose particular goods in the store
and which product brands they know ?
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Example 40 CzEng v0.9 Test Sentence #1345
Cunei Baseline film evaluation system in hong kong uses
category i , iia , iib and iii , based on roman
ˇ c´ ıslic´ ıch .
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
the film rating system in hong kong uses ...
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
the film rating system in hong kong uses ...
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
film rating system in hong kong uses ...
Reference the motion picture rating system in hong kong
uses categories i , iia , iib , and iii based on
roman numerals .
Example 41 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #255
Cunei Baseline we all hope , of course , including the greek
colleagues here that this dispute soon , will
now be resolved .
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
... that this dispute soon to be resolved .
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
... that this dispute soon .
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
... that this dispute will be settled soon .
Reference of course we all hope - and that includes the
greek meps here - that this dispute will soon be
settled .
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Example 42 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #272
Cunei Baseline we now expect the necessary aid for the
conversion of the tetovo university in a private
university , whose diplomas then also needs to
be recognised .
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
we now expect the necessary assistance for the
transformation of the tetovo university ...
whose diplomas then are also recognised .
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
we now expect the necessary assistance for the
transformation of the tetovo university ...
whose diplomas then are also recognised .
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
we now expect the necessary assistance for the
transformation of tetovo university ... whose
diplomas then are also recognised .
Reference we are now awaiting the necessary aid for the
transformation of tetovo university into a
private university whose diplomas will then
be recognised .
Example 43 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #363
Cunei Baseline ultimately was after some tough negotiations , a
final outcome reached defended deserves .
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
ultimately , after some tough negotiations , a
final outcome , which deserves to be defended .
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
ultimately , after some tough negotiations , a
result which deserves to be defended .
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
ultimately , after some tough negotiations , a
result that deserves to be defended .
Reference ultimately , after some tough negotiating , an
outcome was achieved that is worth defending .
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Example 44 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #752
Cunei Baseline children and the disabled are vulnerable people
, which is one of the widest possible protection
need .
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
children and the disabled are vulnerable persons
, the possible far-reaching need of protection .
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
children and the disabled are vulnerable persons
, which need adequate protection , as far as
possible .
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
children and disabled people are vulnerable
persons , which need adequate protection , as
far as possible .
Reference children and disabled people are fragile people
who need maximum protection .
Example 45 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #865
Cunei Baseline it seems to me , the concept of the ivorit¨ at
completely justified to be .
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
it seems to me , the concept of the ivorit¨ at
perfectly right to be .
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
it seems to me that the concept of ivorit¨ at
perfectly right to be .
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
the concept of ivorit¨ at , it seems to me to be
fully justified .
Reference the concept of ivorian nationality would appear
to me to be perfectly well founded .
Example 46 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #873
Cunei Baseline the commission is also on the recent violence
very concerned .
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
the commission is also very concerned about the
recent violence .
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
the commission is also very concerned on the
recent violence .
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
the commission is also very concerned on the
recent violence .
Reference the commission is also very concerned by the
recent violence .
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Example 47 German Europarl v6 Test Sentence #905
Cunei Baseline please allow me to confirm whether the other
groups your resolution applications was indeed
have withdrawn .
+ Annotations without
Lexical Divergence
please allow me to confirm whether the other
groups have withdrawn their motions indeed .
+ Annotations with
any Divergence
please allow me to confirm whether the other
groups have withdrawn their motions indeed .
+ Annotations with
Divergence & Replacement
please allow me to confirm whether the other
groups have withdrawn their motions indeed .
Reference please be so kind as to confirm that the other
groups have indeed withdrawn their motions .
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